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ABSTRACT · 

This study examines the nature and character of 

pretYial practicœs in Kaduna State Police Stations •. It 

does so with a view to unravelling its theoretical and 

pi" ,::'lC t i C i:Ü implications for the 'rule of law', and those 

processed at the station respectively. Meil" e pr ec i.se 1 y, 

the study examines the stutuory framework of pretrial 

justice, the level of citizens awareness 6f legal Yights, 

the proportion of cases dis~osed at ~he station and the 

pattern which such disposition adopt. Furthermore, the 

study is concerned with the manner in which policemen go 

about pretrial activities. It also analyses the influence 

of off~ndeis' socio-demographic attribuies on police 

cl€?.<:: i ts ion. 

The ~.;;tudy <=:·mploys qualitative 1..-Jel 1 

~uantitative methods of gathering and analysing data. ~he 

findings reveal that policemen, 

process." 1::n'"ovision!::. t:;eldom uphold itr;; ideal!5. The public 

is largely. unaware of due proceds of the laws, but even 

the few who· aie aware of such laws, make virtually no 

effort to see them upheld. The result i 1;;; that rule 

violation and discretionary dispositions are th~ order of 

tht? clay. Over 80% of all cases reported for the duration 

,:,f field ~·JOl"k are "settled" .at the police stë:1ti,:,n.- mc,st 

of them? according to legally irrelevant criteria. 

Pretrial justice then adopts -an economic quality whereby 

the well to do get off lightly. 
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In con c 1 us ion Y tyo major factors are identified as 

being responsible for . the character of pretrial police 

py- é:'{C t: :i C {·?Su Fi1"~:::.t, Th i rd l,Jor 1 d Institutions exist 

caricatures of their Western counterparts. Tht;:• Pol i ce 

Force as one of such institutions is stunted by the lack 

of requisite material and per~onnel inputs. Secondlyy the 

police force is negatively influenced· by its social 

environment whi2h do not only generate pressure towards 

eroding police institutional autonomy 1 · but also subject 

individual ~olicemen to serious pressures to by-pass ~due 

process' and make persona! gains. 

To reform pretrial process 1 it is suggested that the 

material and personnel problems of the force and the low 

-legë:ïl· a 1,,Ja1··f21"H·"?f::-~::. c,f the gen<ô'2ralit:t of cit:i.:~v.-~ns shoulcl be 

i::1dc:lrE.'?s.sed. In thf.? long term ho1,,.iv.-~v12r·, a mei::1ningful and 

long lï:1t=:.tinç1 reform will :requir<c'? the cciLmtiry to eit.:hEir 

el i mi n,:d~ e :i. t 5. "per i phe1ry II status. ~-i:i tr, in thf.? i nt e1r nat i ,:,nal 

capitalist system or better still, to opt out of the 

system altogether. 
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It ha!,:; 

Wh i Ch the 

en ,:\C t ment 

gi::,ve1r nment 

Em f c,r c ement 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

foi'. long beein recoç_~ni:zed thë.-1t thE:~ mï:1nney· in 

1 aw is en f 01" c ed, i c::. mc•ri= impc,rtant thi::in its 

and ( ser:> Baker 1 '333)" The 

agency that is primarily responsible for law 

Df ë:1ll the criminel justice 

the police is the most visible and the most 

proximate to crime. Its decisions to invoke the criminal 

c·r· iminal 

largely determines the outer 

justice system. In other words, 

limitE;; of the 

the pol ic<o:! i!:?.-

the ~ate keeperv of the criminal justice system (CJS). 

The CJS is itself, composed of se0eral agencies 

within which decision are made concerning whether, and 

processed as inputs in one, should be 

transferred to others in the network as outputs. for 

example, citizens make decisions concerning the reporting 

of offences to the police. The police make decisions 

concerning the invocation of law, and general pretrial 

processing of alleged offenders. They also make decisions 

regarding charging and prosecution. ·rr- i al .) Ltdç1es mak<~ 

decision concerning sentencing and conviction. Prison 

administrators also make decisions concerning the running 

of the prisons. In fact, 
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is apparent immediately that decisions are the stuff of 

th,:\t !syste:·m'' (Gottf·r<?.clsc,n and Gottfyedson 1'380::,-;:,·;iv). 

The Nigel'" ia ( NPF) 1 1. c· .. :, stl':ituto1r il y 

yequi·re:·cl, not onlx to apprehend offencleis, but ëd. s;o t<.::i 

as prosecute cases~. This con fers 

considerable discretionary power on the police. They 

deteYmine who will be arrested, who will be r1et offr at 

the pol i ce t':-t ï:\t i o,n c:.:ind who ~.Ji 11 be prosecuted in court. 

both the CJS and for the individual. 

The exeycise of such poweYs is of significance to 

the CJS because the decision to terminate criminel 

early stages of the criminal process, 

precludes yeview of same at later stages. Buch decisions 1 

according to Goldstein (1960:65) are:-

"generally of lc, 1..J visibility i:H1d c-onseqL1ently 
are seldom the subject of review. 
opportunity for review and appraisal 
enforcement decisions i~ essential 
fun,::tj.oninç1 c,f thr=: r·1_1le of l,aw''. 

Y<?.t an 
of nor1··
tc, the 

The exercise of such power is also of significance to the 

individual because police •••• 

t O LI Sf:? fc,rce 
arrest, to detain, 
is unique among 

degree ta which it 

t o t=:.eë!"r ch i:,"tn cl 

gc,vernmental 
is.disruptive 

·of fl"f:'::'edom 1 

it=:. impë~ct; 

1967:10'3). 

invasive of privacy, and direct in 
upon th~~ inc:lividual" (13oldstein 
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The police station, as the;? "pi" inc ipal cq:::iel"i:ït ionë:'1 

is the setting where 

maJority of police-citizen transactions take place. These 

citizens corne to the station under a variety of roles. 

They come as complainants; victims of crime, accident or 

other disaster; witnesses, accused personsv and suspects. 

some corne as defendants, wandering persons, destitutes, 

or missing persans, or lunatics. Others corne as community 

·r epr· esent at ives, €~1 ectecl pol iticië"1ns, professic,nal 

personnel of other arms of the CJS, and so ç:in. 

There are also friends, relatives, 

all the above. 

and acquaintances of 

"The manner in which these human inputs are processed 

at the police stations has of late been attracting much 

public attention and concern in Nigei·· ia. This hë.~s been 

directed mainly at police observance (or non-observance) 

of procedural rules in proceising members of the public. 

Majority of criminal justice commentators tend to 

a strict or rigid adherence to procedural 

rules by the police is not possible (see Kadish, 1962; 

Lafave, 1965; Kaplan, 1965; Goldstein 1967; Wilson, 1968 9 

1971; Okonkwo and Naish 9 1 '380; Jeff ei· sc•n 9 1 '3'30; 

e.t.c). Others argue that even if · it is possible, it is 

not desirable as it would negate the principles of 
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individua1ityy humanityy equ i t y i:1nd 

expediency in the administration of justice. 

The argument of those who mainta{n that a 1" igic:J 

enforcement of law is undesirable, :i s put in i t s mos::l; 

eloquent form by Brietel (1960:35). He declares thus: 

ones, 

If every po1icemany every prosecutor, every 
court, and every post-sentence agency perform 

his or its responsibility in strict accordance 
with the rule of law, precisely and narrowly 
laid down, the criminal law would be orc:Jered 

intc:ilE~l"able, living would be a sterile 
compliance with soul kil~ing ru1es and taboos. 
By contrasta primitive tribal society would 
seem free indeed. 

Other especially radically :inclined 

seriously question the attribute of benign:ity 

imputed ta the exercise of discretionary power. They 

insi!::-t, that its exercise is more often than not, 

clet e1·· m :i nt.~d by systematic, mundane ancl pr :imc,rdial 

considerations ~hich work to the disadvan~age of the poor 

(see American Friends Service Committee C P,FSC, 1 '371 ; 

Chamb 1 :i si;;, 1974 and Reiman, 1979). It is important to 

note thë:\t al 1 c ommentat.or s, irrespective of their 

position on the advisability of discretionary powery tend 

to express concern over its high potentiel for abuse. 

Especially when measures to make it accountable are net 

put in place. 
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Pel"haps, i t is in recognition of this vulnerability 

to ab Lise, of discretionary power, that the releVë\nt 

stat1.1tt~? of Nigeria e:-r;horts the policeman to "devel op the 

attributes of integrity in refusing to allow religious, 

l" ac i i::'\l , pc,litical fe~~l ings 

·considerations to influence him in the execution of his 

The exterit to which Nigerian policemen have 

been heedful of this ~appeal' di f fi C l.lJ. t t 0 

asc ertain" The available indigenous criminological 

contain only very little research into the 

area. 

·Clinard and Abbot (1973~26) rightly observes that 

"the criteria in terms c,f age, _sc11:ic:1l class, Yf?ligionv 

caste and tribal background, used by the police in the 

decision to arrest or release a suspect, are generally 

unknown in developing countries because studies have not 

,:",~hi r e ( 1 '38'::Ja: 13) also laments that in 

Nig<e"i'' ia, 11 informed c:ommerd.:atoy·s have ignored the wide 

discretionary power wielded by the Nigeria police as if 

it is natural, desira~le and without grave consequences 

to the~ libeirty ,:,f the citizens". 

( 1 '386) atty· ibutes the ë\ppa·rent 

c: ensc,r ship in the research community' towards studying 

th<-? po1 ice to the fë\ct tl"lë."lt, the pc,l ice is an "ob:jec:t" 

which "del ibei'"ately l"esists attempts tc:c kno,.,J it 11
" Bent 
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it is difficult to do research of police departments. The 

. 
prevailing atmosphere in the police is one of suspicion 

of out ss i der· s, But ë:tS Smith 

notes 1 it i s fol" such closed organisation that 

reseë:1r·ch is most needed rather than captive populations 

which tend to be overstudied. 

While many commentators have found contentment in 

the cliche that "a nat ic,n Qf?t~.:- the police fcirce it 

obsei"ves"4 9 thi!::: study is unclertaken 

conviction that police pretrial practices in Nigeria, has 

not ·attracted the research attention that it so richly 

de~-ser· ves. 

1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

F.'.elevant statutes of Nigeria (criminal procedure 

code, criminal procedure Act, Nigeria police Act, etc) 

lay down, procedural rules to guide the police in its law 

en-forcement duties. Reports of rule violation and inept 

handling of members of the public by the police, however 

continue to dog police performance. As a result, serious 

doubts and concern are being expressed frc,m different 

quai" ter s about the willingness, even ability of 

Nigerian policemen to operate according to the letter and 

spirit of the law. 
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In the wake of the brutal suppression by men of the 

Nigeria Police Force (NPF)p of a peë:\CE.~ful pr·otest by 

!:-tudt'?nts of Ahmadu Bello University in 1 '386, The 

a popular Nigerian weekly news Magazine, 

devoted al 1 its June_ 1986, editions to running an expose 

of the "NPF. The discreditable facts it revealed about the 

police, ranged from its inability to "move an inch from 

the colc,nial legacy of suppr·essic,n" 15 to: 

hë:"\VB 

focus on 9 and single 
involving helpless 

the money nor 

minded pursuit c,f 

citizens who neither 
po<==.ses<=: l' iGtht 

t:he t hr ouç1h oi·· beat con nec t :l c,ns 

1 abyi' i nth maze 

1,1acle 

of the countr·y' s .Justice 

'(·etsul·l; :i.s thë:,t thoL1sands, of 

Nigerians are being kept in .jail for committing 
minor crimes that would have fetched them at 
the most a strong tapon the wrists and a stern 
warning /rom the judge. 

to visit the prisons 

Many times, judges have 
te, "lib<:.>l'ë\te" detainec:l 

suspects who have no business being behind 

bars. 6 

Allegations of partisanship in carrying out its 

duties have also been frequently levied against the NPFP 

especially during political eras when they allegedly 

become instrument of the ruling party for oppressing 

pc<l iticë:11 opponents. A state governor belonging to an 

opposition party during the second republicy was so irked 

by this phenomena that he threatened to establish his own 

state's (Dyo state) police in defiance of the statutorily 
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imp,:,sed unit al'"y st 1" uc t L\l'" e of pol ic ing f ,:,)'" the 

federation. 7 Csee also Tinubu, 1969). 

Commenting on police activities at pretrial stages 

of the criminal process, Agbareh (1991) notes that: 

''These days the1··e are f·e,,J 1,Jo1•·ds of praise by 
the public for our police. Terrible stol'"ies are 
told of police machinations at investigation 
stages of any matter with a criminal comple~. I 
have heard it said that Justice is on the side 
of the highest bidder. With all the good 
intention!?.:- in the 1,Jo1··ld? and the p-."actical 
steps taken to flush out bad eggsv the racket 
in policE~ ch,:1rç_H? ôffices, inve!:'.:-tigation 01.rtfits 
and road beats still flourish. Complainants 
largely have to oil their way to get attention. 
The "::.uspect ao::cL1sed 11 have to bl'"ibe their o,Jay
out c:in bëd 1. It is ë:\ rc,ut; ine" 61 • 

Police calls fol'" member of the public who have been 

unjust 1 y treated, to report the police personnel 

responsible to thE'2 nea1"est pc,lic<:c? station":1.o, i~; met by 

th:i.s ,:yn:i.ca} editol'"ial Y-eply in a national daily: "pray; 

what :i.s the safety guaY-antee for such complainant, 

assuming the hostility and unnecessary delays at the 

police tstatic,ns can be oveY-comE/? 11 :1.•::-. 

Many 1 egi:\l practicioners who by virtue of their 

profession are close to police activities, have been 

voicing their discontentment at police handling ~f the 

cr iminal process. Foi·· e:,;ample, the president of the 

Nigel'"ia Bal'" Association, Mrs. Priscilla Kuye, laments the 

fact that the police do not allow women to stand surety 

for bai 1 when there is nothing in the statute books 
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ban' i ng t hem 

1 a 1,Jye1··, F"emi 

from doing so:1.:1.. Another prominent Nigerian 

Falana, expresses horror at what goes on in 

police cells where he alleged that suspects are kept for 

longer than is legal. He also alleges that "the pc,lice 

stations had always connived with suspects in detention 

to carry on illegal collection of fees from those who 

we1'" e newl y brc,ught in for det ent :ion" :1.:z,. 

Some human rights organisations such as ·the'? 

Comm:ittee for the Defence of Human rights CCDHR) and the 

Civil Liberties Organisation (CLO), have been consistent 

and pel'Sistent in theil'" attack on the police for 

illegally instituionalizing "to·l'"tLu··e" 

extracting confessions from suspects. The spate of extra 

Judicial killings of suspects (resulting from torture or 

e:,:e,:ution) by the police have attracted the •:•L\t l'" i ght 

g·reë:1test ire of these organisation. so~e of such cases 

which made headlines includes: the murder of Nwogu 

Okere:1.:;;;i, Udeog\.\ 4 , Anthony Nnaemeke:1. 5 Segun 

Fakayode:1. 6 , Larry Elechi Igwe:1. 7
9 the Oko Oba killings:1.e, 

.and so on. In all those cases, the police allegedly 

constituted itself into the accuser, the prosecutor, the 

Judge and the executor of the sentences of execution 

passed. Such action exceeds police constitutional power. 

Yet in none of the cases cited have the officers 

responsibl1:2 beE?.n succe!:.;.!::.f1.1lly b1'01.1ght to book. Instead 

relatives of victims, who tried to pursue such cases in 
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court have allegedly beccime victims of fuy·thc~r police 

i::\lïd intimidation. Hence the C,:\mpaignei·· 

( 1 '::l'::12: 2) urges government to do something as such a 

11 ~.t i:\t f,? of ë:\ f fa i y·~~ pc•!5E"~ ë."'I t hl" C2i:Yl; not on 1 y t o the cause of 

justicE"2 but alsc, to the liveis ,:,f those in pUl"!:'_;uit c:,f it" •. 

It furthermore that ",:,u·r statutes contain 

adequate provisions which if enforced 7 will see an end to 

e:d:ra--.jL1dicial killings". 

Top criminal Justice administrators, traditionally 

noted for defending theiY- men's actionsy have not bc2er1 

1 eft out c,f thE:· outcry against policc2 

Not only did a sel"ving police inspecter-

13f2ne1·· al ( HD publicly lament the falling standard of 

crime investigation in Nigel"ia 9 ~• he on another occasion 

la11Ü.)ë1sts his officey·s fol" sacrificing J1-1stice "to youl" 

desil"e for matel"ial needs and lust fol" power. A powel" 

that is based on false ary·oganct? 11 :.::•::>. {.Uha.Ji Kc:1ltunç10, the 

then ~<ë1duna Sti:1te police bosr:; is also so "wcwried by 

l"eports of unlawful detent ion in his state" that he 

"t 1·11" eat ens t c, pl" ose,: ut e any pc,l i ce ,:, f f' i c el" under hi!:::. 

command that detains anybody f,:I"( minor offences21 • And 

Ju~stic~? Ligali of Lagos State cornes out to identify 

pc:,l i ,::: e "failL1l"e t:o !:-:;tick te:, official regulë1t:j_c,n a5:, 

stipulat:ed by 1a,.,,, 11
~2 ~"' as the ma.jol" 

justice in Nigel"ia. 

obstacle against 
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Apparently then, there is widespread dissatisfaction 

over the manner in which the polite carry out its duties. 

The disquieting ·fac t that emerges from all these, ic::. 

that v the Nigeria police seems to have appropriated for 

:i t !,,,C::.d f v po•,.,<ë~l·· in excess of that which it is statutorily 

g i ven. I t is alleged that the police do not only wields 

this power arbitrarily, but also abuse it. In handling 

and disposing criminal cases therefore, the pc,l i•:<:? may 

bear no 1 egal choose ta proceed upon criteria that 

Yet for cases. so disposed at the police 

stëïl::ion, the accused has no opportunity to present his 

own clefence. Any violation of the principles of legality 

and due process by the police at such stages are 

precluded from revi~w/redress by the courts~ 

Such a state of affairs raises serious theoretical 

and practital questions. At the theoretical level, this 

study is· interestE~d in knowing whether the !]Uid:in!J 

philosophy upon which the whole legal apparatus is built 

is being systematically thwarted by police manner of 

exercising discretion. furthermore it seeks to determine 

whether it is the guiding philosophy of the CJS that is 

cle-f ec t ive c,r· its translation intc, pol icy or· j1.1!:5t its 

hLIITli::"\n opeirators. The study i !::;. also interest~d in 

unravelling the implications of police decisions and 

actions on the activities of other ayms of the criminal 

justice machinery. For example, how does police power to 
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dispose cases at the police station circumvent the 

adjudicatory functions of the courts or trial judges. In 

short, what implications does police use and abuse of 

discretionary power have for the operation of the rule of 

law in Kaduna State. 

At the practical level 7 the study is concerned with 

questions of how those processed by the police take or 

react ta their treatment, what opportunities exists for 

them to seek redress, whether they are aware of and do 

make use of such opportunities, what impression do they 

form of the CJS based on their treatment by the police, 

and so on. In short, what effect police use and abuse of 

discretion have on people processed by the police. 

The practical and theoretical problems posed by the 

alleged state of affairs. Many be summarized in the 

following research questions:-

al What proportion of cases reported to the 

police are 

station? 

disposed of· at the police 

b) To what extent are procedfral laws observed, 

and/or violated in police handling of 

human 

system? 

victims, complainants and other 

inputs of the criminal justice 

cl Are policemen aware of th~ existence of such 

laws? 
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d) ~,Jhat factors affect police observance of 

prc,cedural laws. 

el to what extent are accused persan aware of 

their legal rights? 

f) What do the accused persons do when they 

feel unduly treated by the polie~? 

1.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

This stµdy Seeks to make a modest addition to the 

existing literature on the behayiour of ~law enforcers 

through the following research objectives: 

1. To examine the statutory framework under which the 

police make dispositional decisions. 

2. To determine the volume or proportion of reported 

cases disposed of at the police stations in Kaduna 

State. 

3. To identify the factors affecting police e~ercise of 

discretion in Kaduna State. 

4. To determine the level of awareness of· the legal 

process by accused persans in Kaduna State. 

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

This study is a pioneering effort bath in the 

methods it employs and in the phenomena it seeks to 

study. The aim 1,K•Llld be ti:i l.lnlravel the "r:?mpirical fi.-:\Ce" 

of the law in its day to day operation. It is hoped that 
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its findings would have both theoretical and practical 

sign:i. f:i.cancE•. 

At the theoretical level, the study would~ provide 

first hand information to students of criminology in 

Nige1··ia 1,Jishing to "really knc,w" the police; contribute 

te, the debat t'? on inevitability/desirabili~y c,.f 

discretionary Justice; and help to generate hypotheses 

for further discussions and study. 

At the practical/policy level, the study would help 

uncovei·· facts ë:1bout the II invisible" or inf,::irmë\l .justice 

system, that should inform policies c~ crime and their 

e:,~E?cution. 

1.4 LEGAL PROCEDURES GUIDING POLICE HANDLING 

OF COMPLAINANTS~3 

There are clearly defined rules, governing each of the 

stages that a criminal case undergoes at the police 

stat ic,n. some of the relevant rules, ë,n·· e her· eunder 

presented. They will serve as a basis for comparing the 

~ 1 egal i ty' ( as contai ned in statLrt,:,ry dc11: ument s) agai nst 

the ~reality' (as observed in the course of this studj) 

of police actions. 

To St .... UC t L\l'" E! the complaints process, it is 

statutorily required that all complaints be lodged in the 

police 'charge office~. This shall be open to the public 
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throughout the 24 hours of the day. The charge room 

c,ffiCEff is to en sure that all complainants are 

courteously received and that all complaints are taken to 

the station~ crime officer for perusal and appreciation. 

When complaints are refused, the charge room officer i~ 

required to make in his own hand writing 1 a record c,f 

Whenever the 'station officerr refuses to 

accept the information brought by a complainant~ he is 

required to ~notify the complainant in writing of his 

"( :Î.\)ht te, compl ain te, ë\ cc:iurtr if in "f 01·· mati c,n J. i:· ... :-

accepted however, the police is required to 'forthwith 

proceed to the spot and investigate the case, and if the 

offender is not already in custody, take such steps as 

may be necessary for his discovery and arrestr. 

To protect the arrest process from arbitrariness and 

abuse, the police charge room is statutorily designated 

as the sole centre for ~the reception of arrested persans 

and the recording of the particulars of such persans'. In 

effecting the arrest i tsel f, 'an arr·e=:-tec:I peirson shal:]. 

not be subjected to more restraint than is necessary to 

prevent his escape,r and "the person making the airire~ .. t 

~;hall inform the person arrested of the cause of the 

ë."'ll" 1·· est s c ë.~nnc,t be mad€~ 

without warrant, and should this be contravened, 'an 

officer in charge of a police station shall report (it) 

as soon as reasonably possible to the appropriate local 
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gc,ver nment ë.°'\l.l th 01'· i t y or super· i oy· police officer. the 

static,r1 ,;:,fficeY o.,,- any c~heY officer deputed to act for 

him can set any persan that has been unjustly aYrested 

fyee upon his aYYival at the station. Besidesv the 

ayrestee can sue the police if he believes his aYrest was 

:i.llegal. And the cou.,,-t can order the police to pay 

if thE:: ë':\l'""l'"e!:;t was 1'·eally mat-:le "without 

sufficient gYound" 

~statement taking' process, the police 

aye required to caution an accused peYson before taking 

statements from him. The caution is in the following 

11 I hi:\\/f:-? d1:,:c ided to mak<= i:\ ,::ompl i:1int agc::iinst you 

before a court. do you wish to say anything? you are not 

obliged to say anything unless you wish to do so, but 

what you say, may be put into writing and given in 

evid<-:':?nce". If the .::-1cc1.ised can, and is willing to write, 

he is allowed to write down the statement by himself. But 

if not, the police writes it down. Afte1r thi=-, the~ 

statement is read over to the accused and he is required 

to append his signatuye or thumbprint, if the statement 

reflects what he said. TheoYetically, the accused may 

refuse to sign if the statement differs in any sense from 

the one he willingly made. 

To pYotect the interrogation pyocess, the stat i,:,n 

c y· i me off i c er is required to rigidly observe 7 and te, 
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enfol'"ce "thf:.> l" ioid obsE'l"Yance by membel'"s c,f the police 

S:-t ë."'\t i c,n 9 of the Judges Rules in the intel'"l'"ogation of 

SU=-Pt~cted anc:l acc1.1':5-f2d pel'"sons''. Section 254 of the 

Cl'" iminal pY-c,ceclui·e code (C. P. C) h.11,·thf.~ ... - s:,tates that: "No 

influence by means of any pl'"omise Ol'" thl'"eat ol'" otherwise 

shall be used to an accused to induce him to disclose Ol'" 

1,,1 i t hl1ùl d any m2ït tel'" •,.i i th in hi s knc,•,.il r,?dgt~". Even •,.ihEm an 

accused is ready to, and in fact makes a confession 9 

S.126(:2) of the CPC state!:- that "Ne, pc,1 ice off_icei" shal 1 

recol'"d any such confession unless iftel'" questioning the 

pe1"so11 making 

vol unt ë,\l'" i 1 y 11
• 

i t f he is satisfied that it i=- made 

To pYevent malpY-actices and aYbitYaY-iness in 

investigation, the inve~st:jgatinç_1 pc,lic<:? offic<?.l" (IPO) is 

eveyy case to open a case diaYy in which he 

shal 1 . set forth in chronological OY- der' all actions 

regaYding the payticulaY- case. Suc h, më,y include: The 

time when he began hi~ investigation, all information 

l'"eceived by him in connection with his investigation, and 

the time when such infol'"mation re~ched him. Thc2 IPO i s 

also expected to state: the places visited by him, any 

directicins given by a court in the course of the 

and any facts ascertained ?S a y-esult 

Other components of the crime diary are 

statements of witnesses 7 statement of the ciYcumstances 
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ascertained through investi gat i c,n, and the time when 

investigation was closed. 

Since the case diary together with the police First 

Infoi''fîli:1tion F,:epoi'·t (Fil'.ë:) al'·e submittE~d to the cc,urt, it 

judicial review of investigational procedures 

and practicets. Note however that an officer in charge of 

a station can terminate investigations without an inquiry 

~after entering in the case diary a summary of 

th(,;? c,=tse . and terminating the 

investigation'. But, he "shall fc,irthwith infc,rm the court 

and the court shall thereupon endorse upon the first 

in f cd· mati on the fac-t: c,f such termination 

••• provided that the court may, if it i!::. nc,t satis.fiec::I 

from the information given that the investigation has 

been properly terminated, order that the investigation be 

contirn.u~d and the case diary be re-openec::1 11
• 

the pn:c>trial release decision, the l a•,.i 

provides that any person. accused of an offence punishable 

',Ji th imprisonment not exceeding 3 year~, or is detained 

of f i c ei·· c,r court, for reasons to be recorded in writing 

considers that by reason of the granting of bail, the 

p1rc,pe1r investigation of the c,ffence •,.,1oulcf be pire,judiced 

or a serious risk of the accused escaping from Justice be 

c,cci:.1Sioned 11
• Such offender must of ,:oLtirse be prepared tci 
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give Sl'?CL1r-ity •,..il1ich "::.hall be fixed with ·due r-egar-d to 

circurnstances of the ,::a SE' ancl shall nè:,t be 

e);cessi ve". 

A person arrested without warrant, is to be taken 

'without unnecessary delay' before a court competent to 

take cognizance of the case. Fur· t her mo·r· e, "ne, p,:,l ice 

officer shall ·c1etain in custody a person arrested without 

1iJar·rant for a longer period than in the circumstances of 

the case is reasonable. Such period shall not in ttH:? 

absence of an order of a court exceed twenty-four hours 

exclusive of the time necessary for the Journey from the 

plac6 of arrest to the court and of any intervening 

public holicjay. It is to be noted however, that ·whilf=? 

accused persans ~re normally not allowed to be detained 

fc,r mc,re than :24 hour~-5v "the ,:c,urt rnay frc,m tirne to time, 

on the application of the officer in charge of a police 

stë:Yt ion, authorise the detention of the person under 

arr est in such custody as it thinks fit foi" a t ime not 

fifteen days, and shall record its reason for 

doing so". 

In the area of charging, the police in the northern 

parts of NigeYia unlike their counterparts in the so~th, 

frame charges. They can only suggest the section 

of the penal code upon which they intend to base thei~ 

pr c,sec ut ion. This suggestion is contained in the police 
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f :i y· st information report that is submitted to the court 

at the fin;;t hearing in a case. The task of framing 

charge~ then devolves on the courts who are guided as to 

the nature of the offence alleged; fr·om the Fir::-'I:; 

Information Report (FIR). 

One way in which prosecutorial é:'ïr bit y· ai nests l' c:: 
.J 

checked in the northern states, is the bringing in of the 

courts quite··early, in the decision to prosecute. For 

example, since the 'court must frame ~ny charge preferred 

and the· court would only frame a 

charge when it is satisfied that there is a prima facie 

Cë\se· against the ë.~CcL1sed, it follows that prosecution 

cannot be undertaken by the police in a case, which a 

court competent to try and punish has refused to forma 

charge. A court can amend charges in the police F.I.R, it 

a case be terminated, and it can al !::,o 

that the case be reopened. It can even decide ta 

g·r·ant bail aga:inst the wish of the police after the 

preliminary hearing. And so, in all the manner described 

abov~'?, the CPC seeks to ensure that pi·· osec ut or· i a 1 

decisions are not left to the police alone. 

The efficacy of the foregoing procedural lë:'\WS in 

safeguarding citizen's rights form a major c one ern ,:,f 

this studyv as will obvious in subsequent 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE POLICE AND PRETRIAL JUSTICE: THEORETICAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

MLl 1 t :i. pl :i (: i t y of Sociological commentaries 

available on the police can be broadly subsumed under 

three major theoretical perspectives. They are structural 

functionalism, social interact~onism, and Marxism. in the 

pages that follow, the relevant literature are reviewed 

within those perspectives. 

2.2. STRUCTURAL FUNCTIONALIST PERSPECTIVE 

The s~t1ructural fun,:t ic,nal i!st pe1r spec t ive y 

ceinceptualizes society as a self contained system 

comprising interrelated and interdependent structures. 

These structures or parts of society, exist in a mutually 

reinforcing state of equilibrium Csee Brown 1935). The 

function of each structure is its contribution towards 

maintaining societyrs structural continuity. 

pr obl em i s thf?n s:;a id t c, "Mani fes.t; i t self •,.Jhen one c,r m,:,r e 

of society's need is not met or when its continued 

1 '360) • Situations c,f 

imbalance brought about by social problems are corrected 

by certain vectors. Those vectors are automatically 
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generated by society through its in-built processes of 

s.el -f-r.,id.)ur;:;tment. 

The police is viewed by structural-functionalists, 

as one of such corrective vectors. The police cornes into 

b<:?. i nç;t in f?V<21··y i::;ociety i:.i=:- a. "functional imperativev to 

conti:1in the "sc,c i ,:111 y dysfunct i,:,n<="d stresses. r that 

accompany development. According to Bent (1974:ix), the 

pcil ice is "undoubtedly, the cc,ntrol agency of l ast 

made obligatory by the inadequacies of the 

pr i nli:Ur y agr2nt s () f soc i i:11 C ont lr ol li. Skol ni C k ( 1 '::l6E..: 7) i:il se, 

arÇIU<:?.S thus: "The :,"ai.s·on ·d.ret:Y',"i:I' of the policeman and the 

cri~inal law~ the underlying collectively held sentiments 

which .)ustify penal sanctions, arises ultimately from the 

threat of violence and the possibility of danger to the 

community". Sc11: iet:/ responds t~ threat ë:1ç,1a i n~st i ts;. 

cherished values by enacting laws. Such laws proscribe 

certain acts cd:; h<:?.r !:'.;. Accor·dinç,1 to 

st r L1i:-t: Llr al functionalists, the laws embody collective 

interests and communally agreed upon values. This 

ar gwnent is premised upon the assumption that there is 

value consensus in society. that is all members of 

society are· agreed upon what is good behaviour and what 

is unacceptable behaviour. The logic~l conclusion then is 

that the 1 aw i mpar· t i i:11 and beneficent. 

Furthermore, functionalists, argue that the police which 
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gives vir;;ible 1 ë\1.4, is alsc, 

char~cterised by those attributes·of law. 

sti·uctural holds the 

individual policeman to be capable of great flexibility. 

This according to the perspective, ena~le the policemen 

adapt his. pe1··E:-i:mal i ty to soc ieta1 needs. The 

perspectives overall stance is then one of optimism. It 

posits that problems associated with the police can be 

through reform, )r <:I t Il{'" Jr than compl t::>te• 

transformation of ~;;ociety. Such reforms are to be 

infonned by "systematic empiricë:11 studies based upon 

representative sample and quatifiable data'' (Gattfredson 

and Gottfredson 1980:153). 

Typical of structural functionalists, they do not 

make any explicit statement about the specific ways in 

which such reforms may be brought about. Their idea of 

how social problems can be surmounted consiste, in the 

main, "pointinç:~ to factors thë:1t enhance consen!:'.:.us 

building the pol icf2 is. 

pointed at, as a consensus building structure of society 

which combat the social problem of crime. Th12 p1roblem 

thë:1t structural functionalist run into, as a result of 

this cc,nceptic•n of the police, is that it becomes nigh 

impossible to conceptualise the police as a possibli 

souyce of social problems. 
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out of the self-created impasse, somce 

st y· uc t uy· al functionalists revert to individualistic 

e~planations that are inconsistent with the perspectives 

epistemological foundations. Such e~planations place the 

police ills not on society, bL1t on thr-) 

individual policemanrs pathology or his family background 

(See Etzioni 1976:7). Others attribute the ills, to the 

existence of deviant subcultures within the police force. 

For example, Stoddard (1970:68) asserts that, there is a: 

functioning informai social system Cwithin the 
force) whose practices are at variance with 
legal statutes.... In these tight informai 
cliques within the larger police·force, certain 
e~ploratory gestures invol~ing the acceptance 

·of small bribes and faveurs can occur. There is 
a hazy boundary between grateful citizens 
paying their respects to a proud profession, 
and ~good' citizens involve.>d ·in co·1rl'·L1ption 
wishing to buy f4ture faveurs. 

Westley (1956.92) gives an indication of why such 

illegality could thrive, when he stated that: 

It is an unwritten law in police department 
that police officers must never testify against 
th1::dr brotht?·I'" officer. • •.••• (thiS:.) nonn of 
secrecy emerges from common occupational needs, 
is collectively supported, and is considered of 
such importance that policemen will break the 
law to support it. 

Others have tried to explain away pervasive police 

discrimination corruption and other abuses of office, by 

attributing same to the individual characteristics of a 

fe•,,1 "y·cd:;t€'H1 apples" in tlït~ f,::,1"ct~ (seF.? 13,:,ldr::::tein H. 1'375). 
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So while this perspective explains police functions 

:in t E?'I'" ms Of st '('I .. \C t LI)" f:?!:, C<l" sc:,c: iE•tal needs, it e:·,~plë:1:in!E. 

police 'failLwe~:=-' in tei"rns of indivic:lui::'\l characteristic!:: .. 

By e:.o dc,ing it fails to truthfully follo~ the widely 

~ccepted distinction that Mill ( 1 '35'::l) 

sen: i al issues (structur·al:, and 'per son al' troL1bl e!::; 

(individui.=il). · Ac ,: or d in g t o Hurnphries and Greenberg 

(1981:210)~ the perspective is 'at best incomplete'. This 

is because it fails to "specify ho•,,., the C•Lttcome (crime 

contr·c,1) is connecte<:! to the cause Cfunctional need of 

the system)" 

. f3t '(' uc t l.li'' i::'\l functionalist 9 s conception· of the 

police, i mpi:1r t i al and benign enforcers of 

predicated on. the assumption that the law and the police 

are exemplifications of communally agreed upon values. 

Aiderson (1975:8) for Instance, declares thus: 

there is no substitute in a civilizec:I society 
for policing by consensus, however tenuous that 
notion may seem at times. The strength of the 
police ••• do not rest on bigger battalions, 
fire power, or legal and administrative power 
but on a partnership between people, government 
and police: (see Tamuno 1970, Bent 1974, 
Marshal 1975 for similar views). 

Marxists however discountenances. the idea of a 

ccinsensual police force, enforcing. a communually agreed 

upein 1 ë:i 1,1. Taylor '=' f. <7.' .l " ( 1 '3ï3: 214) articulates the 

Marxist position thus: 
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The idea that individuals freely or wilfully 
enter into contracts with the State 9 and that 
these contracts coalesce as law ignores the 
mc:YlE:·"r· ial basi~s c•f powr,.:)-('. l,Jher1?. mater ic::11 
condition express themselve5 as relationships 
of inequality and exploitation 9 as under 
capitalism 9 the idea that law bears anything 
other than a very indirect relationship to will 
is L1topië.'in. 

Without the prop of societal consensus on values, a 

!structui'al functionë:\l ist 

discourse on the police collapses. Its credibility as a 

conceptual frame of reference for a1,y stL1dy is also 

considerably undermined. 

f3t ·,,. uc tu r· ë:ï 1 functionalist concern with structural 

cont.inuities and its sweeping abstract generalization 

further limits its usefulness as a theoretical frame for 

the present study. The rnacro-analytical f1'·i::1me 1,1ork tl,at 

the theory proffers 9 i~:;; inadi;.?qu,::1te for conceptualising 

and appreciating the intricacies of the inforrnal justice 

St r· uc t ur· ë:ll survey methods are 

suitable for under taking an exploratory study 

of a closed organisation like the police. This is because 

such methods would only show the cause and affect 

r·elationsh:i.p between variables withc,ut showing the "hc,w" 

,::1nU th<:-:? "why" of !su,::h l'f?lationships .. The findings would 

a,::tual 1 y motivate mernbers of the 

organisation to act in particular ways: 

which induced an organisation of 
we know what that organisation 

their experiences 
their views 1 nor do 
1s; we do not know 
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the social atmosphere or code in their social 
circles, we do not know the reinforcements and 
rationalisations that c6me from their fellows; We do 
not know the defining process in their circles; we 
do not know the pressures, the incitants, and the 
models that corne from niches in the social 
structure; we do not know how their ethnical 
sensitivities.are organized and so what they would 
tolerate ----(Blumer 1969:131). 

Yet a valid characterization of the informal justice 

process required that the above are known about its 

principal actors - the police. In criticising structural

functionalists methodology, Blumer was also outlining the 

basic premises of the social interactionist methodology. 

Social inter~ctionists, argue that police working 

personalities and reactions are not static, but highly 

dynamic and malleable. As such, information on those 

attributes cannot be elicit~d by questionnaires or other 

survey methods. To really know the police, there is a 

need to get close to the police organisation and be part 

of it for a period of time. This can be achieved through 

the participant observation method~ 

Functionalists howeve~ criticises social 

interactionist findings as lacking objectivity and 

scientificity. Structural functionalists argue that a 

social science becomes more objective, the more its 

methods approximate those of the naturel sciences 

CEtzioni 1976). They therefore tend to reckon only with 

quantifiable data and undertake quantiiative analysis. 

Cuff and Payne (1979~50) however insists that no social 
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science can claim total objectivity. They argue that even 

the very concept that structural-functionalists use belie 

their claim to objectivity. Those conceptF.=-y "e. g. 

equl ib-r· ium, c:I i ~a-equ i 1 ibr i um, 

functional, dys func t i c,nal etc. do imply an evaluative 

vie•,J of socit-;)ty'' (Cu·ff ëind F'ë:-1yne 1'::l7'3~50). 

Qui rmey ( 1 '375) 9 arguing from a Marxist viewpoint 

po!?.;its that, the notion of objectivity is Just a shield 

behind which functionalists hide their SLtppoYt for the 

s ta tu.s ql{C) .. It enables them to reckon only with 

conditions that are given and to operate only with the 

offitial reality. Furthermore, it allows them to take the 

order for granted, and to direct research ~owards 

how the system works rather than on what 

would lc,ok like. 

2.3 SOCIAL INTERACTIONIST PERSPECTIVE 

a .;iust system 

The focus of social interactionists is not on 

society nor its social structures, but on the immediate 

process by which certain behaviours are 

considered·as problematic. Criminological researches from 

thf.:? S:-OC i al interactionist perspective, emphasi:-es the 

"py·oces.ses" by which pe1"sons ë.~re defined as deviants. 

Pilliavin and Briar ( 1 '::/b4) y Cicourel (1'367) and 

Terry 91967) 9 all studied the decision of law enforcement 
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relating to Juveniles. Tht~ i r 

P:i.lliav:i.n and Briar (1964) found that male Juveniles 

are more l:i.kely to be arrested. This is more soif their 

11 gr c,up a f fi 1 i ëd; i c,n, age, race, 91'" oom i nç_l 9 d1··ess and 

dt?lîH.?ê:"\liOUi'" 11 

QUy!::; V a 

indicated to the police that they arer rough 

Ci cour Eil ( 1 '367) found that the juvenile officers 

decision is largely determined by the extent to which the 

Juvenile matches his preconceived notions of the typical 

delinquent. The typical delinquent from the officers view 

po:i.nt cornes from a poor broken home, or from a slummish 

neighbourhood. He might also be from an ethnie minority, 

dressed in hippy fashion and lacks grooming. He generally 

has no respect for constituted authority. In other words, 

Ci cour el (1967) found that legally irrelevant variables 

were the major correlates of the juvenile 

c, f f i ,: e1" s de:•c i si on· to b,:,c,k and pr oc es.s 

del i nquent =·· 

Ci cour· el however notes that such officers do not 

ë:\ct c,n the basis of their. precc,nceived :ideas. 

Rather, a 'prc,cess of negotiation' occurs between the two 

parties, during which the officers notions are more often 

than nc,t, confirmed. 
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also found that the amount of Cl'"ime 

contl'"ol agents varied dil'"ectly with 

the pl'"essure fl'"om the public demanding that the police 

should act 7 and the intensity of "tht~ heëd::" 

police boss. He reached two conclusions. First, Justice 

is a product of negotiation between the alleged offender 

and law enforcement agents. Secondlyv crime is created by 

the agencies of social control. 

Police cYeation of crime is at two levels. At the 

firstv fluctuations in crime figures is seen as a product 

of pc,l ice (yather than actual CYiminal) activities. At a 

sec6nd level the 'cYiminal pYocessr is itself seen as 

(:"( iminogenic n This is because the deviant id<?.ntity or 

stigma' that a person acquil'"e from being processed by the 

criminal justice machineyy, bars him fyom assuming noYmal 

societal roles (see Becker 1963, Goftman 1961 9 1963). As 

such he is denied access to legitimate means of eaYning a 

living. He mayas a result be pYopelled into secondary 

and more serious criminal acts 1 to survive (Lemart 1972). 

Skolnick (1966) gives precedence to the policeman's 

peYsonality among the factors shaping his 

behav i c,ur. This personality, ë:tccording te, Skolnick, is 

itself shaped by the conditions under which the policeman 

woYks. The conditions are: the constant threat of danger 

to the policeman, the. policeman's constant neeci to 
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exercise authority in counteracting danger, antl the 

constant pressure on the policeman to appear effective in 

th!·? face ,;:c-f· it r.,111. It iis. a~-=- a result of the policeman'E=-

pre-occupation with violence or the above condition 9 that 

he develops a perceptual shorthand for identifying the 

~symbolic assailant'. 

Skolnick admits that policemen ëi 1·· (-:? ver·y 

conservative 9 and do strive to preserve the ststus qua as 

it is. He attributes this conservatism to the fact that: 

if a policeman did not believe in the system of 
la~s that he was respon~ible for enforcing, he 
would have to go on living in a state of 
conflicting cognitions. A condition which a 
number of social psychologists agree is 
pëünful. (Skolnick 1'366) 

Only a very few studies have been· conducted on the 

police fr·eom the inter· act :i. c,n i st 

Chambliss 9 though more known as a Marxistv 

adopted the social Interactionist method of participant 

observation in carrying out a comparative study of crime 

in Ibadan (Nigeria) and Seattle CU.S.A). He found thë:ït 

corruption and e~tra-legal disposition were pervasive 

featur es · of both 1 eç1al systems. He attributed this, to 

the· capitalistic socio-economic order of both countries 9 

and concluded on this note: 

Law-enforcement systems are net organized to 
reduce crime or to enforce public morality. 
They are Yather organized to manage crime by 
cooperating with the most criminal groups and 
enforcing laws against those whose crime are a 
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t C• !a:-OC i F..:>t y a 

up as crime 

c,f the 

the 

In so doing. the law 
produceYs CChambliss 

soc i a~ inter·act ionist 

fL1nct ir:x1al ist 

per·spective, emanates mainly from its emphasis on 

contextual and processual aspects of justice. The micro-

analytical framework that the perspective proffers, more 

ably conceptuali2es the problem of this study than the 

st·i"ucturë:ü genEff al i 2 at ions of 

functionalism. Ditto for methodology which are implied in 

each perspective. The qualitative methods of social 

interactionsm are superior f r:::rr a largely exploratory 

!::-tudy as the present one. The methods of social 

int<;;:ract:i.oni!;;m can pë:1:i.nt a mcwe ".-accurë:d::e picture of 

patterns and phenomenological reality" of the pc,1 ice 

s:-tat i c,n. 

Yet another strength of the social interactionist 

perspective C1\l{·?l"" the structural-functionalist 

pel· spec t ive, it recognises the existence of 

social c ,:,n f 1 i c ·I; and c,:,mpeting s,:,cietal Yules. The social 

interactionist perspective is then able to ask questions 

c c,nc e1" ni nç_~ •.,;ho m,::11-,:e i·.ul es, in whose interests are such 

rules made, and in whose interest are they enfor~ed? (See 

Bec ke1·, 1 ':363). Such questions are considered fundamental 

to any meaningful conceptualization of pretrial 

infcwmal justice by the pc,l icen But stl·uctural 
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ft.tnctional ist shield themselves from such question by 

taking value consensus for granted and clinging to 

tenuous arguments about objectivity. 

It is ,...,ithin the strenç_~ths. of the sc11:ial 

interactionist perspectivev that its weaknesses are also 

f 01.\rl c.i. because of :i. t ~=- n 2,r ·r ,::,w foc us on 

interaction situations to the neglect 

may have a bearing on same, 

inter ,::1c t ion i E:-t cognition of the role of conflict in 

sc,c i ety i s nc,t explored to its logical roots in class 

antagonism. Their conception of police exercise of power 

is therefore not linked to economic relations in society 

but conceived in terms of policemen's interpretations of 

a situation and what response they think is appropriate. 

Sc«: ial interactionsts lack a theory of power~ As such 

their assertion that rules are made by powerful people in 

sc«::iety is left "l·1angint~ in spa,::e. 

Social Interactionists end up portraying.policemen 

as free agents who act subjectively on the basis of 

'meanings' that they carry in their heads. The source of 

~meanings' is not questioned or accounted for by 

social interactic,nist!:'.;. For e~ample, Pilliavin and Briar 

(l':364), Terry (1'367), and Cicourel (1'367) all. c:ame ,:,ut 

with similar findings; namely that police disposition 

decisions are influenced by the alleged offenders social 
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characteristics. But none of them explains why the police 

associate particular attributes of the offender, e.g. low 

socio-economic status, poor grooming etc, with 

criminality. Nor do they explain how the police corne to 

attach so much importance to such ~eues'. 

social interactionists who accuse structural 

functionalists of neglecting the will or consciousness of 

the individual policemen and thereby portraying him as 

simply reacting to societal stimulip also make the 

opposite mistake. They totally neglect structures outside 

the immediate interaction situation that may have a 

bearing on 

individual 

independent 

it. Social interactionist thereby portray the 

police man as fµlly conscious and totally 

of externar structures. The 

through which consciousness forms and actors acquire 

subjective interests' are left unexploreci (Humphries 

Greenberg 1981:212). 

Secondly, the exclusive use of qualitative methods 

as advocated by some social interactionists is fraught 

with its own problems. A study that relies on qualitative 

methods alone, suffers serious reliability and validity 

problems. This is because so· much is left to the 

sensitivity and observational skills of the researcher. 

Replication of such studies have tended to produce widely 
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l'"E'!::,Lll t Sp putting theiir ,: l i:1 i ms t o 

scientificity in seYious doubt. 

FuYtheYmoYe, qualitative research can only descYibe 

obseyved characteristics of any given social phenomena. 

i t ,: anPH:d:; account for the foyms and variations that the 

phenomena displays. Accounting for forms and variations 

requires a progress fYom descriptive analysis (:i.e. 

qualitative) to explanatory analysis (i.e. quantitative 

objective, ta account for patterns observed in the field. 

An exclusive use of social interactionist methodology 

would Yender this objective unYealizable. 

To the extent that the perspective puts forth no 

solution to the pervasive problem of police deviancy that 

it identifies, it is further.wanting as a conceptual 

fr· amc~. The social inte-,,·actionist perspective, insists 

that problems such as ~police deviancyr geneir al 

miscarriage of justice, would continue no matter what is 

done. This according to them is because mankind shall 

live 

communication, 

i nt e·r pei·· son a 1 

',Jith the ~universal difficulties of 

ambiguities of meanings, difficulties of 

transactions, and ·the abuses which ayises 

as thos~~ are c:lealt with "(Etzioni 1'376:33). All c,'f which 

give rise to police (mis)interpretation of rcues' and the 

resultant behaviour displayed. In c,ther I..J1:1'(" d S p the~ 
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ë:,ppl" oac h i~ inherently pessimistic about human capacity 

to reform or change the police in a permanent sense - not 

even through a social revolution. Such a self-defeating 

approach is incompatible with the purpose of research in 

gi:2nf21" ë:\l 9 and with the objectives of this research in 

2.4 MARXIST PERSPECTIVE 

that the ownership and control 

of the pl" odu,: t ion' di.vides i::1 

Cë:\pital ist society into two major antagonistic classes. 

The capitalist or ruling class owns and control the means 

of material and mental production, while the working or 

subordinate class has only its labour to sell. According 

to ( l '34~:i: 48) 9 "tht?SI-?. e:,; i st ing relations c,f 

production between individuals must necessarily express 

thems;.el ve!f_, al so ë\S polit i cal and 1 eç:~al relation=:-". 

Under a Marxian criminology therefore: 

.••. general questions of law and crime, of 
societal control and consent, of legality and 
illegë.üity, c,f confc,rmity, lei;1itimation and 
opposition, belong and must ultimately be posed 
unambiguously in relation to the question of 
the state and class struggle [Hall et al. 
1 ':178: 175). 

The Mar~ist perspective holds that 9 the capitalist 

class by virtue of its dominant economic power is in 

al l j_;,,1nc<,'? ,.,;ith the and dominate the state 
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appë:\'(atL1s. One of the many tactics by which the 

capitalist class seeks to perpetuate the existing statu.s 

qu.,:-:, ü,. c1"iminalization. By this pl"ocer::-s, :it 'defj_nes a!s 

illes1ali and tries to punish actions that threatens its 

Mi:\"(:,; i st s t ·(·ace 7 and are able to link the ve'(y 

e~.-;istence pc,1 ice, to thr? dr.~v<:"'l opmi::~nt c,f 

c ë:1p i t ë:1 l i sm. They asseYt that it is not mere coincidence 

that police fo'(ces as they a'(e known today, eme'(ged in 

the ea'(ly stages of capitalist development (see Re:iman 

1 ':37'::l) • The first modern police fo'(ce emerged in 19th 

CentuYy Eu'(ope to create a favourable atmosphere foY the 

em<;:,.,1"gt;;:nt capital,ist cl,ass 1..Jhich >,Jë:1S a p1"c,dL1ct cif the 

industr:ial Yevcilution. MaYxists argLle that the police was 

needed to suppYess dissent f'(om the mass of dispossessedd 

peasants who we'(e simultaneously being moulded into the 

new working class. 

From the Maixist perspective therefo'(e, policing in 

capitalist societies has always been, and is still being 

të,\l'"QE·ted 11 ag.:-:1in!::-t the real economic: and poli-1::.ical th·("t":!ë.·d~ 

posed by o'(ganised class struggle (G'(een 1 '391 : 1 ) • The 

police was needed in the eaYly nineteenth centu'(y to 

oydeY Europe in ways conducive to capitalist development. 

It was also needed in the colonial to con fc,r m 

colonised ter'(ito'(ies to the demands of international 
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capitalism and to facilitate. the exploitation of such 

ter·r itoy- ie~s. 

f..~h :i. Y-e (1991) argues that law and the police weY-e 

intiroduced into colonial NigeY-ia in order to facilitate 

European exploitation ( N :i. ç,1 c~ï·· i i::1 r ~:-) 

for c E~" \\.IPF 9 has remained essentially 9 the protection and 

perpetuation of the capitalist social order. This is so 

the interest of the indigenous capitalist who 

into positions vacated by the colonial masters, 

are not diffeY-ent from the interests of the erstwhile 

masté1"s (see Ah ire, 1'391 and Omï:."'IJ i, 1'384). 

Mi:.1"f'"Y;ist mt;)thodoloç_ly is ma:i.nly h:istor·iograph:i.c,,:11" It 

examines society's productive forces with a view to 

determining the dominant relat:i.onships characterizing 

differe~t historical epc,ch. The rat i c,nal e that 

methodology is articulated by Marx thus~ 

In the social production of theil'" existence men 
inevitably enter. into definite relations which 
are independent of their will, namely relations 
of production appropriate to a given stage in 
the development of their material forces of 
production. The totality of these relations of 
production constitute the economic structure of 
society 9 the real foundation, on wh:ich arises a -
legal and political super-structure and to 
which corresponds definite forms of social 
consciousness (see Rubel 1968). 

Mar~ists ate therefore, able to handle and ask with 

greater emphasis, the question that soc ia1 
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interactionists poses but do not answer, namel y; "whc, 

mak<=:S th<?. l\·ulE::~"' ë:\nd 1.Jhy'' (Të,1ylor et al. 1973:221). They 

pos.i t that the ruling class makes law in furtherance of 

its interests. Since the interest of the ruling class 

stands opposed to those of the subordinate class, it 

follows that the law is biased against the subordinate 

cla~5s. Fur t hei· more, Marxist argue that 

enforcing these bias law, further discriminate against 

the poor powerless members of the lower class. This is 

so, because the police in determining where to look for 

crime, who to arrest, ~hat charges to frame and how to 

observe due process, cannot afford to antagonise members 

of the ruling class, who control their allocation. 

Pei man ( 1 ';:J7'3: 104-105) articulates the Marxist view 

of police law enforcement activities eloquently: 

The policeman who guard the access road to 
prison make sure that more lower class people 
will make the trip than well-to-do people ••. 
The decision about whom to investigate, arrest 
or charge is not made simply on the basis of 
the offence committed or the danger posed. It 
is a decision that is distorted by a systematic 
economic bias that works to the disadvantage of 
the po,:,1··. 

In a similar vein, the American Friends Service 

Commi tte<~ (hereafter AFSC, 1 '371) , argue that the very 

existence of police discretion is because the dominant 

class finds it useful. 

members, for whom life under rigid enforcement of 
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laws would be intolerable. Secondlyr police discretion is 

useful to the ruling class for purposes of political 

expediency. For example, laws which the legislators dn 

not want, but which the public insists upon, can be 

passed to palliate public desires but with no intention 

of their ever being enforced. Thirdly, police discretion 

provides protection for members of the dominant class by 

making it possible for police to make exceptions in cases 

involving them. 

AFSC (1971) argues further that in 12th and 13th 

Century Europe, the CJS provided escape hatches 

excl~sively for upper class members in the form of 

banishment, church asylum and clerical immunity. I1, 

present day society, police respond to the need to 

provide escape hatches for members of the upper class 

through the exercise of discretion. The AFSC (1971:36) 

articulates this view thus~ 

By and large, functionaries of a criminal 
justice system are either members of the 
politically and economically dominant classes 
of the society or totally subservient to these 
classes. Generally 1 these functionaries make 
exceptions only when they identify with the 
cultural values of the defendant or when the 
defendant is not seen as a threat to the 
dominant political, moral or economic systems, 
or when the defendant can exert power or 
influence on the political system. 

It is on the same note, that Newswatch Magazine 

indicts the NPF for ''its focus on 9 and single minded 
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pursuit of cases involving helpless citizens who neither 

have the money nor possess the right connections to wade 

through the labyrinthine maze of the country's judicial 

P"l'"OC(~!:i!:'., 110
"'

4
n ThE~ Hlë\9azine .i.lll.\Strë:1t~2i::; th.i.~,; ind.i.ctnH,?nt by 

featur.i.ng the story of two aged n.i.ght watchmen who are 

charged with negligent conduct and detained for over two 

because the police Were stiJ.J. 

investigating a robbery. The robbery was in the premises 

of a company where those guards keep watch. 

stoy·y is contrasted with that of a multi-millionaire 

culprit of murder, who is allowed to go scot free because 

he remained mute throughout interrogation" The 1..Jr i te Ltp 

is concluderJ on this note: "while the poo·I'" citizenry or· 

common man continue to bear the brunt of the police crime 

fightinç;i efforts, wealthy and highly placed Nigerians may 

get away with murder. For them the arm of the law is too 

From the Marxist perspective, corruption is held to 

be endemic to the capitalist socio-economic environment" 

It is a canker-worm that eats into every sphere of human 

act i vi ty. This phenomena, according to (Marx, 1971:44) 9 

is because the capitalist epoch is one in which 

ever·yth ing has been transformed into a commercial 

c c,mmc,d :i. t y. It is the time of general c,:,1'Yuption, of 

universal bribery. Murphy (1973:3) explains fuYther that, 

under capitalism, the business ethic, ,:1nything foi·· ë:1 
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p-r i CE y establishes a climate in which co-rruption is 

·r 1::1t i onal i z ed i::lt:s j u~:;t !SOmErt hi ng eve-r ybor.Jy i s do i ng". 

Cl1r.:1mbl:is-!:::- (1'~!75:172) found that in Nige-rië:t, "payment 

of bribes to the police is usually possible wheneve-r an 

i s 1 i 1-:: E:• l y" • Ag b i::W el1 ( 1'3'31 • 7) also assets that in 

Niç1er·ian pal ice static,ns, "complainants hë:1ve to c,il their 

way to get attention. The suspect accused have to bribe 

The African Gua-rdian also 

reports as follow~ To many Nigerians, cc,-r-ruption is 

in thl,! publ :ic ~=-e·rvice. It i S C C•lllfll0f1 

knowledge that nothing gets done for fr ee. I nS:.t an ces 

abc:iL.1nd in which top gover~ment officially demand bribes 

before they carry out duties for which they are being 

pë:1id::.e7 • 

Indigenous studies of the Nigerian police, conducted 

from Marxian pe-rspectives have approached the subject 

from the structural/historiai 

the various studies in a nut 

context. The findings of 

shell amounts to this: The 

the raison d'etre of the NPF is the protection and 

pe-rpetuation of the capitalist socio-economic orde-r (see 

1 '3'31. Oma.j i, 1'384). G :i ven such 

conceptualizations, the reader is left to make :inferences 

about the situational, character of particula-r instances 

of pc,l i Ce/citizen E~nc c:iunt f.;?ir s. I t is easy to infer that 

police actions in such close up situations would work to 
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the disadvantage of interests opposed ta the established 

order. That is? against the interest of the working 

class. 

The strength of the Marxist perspective over the 

other perspectives earlier reviewed lies firstly in its 

ability ta show that conflict characterises all social 

relations. Note that it traces the root of such conflicts 

ta class or economic relations. Secondly? the Marxist 

perspective proceeds upon the realist paradigm. It is 

concerned with objective reality but at the some time 

committed to subjectivity. This reflexibility enables it 

to borrow from the insights of other perspectives without 

being methodologically strait jacketed. While maintaining 

its basically structural outlook, Marxism can adapt 

itself to situational or contextual analysis, which is 

more suitable for handling the phenomenological 

intricacies of this studyrs subject. 

The theoretical perspectives have been reviewed in 

ascending order of their adequacy for this study. The 

Marxist perspective is apparently the most aciequate as a 

conceptual framework for conceiving the research problem. 

The perspective is however 1 not without its critics. 

Social 

ignoring; 

meanings he 

interactionists criticize 

the will of the individual 

Marxists for 

policeman, the 

(policeman) attaches to his actions, and the 
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processes leading to his decision t6 apply the deviant 

and 

interactionists argue that Marxism then end up portraying 

policemen as robots who merely pitch according to the 

dictates of the economic infrastructure. This view of 

.Marxist criminology as a and one dimensional 

economic determinismr is however not correct. Marxist are 

aware of the ways in which social control ,:::an lead to 

devi ë:ïè i ein ,j ust like the social inte1"act ionist~.:-. 

difference is that Marxists are able to situate such 

situational processes within their proper historical and 

structural contexts 1 which social interactionists are not 

able to Csee Taylor et al., 1973). 

hë:1s al so : been C y· :Î. t :Î. C :Î. Z ecl wr·onç1l y 

conceptual:i.z:i.ng the police as mere tools of the ruling 

classa This allegë:1tion strictly correct. 

Marxism recognises police relative autonomy. Even Marx-

and Engels recognized this fact. Hence Engels (1890:403) 

\.Jrites that thr2 statr2 11 1,,Jhile having, in the m,:1:i.n tci 

follow the movement of production~ reacts in its turn, by 

virtue c,f it ir::- inher·ent relative independ1=1nce". 

P,nother criticism levied against Marxism 9 is that 

ë:\ppr Oë:\C h i~; inhe21"<?.ntly ()\/ C?.Y" the 

possibility that police reform may achieve anything. That 

the perspective believes in . 1 ., 1 nE•:.-;01" i:."'I :::, •• e 
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movement of society towards the socialist revolution that 

is supposed to bring the police into harmony with 

objective reality. Such critics go further to argue that 

revolutions do not corne easy and that even when they 

comev experience has shown that they do not end all 

py·c,bl ems;. The main thesis of this group of critics is 

that Marxism is intellectually stultifying~ They ,.;11•·gue 

thv.0 inevitable conclusion of any work conducted 

1,,,:i.thin tht~ p<i?l'"!::-pectivey i~,. to i:l!Sk th,::1t c,,,,<i? 1,Jait foy· thr::? 

socialist revolution as nothing can be done to change the 

pl' E0sent state of things under capitalism 

1 '384). 

CU f f and Payne (1979) however, argue that Marx was 

fully aware that man must take action if changes in the. 

relations of production are to occur. So there was no 

inevitability of change for him. Though Green (1991) 

anti-theoreticalv the "y· e for mi sm, 

particularly the concept of police reform that today 

char· ë:\C t l',!l' i ses much of pa!5!:::-es as lf:?ft wing 

Cl' iminol ogy", she later clarify the Marxist position on 

police reforms thus~ 

Accountability is an important question and 
Marxists do not oppose reforms to the police. 
However, because the police are seen to 
represent interests in fundamental conflict 
with those of the working class, police reform 
must be considered a relatively minor tactical 
issue, to the balance of power between the two 
opposing interests. For a Marxist analysis, the 
central question must not be how the police are 
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but hOJ.,J th(~ 
Olr ç_~ an i z ed. ( G1·· een 19'31 : 5) . 

also been criticised 

is 

for giving 

centrality to class struggle as the source of social 

con fl i et 7 while neglecting ethnic 9 regional 9 racial and 

other· conflicts which are based not on economic factors 

but on authority (see Dahrendorf, 1959). This is perhaps 

the only valid criticism of Marxism so far. As Humphries 

and Greenberg (1981:212), notes even when a crime control 

measure does embody the interest the form 

that measure takes, can rarely be explained in terms of 

the intert~st alone. In pursuing its interest, a class is 

ch,~ckE•d ·by m1;;u1y const·raints". But f~V<=?n this cr·iticiEsm hë\!::. 

been described as unfounded by Westergaard ( 197~:5). Ht:;) 

though capitalism has witnessed great 

changes 9 modern society is still largely built around the 

private ownership of the means of production. Social 

It can be concluded that most of the criticisms 

against Marxism are based upon on inadequate grasping of 

the approach and are as such unfounded. Th~?. Mar:,; i st 

perspective is adopted as the theoretical frame for this 

stt.1dy in agreement with Ahire's (1985:227) conclusion 

The police institution cannot be understood 
outside of the historical and political context 
in which it operates. Only such a context can 
reveal the concrets material conditions of 
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generate particular social 
dominant and dominated 

played by the police in 
conflict and other social 

2.5 CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing review, the Marxist perspective 

clearly emerges as the most appropriate for conceiving 

the research problem. It is also obvious however, that 

the strengths of the different perspectives tend to be in 

di ffe1··ent ar<?.a~=·· The pertinent question at this juncture 

is whether to supplement Marxism with insights from the 

two other perspectives. Cuff and Payne (1979:186) says 

no. According to them; 

To a great extent, each perspective offer a 
· ~complets' ë:t s:,el f···contained vJi::ïY of thinking 
about and studying ths social world. In a very 
real sense, to see the promise of an 
alternative perspective is to go a long way to 
abandoning the presently held perspective. It 
iQ for this reason that a unified sociology 
cannot be brought about by simplistically 
adding together the ~best bits' of each 
pe1" spe,: t ive. 

Collin and Newly (1977) however argue that espousal 

of ~epistemological exclusivism' is only tenable for the 

science. Or when the discipline of sociology is 

in Kuhnian terms as a paradigm. But sociology 

according to them is preparadigmatic. They t her f-:?a ft e1·· 

c:lecl,::tre thei1" suppc,·,"t foi" 'rnethodol,:,9ical plL11"alism' Ol" a 

combination of perspectives. They argue furthermore, that 

in practicE?, the methodology that the c:liffe1··ent 
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sociological theories have used in their studies, are not 

sharply distinct as apostles of methodological 

exclusivism tend to portray. To buttress this argument, 

Collin and Newby (1':::177:27) cl,,,,im to. h2,ve fol.\nd ''é.'1mong 

Marxists 1 an astonishing range of methodologies, many_of 

them reflectihg an unremitting positivism which in other 

·- ·• 11 ·t·: ,,,, .,. ·!: r.: ·t: I·· ~"' ., • ,~ "" "=• e;; ··, - .... ·,··1 ... 0 r· r· ,:::. ci ·l:;· .-- c·1 1· c" ·- a l" c·1 " l,M 1, .. 1 • ..:; ... , •. • J S ·- Jr ca 1 ~ ... 1,.. 1, .. , .. 1 1_ -.:;: J \;;, _I J .. :-1 ... C: J 11 

Lofland (1':!6'3) also argues that Karl Marx ,employed 

funct ion,:tl iE:.t logic' in his works. Even Cuff and Payne 

( 197':~) admits that positivist's emphasis on ,predictive 

is reflected in the works of Marx. They al se, 

desc·tibed tendency ch.:':\r·acter· ise 

inte1",:1ct ionist e:,;c 1 u~;; i vel y in terms of qualitative 

methods as unfounded. 

l,,J i t h p a'(' t i C L\ 1 c::I l'' reference to. police behaviour, 

Jeff f?'I" !::-on ( 1 '::l':30) , ,:1r gues for a combinat ion of 

perspect ivet:s. According to him, functionalist's naive 

assumption that police exercise discretion benignly, 

,enabled the belief in imp,=1rt ial law enforcement to 

survive more or less intact' Marxists, in emphasising the 

~class based outcomes of discretionary decision making 

c::,;posed 

i nt12r ë:\Ct i c,n i :;;ts 

hidden politics 

f.~n SL!l'" ecl ' 'an 

policing' Social 

l.tndE•l"standing 

processes through which such outcomes were routinely 

achieved'. Jefferson (19901131) then concludes thatg 
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What was needed was a combination of the 
strengths of the radical critique (with its 
attention to outcomes, that is the social 
function of law enforcement) and those of the 
liberal critique Cwith its attention to 
processes, that is the means, through which 
such out cornes are achieved. 

In the light of the foregoing discussion, the 

proposed study, need not be rigidly forced into one 

perspective. Hence while the Marxist perspective forms to 

the major conceptual frame of reference it shall be 

supplemented with compatible insights from the other 

perspectives where necessary. 
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3.1 LOCATION 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

The research sites were, Zaria (Sabogari) divisional 

ë.H1d Samaru div i sic,nal pol iCl'? 

headquarters. The consideration for selecting these sites 

include the following: first, they adequately represent 

police organisations and practices throughout Kaduna 

St;;vt:e. Secondly they handle a large number c,f cases. 

These cases evolve from a cosmopolitan population made up 

of p<:::'•::,p 1 e 

bac kç1·r ounds. 

with diverse cultural and socio-economic 

From such an heterogeneous population, 

CC•Lll d be e~,;pec t 1:?c:l in crime!::-

committed? thereby enriching the data generated. 

The reseë:wch si te:. were also chosen c,ut c,f 

considerations of convenience. Th<::.>ir· proximity to my 

l.\ SL\i::Ü 'base' enable me to eut down considerably on the 

financial cc,st of hotel and the daily 

expenses of taxi-fares·to, and from the research sites. 

My familiarity with the geography and languages spoken in 

these towns also made interaction with .all participants 

easier. permission ·frc,m the 

state~s police boss for me to proceed with the study took 

cognisi::ince c,f the fë:1ct thi:""lt I · have visited both static::,n 
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times and my identity was known to their 

respective heads 

3.2 PILOT STUDY/RAPPORT 

My first attempt to gain access into the research 

sites, consisted of my approaching the Divisional Police 

Officers CDPO) of the respective police stations. In each 

case I was armed with my ~identity cardr, and an 

~introductory letter' from my dSpartment stating the 

purpose of the study and asking for permission .to carry 

it out. Both D.P.O~s refused to grant the permission. 

The D.P.O. at Zaria, in his angry retort, said~ 

~vou students should stop coming here to 
disturb us. We are busy people and police work 
is not a joke. If you want to know about the 
police, finish your school and Join .•.••• get 
out. I have work to do'. 

It took several trips to the state capital, and the 

formai intervention of the Staters commissioner of 

before I was finally allowed to carr~ out the 

study. 

On finally gaining entry into the police setting, I 

conducted a two-week pilot study to familiarize myself 

with police practices and procedures in general. More 

specifically? the purpose of the pilot study included; 

firstly, to gain the confidence and rapport of the 
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policemen before the actual study. Secondlj t~ determine 

how best to win the confidence and rapport of the 

relatively transient arrestees and cell inmates. Thirdly, 

to select the most eff~ctive 9 efficient and rewarding 

time for the field work. The pilot study was also, to 

help work out the most appropriate modes of 

interviewing/observation, and the recording of same. 

Fifthly, the pilot study was to help determine what 

question in the interview schedules are to be modified, 

re-phrased or expunged and what new ones to be brought 

in. Finally, the pilot study was needed to help me 

acquaint myself with hitherto unknown discover and 

aspects or nuances of pretrial justice as dispensed by 

the police. 

Establishing rapport with policemen· of Samaru 

Station was quite easy. This was facilitated by the 

stationrs DPO. He personally took me round to all the 

offices, introducing me to officers and demanding that 

they cooperate with me. Winning the confidence of accused 

persans at Samaru was even easier. They were glad and 

eager to talk ta someone who ,will listen. These 

discussions with suspects or other persans were again, 

facilitated by the station D.P.O. He allocated a room to 

me, where I could discuss privately with suspects or any 

other persan, without policemen breathing down our ,necks. 
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The same cannot be said for Zaria CSabo-Gari) police 

The? D. P. O. persisted with his uncooperative 

stance though grudgingly giving his assent for the studj 

after the intervention by the police commissioner. Hence 

I was not taken round for introduction to the officers. 

The consequence of thi!=-, •,;as th,,,1t I har.:I t o kl~ep 

Introducing myself to each set of new faces on a shiftv 

who would then go to 'oga' ta confirm before allowing me 

ta continu12 "medc-Jlinç,1 11
• This became quite discc,ncerting 

and I had to insist upon a formal introduction, after 

wh ich i:."ln c, f fi C !?r was delegated to do the job of 

explaining my presence to the policemen. All 

was past the week of pilot study and already in the 

actual study before I could say with any certainly that I 

had the trust and confidence of policemen at the Zaria 

Station. 

Gaining the rapport of suspects at Zay· i ë:\ Wé."I!:::- as. 

smooth as in Samaru. The only problem was that, while in 

could take any persan I wished to discuss with, 

to a ~rivate room, I had no such privilege in Zaria. I 

ei ther· conducted my inteYviews in the I.P.O's office to 

the hearing and in full view of police officersy or in 

cells to the hearing and in full view of other Inmates. 

These difficulties were however substantially reduced 

later on, after I had gained acceptance. 
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The pilot study indicated that 7.00 a.m to 6.00 p.m. 

dë\ilyi was the most rewarding f ())'" field observation. 

Field notes could then be written up at night. Also based 

on findings of the pilot study, the predetermined modes 

of geneYating data for the actual study were slightly 

ë1lt<:r·ed. Interviei,..1 :-chedules had h:ithei'"to be:·<=n desiç;ined 

to elicit standai'"dized infoi'"mation fi'"om suspects, police, 

complainants and witnes!:: .• The aim was to generate 

quantitative data on these categories. It was however 

found that, that aim was only feasible for the suspect 

,:: i::1 t ïc?g oir Y• 

I found that, generating quantitative data on all 

the categories tantamount to getting myself into a 

sti'"ongly quantitative ~frame of m:ind' which will only 

divert my attention ~away from the major features of the 

on·-going SE•tt ing itsel f'. It i= simply not possible to 

administer a schedule of over 40 questions to samples of 

suspects, of about 20 question to samples of 

complainants, another schedule of 30 questions to samples 

c,f pcd icemen, and yet another schedule of 20 question to 

samples of witnesses, while simultaneously finding time 

to observe the several other feëd::ures ahd "goings on" 

within the setting. 
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I found that in 

the necessayy range 

Yespect of police 

of vaYiations in 

Yesponses to questions was lacking. Police responses to 

questions of law enfoycement were uniform, thereby 

rendering meaningful quantitative analysis impossible. 

Thirdly 7 generating quantitative data would involve 

intYoducing some instYuments foY measuring vaYiations in 

variables into the setting. For example 1 questionnaire, 

pencilsv tapes, research assistants to help handle the 

large sample of respondents etc, would be needed. All 

these would prove socially disruptive in a setting where 

my presence alone was already generating some 111 feeling 

among the policemen. 

Finally, a representative sample of respondents is 

needed for quantitative analysis. I found that 

representative samples could not be obtained from 

Complainants and witnesses. 

3.3 SAMPLING 

There was no sampling frame from which to draw a 

representative sample, from the complainant and witnesses 

population. was at the same time not feasible to 

Interview all the element constituting those population. 

As a result, the 'reliance on available subJect' method 
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of non-probability sampling was used in determining who 

to interview. The major considerations were: first, 

whether the subject could and was willing to spare the 

time, secondly whether I was free to spare the time and 

whether something more important was not 

happening elsewhere. Note that the data so generated were 

used for the qualitative analysis. A representative 

sample, which I could not obtain, J' C -~ a prerequisite for 

quantitative analysis. 

The responses of poliçemen to standardize question 

lacked variations. Data so generated were also 

statistically ne~ relevant, though a representative 

sample could be obtained from the population. for 

purposes of qualitative analysis therefore, the purposive 

or judgemental sampling method was used to select those 

to engage in in-depth unstructured interviews. The 

criteria for selecting ~who' to interview were based on: 

first, my prior ·knowledge of the different professional 

roles that they play in the station, secondly the level 

of rapport already established with them, and thirdly 

their willingnees to be part of such on Interview. 

For the fourth population, namely accused persons, 

it was possible to obtain a representative sample by 

interviewing all arrestees brought to the Stations for 
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the duration of the study. It was data from this 

pc,pL1l ë,\t :i.on that form the core of the statistical or 

quantitative analysis. 

3.4 VARIABLES 

Clu,:.~nt i t at i vel y, three categories of variable were 

examined. They are first, socio-demographic attributes of 

ë1ccuse:cl pe·rson. Seconclly, disposition decision of the 

pol ic<,?. Legal influences on police decision were the 

third category of variables considered. 

These categories of variable are logical correctes 

working hypothesis of this study~ The 

hypothF2!::-i!=- ic::. that ''socially disadvë;\ntaç1l~d arrestec:I are 

more likely than the advantaged to be detained, torturecl 

ë.irJd p·1r ()~:-81:: Ut E!t1 Il a 

The Socio-clemographic characteristics of an arrestee 

1..Jhich make him ei tl1er sc11: i al l y advantaged 

disadvantaged were operationalized 

variable: His socio-economic status, 

into the following 

ethnie status, age 

status:,, gender status; prior recoid status and residence 

Those variables ,::,::cnstitut1-:2 the~ inc:lependent 

variables of this study as far as statistical analysis is 

c one er ned. 
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The police decision were operationalized into 

decision about torture, prosecution and how long to 

detain offenders. These are the dependent variable. They 

were cross-tabulated with the independent variable listed 

abovey in order to determine their relationship. 

The third category of variable consists of factor 

that may intervene in the relationship between offenderrs 

socio-demographic characteristic and police decision 

making. These factors are the control variables. They 

were operationlized into offence type 7 complainants 

dispositional relational distance between 

complainant and alleged offender and demeanour of accused 

persan. 

For the. purpose of qualitative analysis, a much 

broader spectrum of variable were examined. In factr the 

target was to ~observe everything' within the field of 

study. In addition to recording data for the quantitative 

variables outlined above, I was also concerned with 

noting every occurrence, wether legal, extra legal or 

outrightly illegal. Moreover 7 I was all the time trying 

to discern their possible bearing on the outcome of each 

and every case. Sorne variable that I was Interested in 

were simply 

information. 

not amenable to open solicitation for 

questioning respondents about 
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thei y· illigal activities is not only likely to produce 

responses., but . rnay also jeopardise rapport. 

Pi·· om in en t among S:-UC h illegal activities \,Jas the 

prevalence of the offering and taking of bribe or 

gratification in both stations studied. 

3.5 MODES OF DATA COLLECTION 

In carrying out this study, three complernentary 

modes of data collection were used. they are namely; 

direct ol::is<?.r vat ion, unst F uc t Lli" ed i nteFY i e•,.ii ng, and 

structured interviewing. The choice of these rnethods was 

informed by the nature of the research problern. Other 

considerations were; the accessibility of data requiFed, 

th<?. use that the data put, 

compatibility of the data so generated with the study's 

oveFall conceptual frame. 

3.5.1 Direct Observation 

Direct observation was adopted as the major method 

of this =:-tudy, its advantages over other 

methc,ds. It i:i and 

understanding of the elusive phenornena called infoFrnal 

justice. In for mal 

invisible justice. 

or pretFial justice is largely 

To capture the several nuances of 

attitude and behaviour characteFizing it, it must be 
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understood within its natur~l setting. This thesis is 

supported by OmajiYs (1984~54) finding. Th i ==· 1;Ji:1S in hi s. 

attempt to analyse the operation of the Nigerian criminal 

lé:-\W. He found tl·1;.:;1t "the rules 1;Jhich goven, the p-r·c11:es;.s.es 

of law enforcement become only comprehensible when they 

in action. In the abstract the•y seen a 

Furthermor·e, in foi· mal justice is best s·l;ud ied by 

direct observation because as a social process over time 9 

it is not amenable to the static or variable analysis of 

~:-Lil"Vf.:;•y methods. 

In adopting the direct observation method, I opted 

f Ol" thf.::- kno•,.in ob~=:.,ei,·vc;;:,r· 11 stïatus. Th i ~=-, if fcw ne, cd:: he1" 

reason is because it was inevitable. There is simply no 

1,J2,y ï:H1 "c,utsider II can Cë:,i'·ry out a covert observational 

study of the police, in the police station 

consecutive weeks (or 42 consecutive days) without being 

discovered and running into serious trouble. But even if 

it had been possible to adopt the unknown (c,:,vert) 

obsf:!rver statLus, 

r~tï:d::us. 

I would still have chosen the known 

This is because it afforded me the 

following advantages: As a known observer, I was able to 

observe and ask questions unrestricteci. 

Having being introduceci round as a student researcher, 
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many policemen saw me as a 'novice' on ë:1 SC<I" t C< f 

i n cl L\ S':- t y· i ë1 1 to gain practical 

Natul"ally then, I was expected to have a wide !"ange of 

C U"I'" i C<S i t y in enquil"ing about events al" ound me. I 

exploited this advantage to the fullest. The policemen, 

especially after rapport was established, 

foYthcoming in enlightening me, on my 'naive' question. 

SE·:condly, the known observer status allowecl me to 

structul"e my movement and time as I wished. Decisions 

about where to be and when 7 weYe almost entirely mine. 

F,::,r e:,:r.,1mple, when to be in the interrogation voom, when 

to be by the ''cc,Unter·'', when to be in the IPD's c,ffice 7 

when to be with the inmates, when to take notes or 

jottings in front when to withdraw to a 

quiet place to take down more confidential notes, and so 

c,n. 

Moreover, as a known observer, I cl id nc,t have t ,:r 

battle with ethical questions of deception or twinges of 

consc it;:,nce that accr::rmpany covert · research. The 

pal"ticipants knew I w~s thel"e to obsel"ve them, and that 

was precisely what I was doing. 

The known observer status is however, not wi thout 

its own clisadvantages. Prominent among them is the fact 

t h,:1t the presence of an obsel"ver which the participant 
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bc~?hav i C•Ll"1" patterns. c,f the pai··t ic ipant a This may 

ultimately defeat the purpose of the research. In this 

particular study, such negative effect of the researchers 

presence where negligible. This is becauser i:1 ftel'" the 

initial period of battling with problems of acceptance 

and Y-apport, I blended successfully with the policemen to 

become almost one of them~ a true participant. But I 

never did lose sight of my objective of. being there. 

I J. E•i,\ l" nt to take my observer role not Just as the 

act c,f looking, b1.1t the: interweaving of looking, 

listening and asking. I frequently engaged units of the 

diverse participants of the setting in conversation. This 

good relations as well as eliciting 

infor·mation. Eiuc:h conversatic,n or '',:i:1SLii:il :interviE"•,,,1inç1 1
' 

proved quite helpful in the face of the difficulties of 

conr.Juct :ing intensive or even structured :iriterviews with 

the myriads of participant. 

On c omp 1 et ion of e;:1c h d ay' s f i e 1 d wcw k, I set t 1 ec:f 

down at night to the· business of writing -field notes 

concerning events of the day. These field notes were a 

detailed rewriting of the Jotted or mental notes made in 

thf.2 field. They consisted of running description of 

event =· and people at the station, descriptions of 
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facilities availablè and uses made of them, things that I 

heard or overheard, conversation among and between the 

different categories of participants, and my own 

conversation with participants. Other components of the 

field notes included~ descriptions of persisting social 

regularities in the setting or a change in such patterns, 

occurrences that I previously forgot to record but which 

I now remember, any unu~ual or strange occurrences of the 

and those items on which I will need further 

information or clarification. The field notes, also 

contained my personal impressions and feelings about 

people and event in the station. Each entry in the·field 

note is complete with chronological details as date and 

time. Most importantly, the field notes also contained my 

analytical ideas and inferences regarding how 'thing' 

seem to be patterned or working in the police station. 

Writing the field notes was not always easy. Apart 

from my exhausted state at the end of each days field 

work, the task of writing up the large material was 

complicated by the fact that whatever I write could only 

represent a sample of my actual observation. I was very 

often confronted with the difficulty of deciding on what 

was important enough to go into the field note and what 

not. What line of tentative analysis to adopt. What event 

to summarize and which one to give a lot of details, and 
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so on were other problematic question fac ed. 

difficulties were not made. any easier by the fast that 

the field notes had to include empirical observation as 

well as my interpretations of them. 

Ev~en fü:dd pr· !':)f:,.1~nted 

difficulties. There were occasion when observation became 

impossible because the police had taken the parties 

involved in a case to an office and shut the door. There 

were officers who were not happy about my presence and 

made no pretence of hiding their displeasure. One officer 

told rne to my face that I am a nuisance. I frequently 

e~perienced feelings of helplessness at my powerlessness 

to help arrestees who were always begging me to intervene 

in one form·or another to ameriorate their conditions. 

I tried to compensate for any disturbing effect that 

my presence may have caused the police by making myself 

USl'::' ful and in the process blend with them. I helpec:I to 

take written statements from accused and otheYs thereby 

reducing the work load on some officers. In some cases I 

i::'\Cted ë\S:- int·erpr·eter 

effectively communicate with the police. For the inmates 

there were many that I helped to contact relatives or 

fi" i E·nds not aware they have been detained. 

others to procure food~ or drugs for their ailments. 
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Unstructured Interview 

Unstructured Interview is more appropriate for 

qualitative or exploratory research, than its structured 

variant. 

The flexibility afforded by the method enabled me to 

make my questions understood and to probe inadequate or 

unclear responses. Hence I was able to obtain detailed 

narrati0es in the intervieweers own words. From the large 

amount of rich qualitative material generated, I became 

sensitited to some subtle and dynamic aspects of informel 

justice previously unknown tome. 

The population samples with which I conducted these 

interviews came from ·all the population categories 

earlier delineated. Unfortunately, 

time required 

the involvement, 

concentration, and for such in-depth 

interviews, coupled with the probl~m of managing the 

large amount of information so generated, severely 

restricted the number of respondents interviewed in this 

manner. But at least two people from each category was 

interviewed. Data in-depth interviews were 

supplemented by data from ~casual Interviewing' which is 

another form of unstructured interview. 
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Problems encountered in conducting the constructed 

Interviews included inter alia: I had to take down 

everything in long hand as the police turned down my 

request to bring a tape recorder to the station. This was 

a quite tedious work, for while some statements of the 

interviewees could be summarized 9 others needed to be 

quoted verbatim. Secondly, I sometimes had problems in 

securing privacy for such interviews. There were also the 

peculiar problems of how to, on the one hand remain 

detached so as not to lead the interviewee and on the 

other hand to show suffi~ient interest. How to stop him 

from digressing without appearing to be controlling him, 

etc. these are generally known problems of the 

method. I was prepared against them. 

Structured Interviews 

Three major consideration informed my decision to 

use structured interviews and quantitative methods. 

They are as follows: 

First, there is a danger in relying e~clusively on 

the qualitative data generated by the in-depth interviews 

and observational methods. This is because the 

qualitative researcher, no matter how well prepared he is 

against such, runs the constant risk of biased 
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observation or interpretation of some. The collection and 

analysis of structured quantifiable data was needed to 

augment my qualitative data by providing checks and 

safeguards against select ive perception or 

misinterpretation. 

Secondly, qualitative studies can only describe 

characteristics of phenomena. Their attempts at 

e~planation, no matt2r how well articulated can only be 

regarded as conjectures to be tested in later studies. 

One of the stated aims of this study is to move beyond 

mere conjectures to test actual hypothesis and thus 

provide causal e~planation. Only quantitative analysis 

can help achieve this aim. Hence the need to generate 

standardized statistical data as afforded by structured 

interview. 

Finally, the population of accus~d persons, relative 

to any of the other groups, is quite large Cover 400). To 

describe the characteristics of such a large number of 

respondents, structured interviews as a survey method is 

superior to any qualitative method. 

Statistical analysis of vaYiables of accused persons 

in relation to police decisions was possible 9 firstly 

because it was possible to interview all elements in the 

accused persans population. So a representative sample 
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was obtainable. Secondlyv because I know enough about 

criminal process to be able to formulate questions and 

predetermine answers by structuted interview. 

Sorne problems were however encountered in using this 

method. First, limiting the interviewed population to the 

suspect category, did not totally eliminate the problem 

of social disruption in normal activities of the station. 

There were occasional when the police had to wait for me 

ta conclude my interviews with particular ·suspects before 

doing anything further with them. For example, before 

releasing them on bail, or even before taking them to 

co~rt for prosecution. Secondly, I found that one session 

of interviewing was usually not enough. There were some 

question~ that 

to reach that 

changed their 

suspect could not answer as they were yet 

stage with the police. Sorne respondents 

initial answers to certain questions after 

sometime in custody. Finally, there was also the problem 

of infle~ibility of the Interview schedule as a survey 

Instrument. Since questions and answer option were 

preformed, asking new question or recording ~unplanned' 

for answers posed a little problem. This was resolved by 

writing out all such, on blank spaces in the schedule. 

Codes were assigned to them, .prior to computer analysis. 
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3.6 DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSES 

Qaalitative Rspect:- the collection and analysis of 

qualitative data was interwoven. My field notes did not 

Just contain descYiption of occuYrences in the field, but 

also analytical ideas and inferences about them. 

The steps I took 7 towaYds developing these tentative 

analytical ideas into full blown analysis and empirical 

generalization began with the Yeading and rereading of 

the field notes several times. Files were than created to 

accommodate each of the several patterns of action that 

characterize the police setting. The source material for 

these files were of course, the field notes. I did not 

have to search far for abstract ordering categories to 

name patteYns and theiy files. I simply used the well 

known teYminologies of the CJS. As such, files holding 

the various patterns or phases in cYiminal pYocess were 

vayiously labelled with titles as~ 'arrest', complaints, 

interrogation, prosecution, pYetrial Yelease, and so on. 

In each of the files, I took pains to explicitly 

compare the meaningfulness of the alternative inferences 

that can be drawn from any set of occurrences at the 

station. The list of possible inferences can be narrowed 

down to two types: first, is the participants own causal 
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e:·,;pl E1n;::1t ion for any observed event or occur·r·ence, é.".\nd 

secondly~ my own causal explanation of events witnessed. 

These inferences sometimes conflicted. Balancing the 

conflicting explanations and deciding which one to adopt 

was deter~ined largely by what I had trained myself to be 

ale·l'"t in carrying out the observation. I 1..Jë:\S 

particularly alert for similarities and dissimilarities 

in police handling of the different participants. I was 
1 

from the start to discovering norms of 

characterising each participant c ,:;1t egor y. ~·1y 

preoccupation with noting patterns did not stultify my 

sensitivity to differences but made me more alert to 

them. 

My analytical conclusion regarding any aspect of 
1 

each area of pretrial .justice werce included in the 

rel evi::1nt files covering such area. In this way, the 

storage and retrièval of materials was made more flexible 

and &,!ai;;;ily accessible. Havinç1, made up my minci on th<:-? kind 

0 f OVC;?l" i:1 l l design that I wanted the analysis to take, it 

was easy to delve into ahy of the files for any 

information. The final analysis was guided by the studyvs 

conceptual frame. 

Quantitative flspect:- The r· es;p,:,ncJent s the 

stat ist :ical analyses are constituted by the accused 
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per!::-ons pc,pulat ion. there 443 

respondents - 201 from Samaru station and 242 from Zaria 

pc,l i C <:? Because of this large volume of 

respondents and the sheer volume of variable involved the 

processing and analysis of data was done mainly by the 

Comput e1r. 

To make the data readable and manipulatable by the 

c c::cmp 1..1 ter· , a code book was created in which a coding 

scheme was worked out. The coding scheme translated 

relevant variable and attributes pertaining to them 9 into 

~codes' by assigning machine - readable numbers to them. 

The main problem faced at the coding stage, 

concerned how to make the cociing scheme as appropriate as 

possible to the theoretical ·concepts being examined in 

the !:',.t udy. This study is being conciucted within the 

Marxian conceptual frame, and Marxist analysis is class 

analysis. But measuring the concept of ~class' itself, in 

Mar:,;i,:\n teirm~; p,::,sed ~;ome diff:i.cLtltie~s. Th i r:S i !::i- b <=C aLt 5€·? 

the manner in which one participated in the labour market 

i s no 1,:,nç,1e1'· i nd i C E1t Ol'" of his socio-econom:i.c 

status. To scale this hurdle, I decided to operationalise 

using three variable, namily; income, education 

and occupation. There were however, st:i.11 p·1'"6blems in 

coding tho!::-e te, refl ect their 
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opeYationalisms. Foy example the variable of occupation 

has a number of pre-established coding schemes. these 

Include: (a) coding along a continuum of skilled and 

unskilled locatic~ 1 (b) coding according to whether one 

is in goveynment or private employment (c) whether in 

paid or self employment Cwhich theoretically 1 

appYoximates Marxist notions the most) (d) coding 

according to what sector of the economy one works (i.e. 

whether health sector, military educa~ion, commerce 

etc.), and so on. 

The problem was in choosing which of those schemes, 

approximate Marxist definition of class most, while at 

the same time reflecting the realities of class 

privileges in present day society. 

l'he SPSS-X (statistical package for the social 

Sciences) method of analysis was required from the 

computer. The analysis was done at three levels, namely: 

The univariate, bivariate and multivariate level of 

analysis. 

At the univariate level, the computer print out 

described the characteristics or central tendencies of 

forty-two 

computation 

(42) 

of 

variables. 

frequenciesv 

This was done by the 

percentages, cumulative 

peYcentages and various measures of central tendency. 
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At the bivariate level of analysis, eighteen (18) 

Independent variable were each correlated or cross-

tabulated with nine (9) dependent variable. The 

respective values of the relevant measures of association 

and significance between variable were computed. 

At the multivariate level of analysis, the 

established bivariate relationship were again examined, 

while controlling for the effect of a third variable. The 

two analysis when compared gave information about the 

gross (bivariate) and net (multivariate) effects of 

offenders socio-demographic characteristics on police 

deciaions. 

3.7 FIELD PRDBLEMS 

Discussions under the various subtitles so far ·dealt 

withv have included problems encountered at each stage of 

the research and how they were surmounted. It suffices to 

Just add that the research was very demanding. For the 

three months duration of field work there was no social 

life for me. My working hours were wholly taken up by the 

research. I was either in the field observing or at home 

writing footnotes. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE NATURE AND CHARACTER OF PRETRIAL ACTIVITIES 

IN l<ADUNA STATE POLICE STATIONS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This;. 

plrE~•ti•· :ii:ll 

cha~ter presents th<:~ characteristics of 

thc-0 

variations :it displays. The delineation of the forrns of 

police station activities :is accomplished largely through 

thc7? us,.e c, f qualitative materials and descriptive 

stat:istics. The aim is to ensure an orderly presentation 

of rich descriptive detail. 

4.2 THE COMPLAINT 

Police charge rooms, are centres for the lodgement 

of complaints by members of the public. It devol ve::- on 

charge room officers to ascertain the nature of every 

complaint made, and to decide on whether ta proceed or 

not. When a charge room officer is satisfied that a 

complaint has merit, he records it in the crime diary 

under an appropriate charge. Then he refers the case to 

an IPO for investigation. 

Somet: i mc=.>s, i t: :i s not bec ë:\use a c a!sc::> 1 ë:"\C ked nH?r· i t, 

but out of a desire to ~settle' it informally, that 

charge room officers decide not to proceed. For example, 
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in a case of ~assault' involving neighbours, t h,:\t ~,J,:1S 

reported at the Zaria station, the desk sergeant tried to 

make the complainant understand that, it was a domestic 

matter. In an attempt to settle them amicable, he asked 

thE~ ë:\C CL.\ !,;f?d te, tend[~i·· a verbal apc,l og:/ te, th(;? 

c c,mp 1 ë1 i ni:.-=tnt . Th<:? é:"\CCL\Sed p <:?l' son cc,mpl ied, but the 

complainant rejected the apology, insisting that the case 

QO t C< C C<L\"r' t. It took shrewdness and subtle· 

persuasion on the part of the sergeant, to convince the 

complainant to drop the case - if only for the Interest 

of good neighbourly rel at i ons:,h i p~s. 

complainant agreed to drop the case. 

at the Samaru stationv a complainant who 

on his .juhior brother was persuaded to drop the 

The complainant had claimed that the accused 

touched his junior brother with an evil-looking walking 

stick. He was adamant that such action portends evil and 

that his brother might die. When the police eventually 

succeecled in impressing upon the complainant that they 

cannot ~rrest or prosecute a man on such ciYcumstantial 

ev i dE•nc e ~ the complainant demanded that the accused's 

particulars" should at least be taken down. The police 

obliged, and only then was the complainant pacified. 
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The aforementioned examples not withstanding, it 

must be stated emph~tically, that it is only on very rare 

c:::iccas:,ion!5 th,:,t cases are disposed of at the counter. In 

fact 1 only in eight (or 3.04%) of recorded cases 1 did the 

desk serqeant (or charge room officer) dispose of cases 

thF!! counter. This is without preJudice to the fact 

that the vast majority of cases were settled at the 

p O 1 i Ce ~"5 t ë:i t ion . The point being made is:. that 

infor·mal the. police station, L\S:,L\i:il 1 y 

entail the detention of suspects, and the involvement of 

officers of higher ranks/posts than the desk sergeant. 

The routine detention of alleged offenders, and the 

involvement of senior officers in virtually all cases is 

linked 

grat if ir:;,it ic,nE 

,:.:,ppc,rtun i ty for 

the i 11 egal institutionalization of 

in both stations. Every case presents an 

the police to make some illegal money -

through bribe taking. A case disposed of at the counter 

y i E·l cls. no ~dividend' to the police as accused are under 

no pressure to bribe their •,Jay out. The !:::-i::ltnE• p1r e-· 

occupation, partly accounts for the greater interest 

shown by the police in cases with known suspects than 

Cë:1Se!:::. i:::if 11 L1nkni:::,~.Jn 11
• Complainants are usually persuaded 

own convictions, to corne up with names of 

possible suspects for the particular crime such suspects 

are promptly arrested and detained. Tc, 1-egain thei1" 
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freedom they must part with some amount of money. The 

giving and taking of gratification is in fict, a most 

pervasive feature of all station house activities. It is 

fully ciiscussed 

chapter. 

in the concluding section of this 

In bath station, complainants have to pay for 

stationaries needed _for recording their statements. 

Furthermore, they are expected to transport the police to 

the scene of the crime, and to transport to the police 

and arrestee(s) back to the station. Sometimes, the 

the cost of complainant is also responsible for 

transporting the police and defendant to court. 

Complainants could be grouped into two broad 

categories~ The police, and members of public. Members of 

the public as complainants eut across all strata of 

society. They are however, preponderantly from the lower 

class(es). Most of them have been victims or witnesses of 

one crime or the other. Sorne corne to the station, not so 

much out of any faith in police capabilities for 

redressing the wrong,, but out of a .sense of civil 

responsibility. Others corne with the intention to use the 

police to achieve private objectives and are ready to pay 

for the service. Majority of complainants from the latter 

group are rich people who prefer to take their cornplaints 
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straight to the station head rather than the charge room, 

statutorily designated for such purposes. Its either they 

they want justice 

according to certain specifications. These complainants 

from parents wanting the police to punish 

their way ward children, to businessmen demanding that 

thE0:i1r defaulting customers be detained. It may ,:il so 

include respected community elders demanding that certain 

morally loose characters in their neighbourhood should be 

Wë,n·ned, on. Fo1r C'' • • ,amar 1..1 

brought his houseboy to be detained and tortured for 

allegedly stealing his money. An Alhaji who suspected his 

cfr i. ve1r of removing N64,000 from his car, W i t h dl'' (:?W t h e 

case from Sabo Police station and brought it to Samaru. 

The reasons he gave was that the Samaru D.P.O. is a 

personal friend and would do a better job of getting the 

suspect to confess. The Zaria post master general also 

brought two of his workeis to the adjacent Zaria police 

station and ~pecifically requested that they should be 

deta:ined until they confess to having tampered with mail. 

In all those cited cases, the police obliged the 

complainants. Informai inquiry by the researcher reveaJs 

that they all paid foY this service. 

A vast majority of complainants, have the belief 

thë:\t "something" most be eiffered te, the police befc,r·e a 
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case can be handled satisfactorily. Apparently 9 there are 

grounds for this belief, the police took more 

i nt E~l" (?.!:::-t in a case after accepting such offers. The 

do not agree that such offers of money or 

other th inç1~-=- ë.\mount to bi" ibe1°y. Pathei" 9 
Ili t i s Pl" i 01'· 

appr e:c :i. ëïl:: ion •.-,1h i ch i =· ·cul tLn" i:;11 i y ë:1C c ept abl E?. 11 

In some cases, where no app1" ec i 21t ion i =· 

forth coming from complainants, but he makes some promise 

to do so later, or the police expect to extort some form 

of appreciation later, they pursued the case with zeal. 

there was a case in Zaria police station, 

in ~hich the police went all out to help a complainant 

recover the N2000 he was cheated out of. The complainant 

on observing the frenzy with which the police were going 

no get brother, na lie he talk. Police na poor man 

He later modified his opinion when the police 
-~ 

on reccNering·the money gave him only N1200 while keeping 

the balance of NBOO as cost of their efforts. Similarly, 

a woman whom the police helped to recover six 

bags of stolen pepper worth Nl,000 each, started cursing 

when she was made to understand that she would pay N300 

per bagas costs of police efforts in recovering them. 
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It can be concluded that police handling of the 

compl i:'.1:int process :is characterized by elements of 

informality, which often translate into private gains for 

pol ict=:men. The •,Jh :i. ch informal ity 

complement or subvert criminal justice aims is difficult 

to ascertain, but its e~istence certainly violates the 

p1"<-2cepts of the "rul~:2 of law" 

4.3 THE CHARGE 

Statutorily, the police in Kaduna State and indeed, 

in the whole Northern States of Nigeria, are not required 

to frame charges. They can only suggest to the court, the. 

section of the penal code on which they wish ta base 

their prosecution. The suggestion i~.; conta:ined in the 

information report (FIFO. Th€? Ci:•L\l"t fflëilY 

amend such suggest:ion.after the first hearing. 

The arrangement outl:ined above not withstanding, 

évery complaint made at the p6lice station is recorded in 

the crime diary under an appropriate charge. The most 

frequently recorded charges at the stations under study 

Theft, assault and Criminal force, Criminal breach 

rnischief, ch<-2at ing. Others include; 

belonging to a gang of criminals, receiving stolen 

p·roperty, d:isturbance of public peace and resisting 

i::ff r f:?S t u 
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five of the charges listed above usually 

results from complaints made by members of the publtc. 

The others arise mostly from police initiated action and 

f·r eqw::nt l y involves the simultaneous arrest of many 

people on the same charge. On ,::,ne occ,:1sion, 

were arrested and brought to the Samaru Police Station in 

i:.'I h :Î. 1•· (:'i!d V ,:1n. The chai" ge \,Jas, "bel cw,g i ng t o ,:1 Ç_~ang of 

cir iminë:il s". It is important to keep the distinction 

between public initiated and police initiated proceedings 

in minci. It helps to understand the different channels by 

which the two categories of cases are processed. 

The police are able to find su:i.table charges for all 

no mr.itte·!" how arbit~ary the arrest may 

For e~ample, a boy who was taking his stereo set 

for repairs, was stopped on the street by a policeman and 

questioned about the ownership of the stereo. Because he 

could not immediately produce the receipt of th<':? 

pLtl" ch as:,e, he was arrested, ~unl awfLtl 

po~;;s1:?s;.is:ion of stolen propertyv ,:1nd detained. Ancithefr bc,y 

who cl id ncit know that the plain cloth man asking him 

11 12mbi::1l"l"a::-!sinç:~ qLu2stic,n 11 is a pol icf?man, tolc:I him to gc, ta 

He was arrestedv charged with ~use of insult:ing 

languager and detainec:I. 
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The most misused charge in the police stations is 

the charge of ~belonging to a gang of criminals'. Under 

the auspices of this charge, any number of people could 

be arrested from anywhere and detained. Police suspicions 

alone is all that is required to make one liable to 

arrest under the charge. As a crime officer 

!::,t at ion put it, "gove1··nment ~;,:1y no mor·e •,,;anderinÇ,~ c,r· 

we charg<='? th<:·m with belonginçf'. Dn 

riccasions when suspects insist~ on their ri ght: =· i:11"" 

1 • ] • qt .. H?!::-·c 1 on po . 1 cr:? policemen do not show any sign 

In most of such case the police simply added 

ché:,i'·ge!E; has 

been recorded against the suspect. 

The police~ especially at Zaria Police Station also 

have a penchant f Cil" combini~g charges as a way of 

impressing upon the suspect, the gravity of his offence. 

It is common to see three, four or even fiVE·? cha1··ge~; 

listed against a sµspect for what he perceives as one 

of fenc e. For example it is usual for the police to 

rw ec ed~~ ,::u1y c omp 1 é.~ i nt s ,::q;1a in st c 1·· i mi nal force .. •,,; i th ot hf..~·,·· 

charges. The culprit in criminal force may find that he 

place in the complainants compound. It is to be noted 

however that the police do not make formal charges. As 
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such, many offenders are not even aware of the charges 

against them. The police only make effort to inform 

suspects of the charges against them when it would serve 

a purpose for the police, e~g. to let suspects realise 

the gravity of their offence as earlier mention. 

The conclusion is that charges are routinely 

manipulated (sometimes manufactured) to suit police 

purposes regarding any particular case. The disregard for 

legal technicalities and the ease with which charges are 

modified in line with developments in a case, may be due 

however to police awareness of the tentative status of 

thsir charges. For ultimately, it is the courts that 

frame charges - at least in those cases that reach the 

court. 

4.4 ïHE INVESTIGATION 

For eac~ complaint accepted at the police station, 

an I.P.O. is assigned to handle investigations. The first 

action of the I.P.O is usually to visit the scene of 

crime for preliminary enquiries. From the visit, the 

I.P.O. i~ expected to ascertain from available evidence, 

the circumstances of the ~rime. He is also expected to 

question some people, and to invite (or arrest) some to 

the station. 
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lt is the duty of the I.P.O. to obtain written 

stetement from the complainant(s), witnesses, and accused 

persons. Statement taking from complainants and witnesses 

is a straight forward matter. They are simply asked to 

state whatever thay know about the case. The process is a 

little more complicated for accused person. For them, the 

statement of caution must first be administered by the 

police. 

Dut of a tc~al of 427 accused persans interviewed, 

190 Cor 44.5%) were never asked to make written statement 

by the police. Of the remaining 237 Cor 55.5%) who made 

written statements, 107 Cor 45.15%) were asked to make 

the statement shortly after their arrival at the station. 

The remaining 130 Cor 54.85%) wera not asked to make 

written statements until after they have spent some time 

in detention. Of the overall total who made written 

stetement (i.e. 237), 18 Cor 7.59%) were not formally 

cautioned before making their statements. 

Police investigation in public initiated complaints 

where no suspect can be identified, consist in visiting 

the scene of crime, and asking the complainant to report 

any subsequent development. The complainant is also 

assured that the police would keep their eyes and ears 

open. Most unknown cases Ci.e. cases. with no known 
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suspect) remain open and uncleared. When a suspect can be 

ident:ifit?.d in a case 1 investigation consists mainly of 

interrogating him and any other persan that may be 

mentioned in connection with the case. 

In pol ic€2 initiated complaints 1 there is usually no 

ne1:::d fu·(·ther invest içtë:\t ion. Suspects are simply 

'"' i" i·· r~ ~=· t &~ d i:,l n d dE2tainf.?.d. Many of such are routinely 

they confess to the crime or bribe their 

way out to freedom. A few of those who- confessed were 

In any Cë\S<?., when the IPO has reasons to believe 

that a case would go to courty he opens a case diary or 

filEi. Tht? contents of the case file include~ (i:"1) Th<:? file 
' 

polict?. fir·;:.t infor·më.'ition i"epo-.,·t, (,:) Inde): t,::, 

th<:> Cë:l~=::.r.:> r.Jiê:1ry, (d) (.~ l ist of e)·;hib:i.ts, (e) E:,;t:·t,,.~ct ·fr·om 

crime diary, Cf) Police investigation report (these are 

thf.?. findings and su~gest:i.ons of the IPO), (g) Of'fic<"°n" 

minute (h) the var i i::iuE;; statements of the 

" 

cc,mpl ainant, i,,Ji tnesses, accused, e .. t:,.cn,, arid (i) The 

police bail bond, if any. 

The I F'D' s interviewed were unanimous in their 

cases with clear evidence or exhibits, if 

they must prosecute. Many of them do not 1 foy· e:,;ampl e 
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',,l<=\nt to bC:'2 !::-addlr~d ,,,J:ith "(i::"\pC-'2 Cï::\Sf?i·~:-y bF:iCi::\U!:::-e it i~; 11 ITIO!::-t: 

C c,mp 1 :i. C ê:d.: (2d i:":1ncl di f ·fi Cult: t c, py- OV(::":' Il. 

inve!:"':.t iç,1atoY-y p "( C• ,..,, f:? ~:, s :i.s constY-ained by 

resource ava:i.lab:i.lity. In the absence of sophisticat:ed 

technicë:11 ''"icJE;y invi;::>!E:-t:i.gë:\t:ion :i.s E-~F,:ldom moi··e thr.,n i,,,hat ir:;; 

c,utl inE:•d i::1bc1\/e,. Inve•stigatic,n in the textbook sense of 

Çli:\thf?)r ing minutE:? ev i dr:.:-nc <:-? foi'" 

laboratory analysis is virtually non-existent. The police 

find it difficult to even undeytake ty-ips which aye 

essential components of investigation, foY lack of funds. 

The consequence is that complainant who want thoYough 

inve~tigation have to pay for it from their pockets. 

Thi;:,, c one l L\f:::. :ion f on c 0?, i,,, ç1 ë.~ :ln , :i. "; th a t in the fë:,Ct-"? of 

material constraints, justice is being bought and soldat 

the police station. 

4.5 THE ARREST 

The kinds of arrests considered in this study could 

be broadly divided into two cateqories: 
1 -

(a) Those made by 

the police and (b) Those made by private persons. 

The data reveals that 9 87 Cor 20.09%) of the total 

arrests were made by private persons, 1,Jh i 1 {(,? 346 ( 0)'" 

79.99%) arrests were made by the police. Out of the 346 

arrests made by the police, 33 (or 9.54%) arrestees 
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claimed to have been handcuffed by the police while the 

police were effecting their arrests. Precisely 143 Cor 

41.33%) of those arrested by the police alleged the use 

of force in the al"rests. 

an arestee should be informed of the 

fol" at the spot of arYest by th(;? 

pi:::,]. ÏCE~. If al"rested by private persan, hr.-2 !::-hoL1l cl be 

foi'"mal ly informed of the reason, the moment that the 

police is brought in Csee S.38 of C.P.C.). The data 

hOW9\/(~t· l .-_., 
• .i: .. .i of the accused 

persans were nevel" informed of the l"eason for thei y· 

those informed of the l"eason for their ar!"ests, were not 

informecl until after they had spent S:-ome t j. me in 

police ct2ll. 

Arl"ests made by the police may be ~reactivev i.e. in 

response to reports by members of the public. They may 

also be pl"oactive i.e. as preventive or pl"e-emptive 

measures initiated by th<:• poli CE? i t!:.;el f. Pr i:::aë:1c t i Vf:? 

al"rests may corne from 

patrols. In 'busts', the police, usually acting on a tip-

off, swoops upon a drug or any other illicit hide-out, 

with the aim of ~busstin\;.~' th<?. :ill<?.Çli:Ü 

involves the raiding by the police of designated trouble 
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spots with the aim of arresting potential trouble makers 

or unearthing illegal goods. 

To carry out raids 1 the police usually borrow vans 

from private or public organisation. About ten to twenty 

armed policemen then go about in such vans arresting 

people. Places usually visited during such raids include; 

hotE':!l ~=-, car pai·· k~=-, gambling houses, film houses, hard 

dr·uç1 .joint~=-, and so on. The raids may be carried out at 

any time of day. When the vehicle is filled 1 the police 

sometimes corne to the police·station to unload the human 

cargo, and then go for another round of arrests. From my 

on the spot observation on the one occasion I went along 

foi·· a "r"ëdrJ, from my discussion with cultivated 

infcwmants,. among the ~:-1..\C h 21 r· r· est~=-

indiscriminate. The police simply arrest any one in sight 

at the targeted area. Any body who resists arrest is 

foi"c·ibly i::~r·rl":!~:-t<".:>d. Thf:? cl1ë:1rge ir::; usually;: "belong:inç_~ to 21 

gang of criminals. 

Arrests through raiding serve t~o purposes. First, 

it serves a law enforcement purpose. For example raids 

are carried out on Fridays. At the time of this study, 

there was so much religious and tribal tension in the 

areas of study. These tensions tend to erupt on Fridays. 

It is conceivable that the visibility of the heavily 
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armed policemen together with their activities helped 

keep the tension in check. Police raiding activities 

could also have nipped many ·criminal plans in the bud, 

for the areas raided are ones traditionally frequented by 

criminals. The second but unstated ptirpose of raiding i= 

to raise fund for the police. Arrestees from raids are 

detained usually with no intention of prosecuting them. 

They regain their freedom upon paying a sum of money i.e. 

bribe. According to my informants, the going rate for 

regaining freedom at the time of this study was between 

NlOO and N400. The arrestees on calculating the odds, 

usually find that it is in their interest to pay up. For 

apart from the horrible cell conditons, they run the risk 

of conviction with the attendant grave consequences, 

should the case go to court. 

Dccasionally, raids are carried out against dealers 

in spare parts and/or second hand goods. The charges 

against arrestees 

stolen property' 

from these raids are either 'receiving 

or 'unlawful possession of stolen 

property'. Only very rarely would any of those arrest 

result in a prosecution. A particular arrestee from such 

a raid divulged that they (arrestees) have an association 

under whose auspices, payments are regularly made to the 

police to keep them from harassing the dealers. According 

to himp this occasional harassment is police way of 
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1·eminding thE-"~m, that they ë:\Yf?J ''d~?fi::1Ulting on payment''a It 

gathered that the same kind of aYrangement 

exists between the police and pYostitutes, hotelieYs, 

gambling houses, illegal commeYcial video house opeyatoYs 

AYrests fYom Youtine police patrols are similaY in 

natUYe to those fYom YaidSa The a1··yeE.tee!s 

patYols usually consists of people YetuYning fYom late 

movies, late paYties, OY late night dyinking" While some 

beaY paYlours can Yemain open foy the whole night, otheYs 

,.,iho hav€;., nc,t ''co,::,p<"2l'"E1t12c:I'' can h2·1ve their pYopYif.?toi·· and 

available customers arrested on spurious chaYges like 

"dis:-turl::•ï::1nc€':: c,f publ i•: peacr:,.:, 11 

hoL.ll'" o·f nighta 

hc,wever, d i s;p 1 ë\/ C• f 

vigilance by a police patrol in the couYse of this study" 

It happened when patrolmen from Samaru noticed that a 

passengeY who had Just alighted fyom a bus was trailing 

blooda They stopped him for questioning" Upon seaYching 

his bag, they discoveyed a blood soaked tyouser 

pistola The suspect, who had a fr~èh bullet would on his 

an· ested a Upon furt:her· i nt E,J"r r ogat ion, 

confessed to having been paYt of an armed robbery 
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operation in Kano. The suspect also disclosed the names 

and whereabouts of his three èccomplices. 

Majority of arrests made by private individual in 

the course of this study were made by vigilante groups. 

These groups consists of community members selected and 

mandated by the various communities to supplement police 

efforts at combating crime. To the extent that they made 

many arrests on their own, these groups can be described 

as fulfilling communal expectations. The problem however, 

lies with the manner in which those arrests are effected. 

The vigilante group tend to operate above their powers as 

pr{vate citizens. They torture .and subject arrestees to 

all sorts of humiliating and dehumanising treatment. The 

typ1cal pattern is well illustrated in the case of 

accused 112b. This accused who the vigilante group of 

Tundun-Wada Zaria alleged to be a dealer in stolen 

motorcycles was striped naked, flogged, tied to an 

electric pole, and 0ith an allegedly stolen motorbike in 

front of him, he was photographed. Then he was made to 

caYry the motorcycle on his head, and forced to dance 

round town with it, to the accompaniment of drumming from 

vigilante members. By the time he was brought to the 

station, he had all kinds of fresh wounds on his body and 

could hardly stand on his feet. 
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The above is the classic p~tteYn in all vigilante 

initiated arrests. The suspect is beaten and marched 

round town. At eveyy stop, the vigilante membeYs receive 

monetary donation from an apparently appreciative public. 

Such pYocedures tantamount to adjudging the suspect 

guilty before trial. FuYtheYmore 7 the stigmatization that 

it entails is far more than the formal criminal Justice 

machine would allow. Yet the police hardly question the 

methods of the vigilante groups when eventually after the 

march round town 7 such suspects are discharged tn the 

police. I questioned a number of policemen on why such 

action is condoned. The DPO of Samaru 7 was eloquent in 

his response: 

The police do not have the power to delegate 
power to another group (i.e. vigilante). But we 
have done so because we find it expedient 
..•.••..• Their tendency to always misuse that 
power is a source of worry tous too. They use 
all sorts of crüde and unlawful methods, but 
their use of such methods enjoy much support 
from their community heads and even members. So 
controlling them becomes a problem. In some 
communities, they now set up vigilante graups 
without even seeking for permission from 
us ••...•.•••••. We are aware of the problem and 
something is being cione about it. 

Vigilante groups, as private persans, have no right 

to process anyone arrested. Their duty is to hand over 

arrested persans to the police without unnecessary delay'' 

Csee C.P.C. S39(1)). 
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In general, the preponderant majority of arrested 

people are from the l9wer class. For example, for the 

duration of the field workv only six (or 1.39%) of those 

arrested were on a monthly 1ncome of N3000 or above. 

Precisely 12 (or 2.77%) of them ·were white collar 

workers, while only 15 Cor 3.46%) had tertiary educ~tion. 

In conclusion, it can be stated, that the arrest 

procedure is being grossly violated by the police. It is 

to some extent true, that their disregard for legal 

technicalities surrounding the arrests process 

facilitates an expedient and flexible justice 

administration. But the abuse of the power resulting 

therefrom, especially the economic motivation behind the 

weilding of the power, defeats any gain from such 

informality. 

4.6 THE INTERROGATION 

Interrogation is the act of examining persans 

(witnessess, victims, suspects etc) by asking them 

questions. is the main source of information ilï 

investigating crime, and its perpetrators. This is 

irrespective of the much acclaimed successes achieved in 

the scientific examination of mute material evidence. 
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The reliance on inteirirogatic)n invest igë:\t: ive 

in fo·!'"mat ion is even more acute in the stations studied. 

This is because they lack basic 

examining mute material evidence. 

t~2chnical aid!5 fc,1r 

Information obtained 

through interrogation 9 may be obtained by merely putting 

question to the examinee by persuading him 9 or by putting 

him under some form of duress. The police often resort to 

thf.? 1 ë:1:,-t option (in the form of torture) when the first 

two fails 9 .but they are convinced that 

withholding infoimation. 

the e:·,;,,,1mi nee i s 

The Samaru station has a specialized unit of five 

pol :i. c E~men c ë:ïl 1 ed the "!::-U!::-pE·c t 

function is that of e~tracting confessions from suspects 

using various methods of torture. In Zaria stationr the 

IPO carries out the torture by himself. When he is unable 

to make a head way he hands the suspect over to the. crack 

The c( ë,1c k :::-qU,ëH.1 is a unit of the Zon~l command 

is similar to that. of the Samaru suspect 

~;quad. 

There are a variety of ways by which torture is 

adrrd.n:i.s;;te1r1:-?d: fi1rstlyv 'tE'!i:il" Ç.~i::1~~' rlli::1)" br~ !5j::1 ·rë.'lyed dii··ectly 

into the suspect's eyes. The affect in the words of one 

~:-\..\!:::-Pf:?Ct, 

tear gas are repeatedly used in like manner, until the 
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police aYe convinced that there is nothing moye to be 

gained. On one occasion, so much teay gas was expended on 

that the gas drifted out of the toyture room 

into the chaYge yoom at Samaru. Not long after, everyone 

detainees, members of the public -

started sneezing and shedding gas induced tears. Several 

times at the Zaria station, suspects were taken out at 

night to a neaYby bush, to be tortured with tear gas. 

A second method is when the exposed end of a live 

electric wire is brought into contact with the suspect's 

In yet another method, a rectangle made up of 

two wooden and two wiry sides is slipped over the head of 

the suspect and then systematically tightened fyom one 

end. The effect according to an IPO is " likE: the br·ë:,.in 

is being squeezed out, and the suspect i!:::, bound to 

d<evel op instant heï:\dache''. Sometimes, the suspect is 

stripped to the waist, handcuffed to the vertical bar in 

th12 middle of and systematically whipped on 

choic<ë? pai'"t of h:is bc,dy ,,,iith cow hid[: (ki:,b,:,ko). In that 

position, the suspect is totally helpless and vulnerable. 

He cannot woi'"d off blows, nor rub the welts they leave on 

his naked skin. He can neither ~it, nor stand upright. 

the fifth method of administering torture invol ves n(:i 

complicated proçeduye. The suspect is simply hit ~ with 
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fi~;ts, clubs, boots etc - whenever he hes\~~te to answer 

\0:-.''"-
a qL1ee:.t ion or i t i s f e 1 t t h ë:\ t h e i s 1 y i n g • \.> ,:,,,., 

In fairness to the police, it must be admitted that 

thE)i '( much vaunted knack f(;:,'( identifying the lying 

cr· iminï::11 is not totally unfounded. For example, only 93 

Cor 21.48%) of the accused persans were tortured. Most of 

them did confess to committing the alleged offences after 

toir t L\'(' €:~. 

The above not withstanciing, it must be stated that 

the practice is fraught with abuses and dangers. For 

at the Zaria police station, two suspects who 

•-.1er· e pic kt:;:,d from thE? ;itrf.?et!s and charg~2d 1,Jith 11 belonginç;1 

to a gang of criminals" we·r1::? repc-::~atedly to1,·tured. 

Eventually they did not only confess to being criminals 

but ,,..,er e forced to name three of their accomplices. The 

named persons were arrested and charged with 'receiving 

stolen property'. It was later, while making my rounds of 

thf~ cel l ~;; thE1t I was confronted with the unsettling 

spectacle of the tortured suspects fervently begging the 

named accomplices to forgive them for falsely naming them 

as such. The suspects revealed to me that they had to 

mention their acquaintances as accomplices in oYder to 

escape further torturf.?. They further stated that even 

their admitting to being cyiminals is not the truth but a 
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desperate bid to save their lives. The suspects claimed 

that as the torture took place in the night, in the bush, 

they were afraid that they would be killed if they fail 

to admit to the allegations made against them. 

What is even more disquieting about the case is that 

the police seemed to know that all the arrested suspects 

were innocent. For the so called accomplices were all 

released on the day of their arrest after pë:1y i nç1 sc,me 

amount (bribe) to the police. The real suspect had no 

mone:•y. te, pë,,y, but they were released without being 

prosecuted after eleven days in cell. ('"\ -
,.,·· . .:ar .. .1 'I 

arresting and extorting money from named accomplices, the 

suspects confe~sional statements were not acted upon. 

In my interviews with policemen, many of them 

refused to talk on the issue of torture, 

outirightly cleniecl its é,Xistence. Fcqr e:,~ample, th1;,J 11 crim1-2-· 

ins;.pector" at Samaru denied the existence of torture, 

when what· led to my posing the question at that material 

time was the tortured screams emanating from the torture 

'('OOm .. \rJhen I drew her· attention to the screams, she 

merely s~iled and told m~ that what I was hearing were 

not screams but laughter. 

The Samaru DPD was more forthcoming. He does not 

think torture can be dispensed with in a setting like 
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Nigeria where technical aids police investigative 

activities are lacking. To compound the situation 7 a very 

h!=:>i:1Vy bLllrden :is plë:tC('2d Upon th12 11 p1r,:,5ecut:i.,:,n'' t,:::, pr,:•Vf.:' 

ç1uil.t. HE~ however ~;;aie! tl·1ë:Yt 7 he c:lo~?s "not allow the use 

of torture for minor cases in my station, but c,nly f,:,1·· 

serious ones like homicide 7 rape 7 i,~1·· lîl<'.?d "I'" ol::.ibc-?.r y" ë:\nd ~;;o· 

on. 

To the extent that guide-lines laid down by the 

Judges Rules are not being followedy interrogation as it 

is informally adrninistered violates. legal provision and 

the ·rule of law. The character it assumes in p1ract ir::e 

s~rves a useful purpose as far as gathering evidence to 

proceed upon is concerned. Th<-::~ problem i!::-, it i~;; being 

abused and deliberately used to extort rnoney, instead of 

for strictly law en-forcement purposes. 

4.7 THE BAIL/DETENTION 

Bail is the only form of prstrials release facility 

granted to suspects/accused in both stations. Section 

340(1) of the C.P.C. prescribes -that any persan accused 

of a min,::,1•· offenct? 11·Sh2ïll .bE• 1releii:15(:2ci on bi:til L\nle!::-!::- thi;? 

o ·f fic er o·r court f ,:::, ·,·· reasons to be recorded in writing 

considers that by reason of the granting of bail the 

investigation of the offence would be prejudiced 

or a serious risk of the accused escaping from justice be 
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CtC:Cë\SÎCtnE?d 1
' a The reality of the situation however, is 

that bail is the exception and detention the rule. 

Only in negligible number of cases is bail granted 

being routinely detained. 

practice is to detain first and then negotiate bail 

afte·t". Such negotiations invariably centre more on how 

much the detainee would pay for th,~,n c,n legal 

criteria of assessing bail worthiness. Until the accused 

or his relations corne up with an acceptable amount, bail 

is clenied. Ih response to my enquiries about this state 

of affairs, the police are usually quick to attribute 

thC·?Ïr dc;?n i al of te, the non-availability or 

unsuitability of sureties. It is interesting to note that 

1"arely cite 11 fliç1ht risk", "preJL\!::licing 

f u·J'· th r:-:1'" i n\,,er.,,t: :i. ç,1ë:1t i c,n 11 ,::,y ''end,,.\n9e1·in9 the community'' as 

foi'" not The strength of the 

The implication is that anyone can obtain bail provided 

an acceptable surety cornes forward. Acceptability of 

sureties 1 as earlier noted, is most often synonymous with 

coming up with the required sum of money i.e. bribe. 

Most members of the public, even the very literate 

ones, are not aware that bail is free, or that the surety 

only forfeit a stipulated amount when the accused jumps 
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bail. Thus, many believe that to pay for bail is to 

fulfil a legal requirement. The police help ta perpetua~e 

this misconception by not giving signatories ta the bail 

bond, opportunities ta read the contents. In fact it is 

only seldom that .bail bonds are issued. When issuedv they 

are usually in form of handwritten words on plain sheets 

of paper rather than the legally prescribed form. Most 

alleged offenders, especially · from police initiated 

arrests, are released on bail, verbally. 

Beside their ignorance about bail procedures, three 

major factors also contribute to the readiness and haste 

with· which citizens offer money to get bail. Firstly, 

many are made to understand that the only way to escape 

continued detention is by offering bribe. Secondly, they 

are also made to understand that securing bail is a 

decisive ,step towards securing unconditional release. In 

most cases, the police· become more friendly and switch 

side to that of the accused after he pays for bail. They 

now start advising camplainants ta drop the case in the 

interest of good relation, or that the evidence is too 

flimsy to stand up in court, etc. 

The third major reason why susp~cts willingly pay 

for bail is the appalling conditions of detention. The 

available cells are almost always over crowed. This is 
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compounded by poot ventilation and the permanent stench 

pervadin0 the cells. Moreover, inmates sleep on the bare 

fl C•Ol'' of the cell, which they share with redents.· No 

bathing and only very inadequate 

provision exists for functions. Between 

6.00pm and 6.00am 7 inmates are not 

cells to answer any call of nature. 

allowed outside the 

Further more, they 

are fed only twice a day with a horrible looking food 

thi:1t ti::ï~:-tes even mol'f2 ho·(r·,ibly. l"ledical pi'· O\l i ~- :i. i::,n ai' 1~ 

totally lacking; Inmates are at the mercy of various skin 

The,~ onl y form of segregation 

is gender based. Apart from that, all p·(' ë1<.: tic ed 

det ,::1 i nees v irrespective of age, prier record, or nature 

of alleged offence are lumped together in the same cell. 

Detainees react differently to their plight. The 

majority are placid and merely wait for the t:i.me they 

could secure bail/release, or be taken to court. There 

were however a few aggressive ones who were bellig&Yent 

in their dealings with the police. Accused 6a spent about 

hal f thE:'! n:i.<Jht of his first day in detention hurling 

abuses at the police. His grouse was police refusai to 

let him light mosquito coil inside the cell. Accu~ed 22b 

1,,Jiii1!s nc,t he also tried to implicate 

unfriendly policemen by naming them as accomplices in his 

alleged NlBOvOOO theft. 
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A third category consists of habitual criminals who 

are well known to the police. Surprisingly, it is~ t:hi~,; 

group that the police are most fr·iendly with. For· 

accused 97b was brought for detention on the 

orders of a court, for "ch1~,::\tinç_~ 11 
.. But l::H2cau!sf2 of h:i.~:-

long acquaintance with the police, he i s not usual 1 y 

detained until a few minutes before he is expected to 

make the next court appearance. i::"\C c used 97b 

calls practically every policeman at Zaria's station by 

the i 1r first names. Each time he makes an appearance at 

the station he distribute N20 notes to all officer within 

the charge room. Other habitua} criminals are not so 

rich? but they secure the good will of the police through 

othE~1·· accused 17b was able to 

secure unconditional on the three separate 

occasions he was arrested during the course of this 

by colluding with the police to implicate 

suspected and innocent people. 

The cooperation between accused 17b and the police 

worked in this manner: Accused 17b would lead the police 

acquaintances and claim thë:,t 5:-LIC h 

acquaintance had in the past bought oy Yeceived stolen 

property from him. Bornet i mes 7 i t is the policemen who 

point!:=· out a suspect oY sornebody 'they have been itching 

to ''c:!1::•ï:11 1,Jith 1
' .. P1c,::LI!:;1-:0c:I 17b would then repeat the same 
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allegation of having received stolen property from him, 

again anyone fingered by the police 9 regardless or the 

fact that he may never have seen such persons in hiE::-

life. All persans pointed out by accused 17b (h~? even 

•,,w i tt~?n statements to the effect of hi!:;; 

are s~bsequently arrested and charged with 

receiving stolen property. The arrested persons are then 

datained while accused 17b is set free. The aim in such 

cases is never to prosecute but to extort money from the 

arrested persans. They, soon enough pay up (between N100 

and N500) and regain theii freedom. It :i =· C ur i C<LIS t hat 

none of such detainees ever brought a law suit against 

the police, not even those who claimed not to have met 

17b eve·( befc,1··e. One of such detainees however 

repc,rte(j his. c,rdea:t te, i::1 .relative ~.,,ho is a 'p,::,1 i,:e office1" 

in a di f fer en t static,n. Upc,n lîis inter\1emt ion, the 

detainee's rnoney CN300) was returned to him. 

In general 9 majority of the suspects/accused persans 

were appearing, at a police station in such capacity for 

the first time in their lives. The data reveals that, 313 

(O"I'" of the suspect/accused persans are first 

of fendEff s. This fact is disquieting even when allowance 

is made for respondents who ~ost have lied about their 

prior arrest records. It shows that more and more of the 
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citizens are being drawn into the criminal ambit on false 

pretexts. 

Furthermorey it is interesting to note that, not all 

arrestees or detainees are human beings. There were non

human detainees in both station. A duck and her brood of 

15 ducklings were detained because their ownership was in 

dispute. The irony is that, for the five days that the 

case lasted at the police station, the disputing parties 

were coming from their homes, while the duck and her 

brood were in detention. Goats and sheep are also 

frequently detained. It is either that their ownership is 

in dispute, or that such domesticated animais had wrought 

mischief for which their owners has refused to pay 

compensation, or cannot be found. 

The conclusion once again, is thaty the economic 

motive shapes the informai character of police decision 

to grant or deny bail~ It also underlie police 

relationship with detainees. Detention is used as a tool 

for extorting money. People are routinely detained, and 

they routinely pay to escape detention police pursuit of 

private gains at the expense of legal provisions do not 

only subvert the·principle of the rule of law, it puts 

the rationalisation of the whole legal 

doubt. 

apparatus into 
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4.8 THE PROSECUTION 

i s ë:1pp·I'" ovecj foi·· pl'· C•E5ec ut i c,n, thf? 

I.P.O. handling the case, hands over the case file to the 

pr o:;;ec ut or • The pl'· ci sec ut c,r is a policeman 

permanently stationed at the court for the sole purpose 

of conducting prosecution. 

The stations under study can prosecute all rases 

except culpable homicide and armed robbery. Yet, it :i.E5 

only rarely that conduct of prosecution are un~ertaken. 

HE-inc e on 1 './ 7~i of the accused persans were 

prosecuted. This may be due to the fact that majority of 

the offences recorded are minor offences that should not 

even have resulted in arrests, in the first place. For 

e>:ample, there are reasons to suggest that most police 

initiated arrests seldom lead to prosecution because it 

i ~=- m,::qr c-2 of an "ar m-·t \.,ii st i ng" tact i c t o ext c,r t mc,ney fr om 

arrestees, than a strictly làw enforcement activity. This 

may also explain why cases are grossly under recorded at 

th~? !::-tat:ion. while the researcher unofficially 

recorded 262 cases leading to 443 arrests, official 

the same period, puts the number of cases at 

1 (l(l C ë:\ !:c-E !;::. , and the arrests resulting therefrom at 96 
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The r~ f f ec t s of ~ocio-demographic 

offenders on police decision to prosecute are analysed in 

t.hE':! ne:,;t chapter. But whatever the case may be, the 

inesCë:!pable fact, iQ that a substantial p·(· c,po1'· t ion of 

of thfa c·,,·iminë:11 Justice system at the 

pol ici,:: stat :i.on. I asked the heads of the respective 

factors they consider in rni:1k:i.nç1 thi;':!i1·· 

Both "strength o·f 

!,?\/id rf:n c E,· '' as their most important consideration. When I 

mr:.~nt i<:::inc~d po~:-sible in fl uen,:e rnitigë.'itinç_~ 

circumstance on the decision to prosecute, both officers 

Si::!i(j that d ~?C i S i ,::,n mitiç,1,:;,ting 

,::: i lr C umst i::H1C E!:i) i !s best left to the courts. Samaru's 

D .. P.D. Wë:1s parti,:ular irked by my mention of "econ,::,m:ic 

rJc'!i!~~:-P G:?lr at ion,, as a mitigating c:ircumstance. According to 

hi rn, ''if sc,me,:::,nt?. :is,. hunç1r·y, he does not have to go and· 

~;teal. He can go beggin~:;1 11
• 

It :is interesting to note that the two officers 

Intt21rr-:ir·et~:?d the concept c,f "public interes:t" diffe1rently. 

''Pul::;lic intc~?l'"(?.!o.,t'' ·(1::iccordinç1 to Peç,1. 318. Par·ë:1. VI ,::,f the 

pol icE~ P,ct, and section 117 of CPC) is also supposed to 

guide police decision to prosecute or The 

Si:11Tli::i1r u' s DPO, while admitting that t hr~ c one ept is 

"d:ifficult to unc:lers~:t&md", ~d.:ate::!c:I thi::ïl: to him 7 "it llH?.i:1n!:::

when sornebody is not taken to court Just to punish hirn or 
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to oppl'"E·:!S,:::- him"n To :Zë:W"ië:ï Stë:d::ionri,:; DnP.CL' it meë~n~s thi::ïl:: 

"thE~ pol i,~~12 s,.hould be cai,·eful ho•,., they hë:mdle .cases:- .i.n 

•,;h:i.ch p·l'o~;;r:2cutic:::in may lc;?,:1d to upheë,iVë1l in the:, to•,.Jn''. 

As a result of transportation difficulties suspects 

are usually taken to court in commercial vehicles. The 

task of taking them devolves on the I.P.O. handling the 

particular case. To ensure that suspects do not escape in 

transit, they are usually handcuffed. In other words, the 

S::-l.\S:.p f:?C t is made tn look like a criminal to the public 

even before his trial. this is regardless of how minor 

his allege offence may be. 

the decision to conduct, and the actual 

conduct is less prone to the abuses of 

earlier stages. The decision is structured not so much by 

informal elements as by the knowledge that it 

would be reviewed by legal experts. On the wholey the 

police pay more attention to legal procedure, when they 

know that a case may culminate in prosecution. 

4.9 LEGAL AWARENESS IN THE POLICE STATION 

Policemen in the crime branches of both station have 

hiç1h lf:2vel of They know the relevant 

substantive and procedural laws guiding their sphere of 

operation. Any policeman in doubt over any point of lawv 
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consults the statutory documents (e.g. th~? C.P.C., the 

police Act, the penal code) copies of which have been 

thoughtfully made available in the I.P.O.'s office. 

Thi!.'::. hi 1:;th legaJ. awareness not with standing, the 

1 

police violate proceduYal rules at virtually every point 

in their processing of alleged offenders. 

m,:\d{,? ill{:0gally. Arestees are man-handled and detained 

1,J i th c:iu t be in g Ch i::t"i'" ÇJ {?.C:I • St ë,\ t emen t are taken without 

cautioning the accused persons. Accuseds are asked to 

sign the statement it being read to them. 

Su!:::.pec t ~=- ar·e l' out in f.? 1 y df.ë.'t,::1ined .. =inc:I t ,:q,· t ur ecJ .. 

Furthermore, the police engage in acts calculated to keep 

the public ignorant of their legal rights. For example 

many sureties/accused persons are prevented from reading 

their own bail bonds, so as not to sensitize them to the 

The Police are antagonistic to lawyers who corne to 

the station. A lawyer who wanted to know if there was any 

pending case for which the accused might 

services, was subjectec:I to a humiliating·interrogation by 

a E:-em:i.-1 iterat:e I.P.O. He had to leave in embarrassment. 

Another lawyer came in the role of complainent. He wanted 

l1is niçJht: gu,::1rcl i:1rl''t·:2<=.,.tecl i::\ncJ pro!:::-ecut1-::d 'for ''neç1l iç1ent: 

conduct''. The police refused the case on the ground that 
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the evidence adduced was too week. The lawyer was then 

mockingly told that, he, should know that. 

Buch police antagonism are most probably, police ways of 

pi.-:1y·in<.J back the lawyers for the humiliation that 

policemen suffer at their hands in court. 

The policemen also frequently manipulated their 

legal processes to their advantage. For 

<-:"?:r.ample, i'f d<~terminerJ to fol"ÇIE' ahei:1d vJith prc,5:.ecution in 

a case where available evidence may not stand up against 

serious cross examination, the police takes such cases to 

Ai·· eii.'I Cou1·· t ~-=·. In Area Courts, police prosecutors will not 

hav~ to battle with defence lawyers. ·This is because, 

~;ec t :ion :.}':30 of the C.F'.C. stë:,tes thi:1t: 

practitioner shall be permitted to appeer to act fo-.·· o·(· 

to aS:-!::-iS:-t ,:1ny pi:1rty bi:2fi::ire an i::1l"<~i=1 cc,u1""t 1
'. 

The suspect/accused population are predom:inantly of 

low socio-economic - status and are predictably lacking 

knowledge. For exemple, only 62 Cor 14.32%) of 

this population know any procedural 1 i:\W. Even ·this 

knowledge is in most ca~es limited to a vague idea about 

not spending more than a day in police detention. Only 

one detainee made concerted.efforts to press foi'" this 

right. He was being detained for an offence committed by 

his junior brother because the Junior brotheY could not 
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f ound. subsequently challenged h :i. =· :illegal 

detention :in court. 

The response of accused persons to the question of 

whether they :intend to, or have :indeed contacted a lawyer 

their Cë:\S<2s, fu·r·thC;,i·r clemons,.t1,·ë:"1t&.~ the 101,,1 l&.~vel c,f 

awareness among th:is group. Dnl y 15 (,:qr 3. 446i~) 

·r ep 1 i eicl w i th "yf.?.5
11

• Prec is<2l y 313 (<Y(' 72. 2s;o said "no"' 

1,,Jh :i. J. f:i! 98 ( Ol" 22.26%) were undecided. It i c:;, n ot e•,Jol" t hy 

i::1 !:ë.-L.lb~:,ti::'lnt :ië:"11 p·(opc:,1, .. t: ion c,f those:, 1,Jho ·r·epl ied "ne," 

to the question, do not even know what lawyers do. 

A~cused persons were also asked about their views of 

the police as law enforcers. Altogether, 39 Cor 8.8%) of 

them viewed the police positively. Anc,ther l5l ( Q'(' 

36. 34~~) had negative views about the police as law 

en f c,r· c e1'· !:'.;. Precisely (o·I" çJave (i.e. 

neither positive nor negative) responses, ,.,,ih i 1 e 21 0 ( or 

47.4~~) declined to answer the question. It was apparent 

thi::\t the overwhelming majority of those who did not 

the question ha~ negative but 1,JE?.'i'' e 

unwilling ta express them, for fear that it might affect 

their cases adversely. It can be ceinservatively estimateci 

'\:: h,::\t over 70% of accused persans do not perceive the 

police to be performing its law enforcement dut i e!,:-

P'i" C'l::iE'l'' l y. out of any _objective 
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assessment of police practices relative to what is in the 

law books, but out of a conviction that thE• 1,Ji::ty thei r· 

cases have been handled is not proper. 

Comp 1 ë:"\ in Ein t .;; , witnesses, and relations of accused 

persons are not much better than the accused themselves 

as far as legal awareness is concerned. Majority are also 

indigent and lack knowledge of basic procedural laws. 

Many complainants accompanied their complaints with 

offers or promises of money tn policemen, to do their 

Acco1"ding to one c,:,mpla:in21nt, "It i!:::. only .;.~ në:dve 

pe1"son in today's Nigeria, that would expect the police 

to ë:1ct isc.J.ely out a sense of duty". On ~5E~ver·al occasion=-, 

the police and complainants colluded to inflate the value 

of damages suffered 

pa:i.d, i 1=. E=~-ha1"ed b<:=.?t 1,,1een thl? police;? 21nd the 11 coc,pe1··;::it:i--../e 11 

compl ë,\inant. 

Relation/acquaintances of aCCLISed 

usually too anxious to secure bail or release for their 

wards, to care about the legality of their actions. Many 

of them w:illingly offer and pay bribe knowing that it is 

illr.2ç1al. 1 ec t Lll" E,:l" at Ahmadu Bello University 

tried desperately to make the police accept bribe from 

him, :i.n 1 ieu of prosc:=.?ct.d;inç1 his ward. Hf: c:licl not ~:-L1cce1;::,d 

beceuse by the time he made this gesture the court had 
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already known about the case, hence it could not be 

terminated midway. In .;::1not her C i::\St-?, a major of the 

I\J :i. g E'!:r :i. an f.-'1r my insisted that the I.P.O. 

written a bail bond for his ward should accept N100 from 

h:i.m. According to the major it was Just as a token of his 

appi·· ec :i. i:3.t ion "nc,t é:1n ë,ïttempt to cc,·r·rupt a law officf?r". 

The I.P.O. accepted the money. 

The conclusion is that legal awareness is low in 

pol :i.cfi:? stat :ic,ns, .• The police who know legal procedures do 

not c::ibiclE:: by tl1em. Most members of the public 

ignorant about procedures. The few of them who know, tend 

to · view law as a hindrance 7 

settle outside courts. 

4.10 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

in their desperate bid to 

I t i lë':- 2,ppa·J" f:~nt from the foregoihg analyses that the 

chë1ractE··I'" of S::-tation - hc•uE:.e activities .j.s !::-hë1pf2d by the 

offering and acceptance of gratification or bribe. Almost 

every participant is involved. This is in 

violation of sections 115-121 of the penal code. 

One immediate consequence of police preoccupation 

1,,1ith më1k:ing illegal money is that they use the slightest 

excuse to arrest and detain people, the major objective 
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being to collect bribe money. Many of such arrests do not 

enter into the police monthly returns of crime data. 

b"i·· ibt?·ry i ,:::. sr-2n ~; i t i v~~ i:.'"lnd !:ihr· 01..tc-Jed :in 

it is difficult to collect statistical data on 

it. :i t 1,,1 i::l !::- a p p i::\ lr E21Tt that an overwhelming 

m,"::\.jov·ity of ca<:i-F.:!::i hi::\nc:llf:;?c:I i::1t thl:2 pc,lice stë:1tion 9 involvE~d 

one point or the other. Sorne policemen c:lenied 

the existence of bribery even when I saw them sharing 

!::it.tc h mone~y. Others were however quite frank in admitting 

j_ t n Among the latter, 1,,.1as Cpl. an !PO w:ith Zaria 

pc,l i c <':!! s,,t ë:d.: ion. According to himv "It 

existence of bribery that sustains and keeps the fc,r·,:::e 

go:i.ng 

gratification helps alleviate the monetary problems of 

the force without necessarily compromising justice. His 

arguments are presented here under in deta:il: 

The police force is grossly under-funded and its men 

grossly underp~id. If funds are not available for the 

F.0 ~=- Së. l::! n t i i'.il 1 th~2 police lîl\.l~:'-t pF:::T fOl'"fflv 

policemen should not be expected to use their me~gre 

salaries to fund such services. As it is, the policemen's 

monthly emolument is over-stretched. For instance·, while 

every Nigerian worker is entitled to transport allowance 

that will take him to, and from work~ more demand :is made 
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upon the policemenrs littl~ transport allowance. First 

the policemen must transport himself t~ the police 

station to report fc,r duty. Then he has to transport 

himself to his duty post of the day-to guard property, 

pe1" sc,n, courtr check point .etc. After working hours, he 

must transport himself back to the pol{ce station to 

submit his gun and sign off. Then he has to transport 

hi mtsel f, back to his house. Should it be any surprise 

then, that policemen went free rides or ask citizens for 

''50 kobo'' t,::, suppli,?m<:nt thlC?ir· :i.nceime?. 

Secondly, the police sometimes find that the accused 

p~rsons brought to the station have been brutally beaten 

and even mortally wounded by the angry public. The police 

have to take such injured persans to the hospital, pay 

hospital bills 'and bGy prescribed drugs. The police 

themselves are frequently victims of violence in the 

legitimate duties. Yet ne, spec i al 

hospital exists to cater exclusively for the police, as 

is the case with their counterparts in the armed forces. 

The General Hospitals charge the police Just as other 

,: i t :i. z ens. the pcd i,:e have to procure 

fo·,,· (of 

~:c,mpli:1ini::1nt, fr orn t l,e i 1· own 

pockets. They have to contact relatives of inrnate~, take 

suspecti to courtj feed detainees, travel extensively in 
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the course of investigations, and so on. In the absence 

of funds from the goveYnment, the police have to find 

alternative sources of funding their essential services. 

Bribe money cornes in handy.in this regard. 

argues that the collection of money 

f '(' Offr f'ïl i J'"r Ol'' offenders tend to complement 

subvert justice goals. It is a way of punishing and 

deterring such offenders without clogging the courts. 

Fu 1·· th E~·r moi·· c;:2 9 :i.t helps avoid the stigmatization that 

results from formal criminal justice processing. 

Cpl. A concluded his arguments on a defiant note, 

questioning the rationale for even e~pecting the police 

to be upright in a corruption ridden society like ours. 

He declared thus: 

Criminals become stinking rich overnight and 
every one hails them without bothering to ask 
how they got the money. But the moment they see 
a policeman in a flashy car, they start 
shouting corruption. Are we not human beings?. 
They call us all sort of annoying names like, 
~oga wetin you carry', ~may my kola, 
pé:,rt i kc•l a' 9 or 50k ta:y; col 1 ectc,rs. But they 
respect custom officers, Immigration officers, 
and soldiers, who collect bribes in thousands 
and millic,ns. 

was very strident in insisting that 

men of the police force are doing the best that can be 

expected of them, given the constraints of available 

He cited records of achievements and laurels 
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by thr:1 NPF in fo·teign Then h(,? 2\sks 

Have you and others like you ever wo~dered why 
the NPF distinguishes itself so outstandingly 
each time it takes foreign assignments? It is 
because they are given all the necessary 
material assistance •••••• Even if our society 
is corruptv the police can still be honestv if 
given the material assistance. 

th<::? D. C. O. lamented the.non-existence 

of a police union that can enlighten the public about 

HE-:-:•ncE• ''the public keE:-:·p~:- cë.1~-;ti9i::1t:inç;1 u~-;'' 

i ç_~nor i:,1nt l y. Samarurs D.P.O. was also quick to point out 

thi:\t In fact thei1· E:.tandë\i"d i!,:-

is requirf?.C.1 fo·r a country like Niç1erië:\ 11
• The 

administrative officer at Samaru station i!s a pc,l ic<::? 

P,ZJ Sn F'n asked to, comment on the problems and 

performance of the police, he Yefused to comment but 

directed my attention to one of the wall poS:.te·(· in his 

officer. On the poster, is printed in b o 1 d 1 E,,t: ter !5: " I f 

you dislike the police, next time you are in trouble, 

C ë:Ü 1 i:\ thU[.j 11
• 

In con c 1 u fc~ i c,n, there is no gainsaying that the 

problems of the police are enormous. Their. 

acceptanct'i! (or extortion) of gratification helps to some 

extent in alleviating the problems. The point however, is 

that this option of raising fL.lnd It is 

fraught with abuses and dangers. For e~:,,,Hnpl e, tlïE~· "func:l 

I"• 
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°Ir i::I j_ !::• j_ n (;l 11 activities have taken preeminence over crime 

the stations studied. 

hci•..1c:::.•ver be stated that in the very few cases of felons 

ë:1nd other serious offences recorded, the police did not 

to dissuade them from prosecuting, 

referring the case to higher authorities. 
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CHAPTER FIVE ,· 

POLICE DECISION MAKING AND SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC 

ATTRIBUTES OF ACCUSED PERSONS. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines the demographic attributes · of 

of fende1"s in r 1:2 l ,,1 t i on to police decision-making. 

Sp<·?cifically, it e;,;ë\m:ines-, the hypotheE:-is thatg "Socially 

disadvantaged arrestees are more likely than socially 

advantaç;ied ones, be detained 7 tor·tured and 

prosecuted. 11 

5.2 OFFENDER'S INCOME AND POLICE DECISION .MAKING 

f-\n insight into the character of police decisions, 

is at first produced from a cursory look at the incarne 

profile of arrested persons. 1. 67~~) of 

arrestees are on income levels of over N2,500.00 per 

month. FurthermoYe, none of the ovey 400 aYrestees 

r· ec 01·· ded, earn up to N5,000 per month. Yet it wc,uld be 

wrong to say that people on incarnes of over N5 7 000, do 

not commit crimes known to the police. The v,al id i ty of 

the asseytion that police Yarely aYrest Yich criminals is 

boyne out by fiyst-hand observation from this study. 

In a ceY~ain ~ase of 'cr iminal ;·. force' brought 

against a wealthy Alhaji, the people he paid to help him 

beat up the complainant were all arrested and detained. 
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B1..1t thce Alha.ji himself The 

complainant knewv and wrote that the Alhaji was behind 

the beating. The arrested culprit ·confessed that they 

were sent by the Alha.)i. The Alhaji himself never denied 

his role. Yet the AlhaJi did not for once corne to the 

st,:;-d;ion fair the duratic,n c,f the .case •. ·Instead he engaged 

in a· long distance dialogu<~ with ·police ·thri::iugh sc,m<·? 

interrmediar ies. 

The few cases of corporate crimes reported at the 

stations 1 did not result in the arrest of any 'big shot'. 

A finance clerk in A.B.U. bookshop was arrested for a 

. N12 1 000 deficit in.earnings.·· His overall boss·whom the 

accused claimed is equally suspect 1 became the official 

complainant in the fraud case. Two postal agency clerks 

were also arrested and detained for 'tampe·I'· ing with 

ma:i. l ". They alleged that between them and the '09a 

patapata" who diE-coveired the 't ampei'· i nç;1" and ut'· der· ed 

their arrest, there were three other superior officers 

who also handled the mail. Any of those superior officers 

could equally have tampered with the mail. -So the 

arrested clerks wonder why they too were not arrested. In 

cases invc,lving theft of ,:ompany pr,:,pe.,,-ty 1 · it is usually 

the guards who are arrested and charged with 'negligent 

conduct'v or junior woikers who aYe ·arrested and charg~d 

with conspiracy and theft: 11
•· Their: bc,sses invar·iably 
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become the· compl~in~nt in such cases.·vet they c~nnot bè 

said to be ~bove suspi~icin themselves. 

This insight into arrest pattern notwithstanding, it 

must be stressed that this chapter is primarily concerned 

with observable decision within the police station, and 

not out-of-station arrest dec1s1ons that are typically 

invisible. The concern with arrests patternsy is then, to 

the extent that it help shed light on the quality of data 

generated about incarne. The fact fhat nobody on income of 

more than N5,000 is.arrested -,irnpl~es that virtually all 
.·_ ! -

arrested persans are in the low income (or, lower class) 

cadre. This consJde~ably: undermine th~··:comparative 

analy!=.is ,of diE:,pC<sition pat·terns .for ca=,es involving 

101,J(~'( and upper,;cl.:':ist:; menibers.,,.:, ~,..1 '\' 

'. 

It becomes necessary, to.·redeiine.low and,high income 

in terms thëït: wc,uld , ë:1ccomm,:,date the a\1ëdlable, data. On 

this . wise, 1.,::,w inc,:,me a/··l'"e.stee!;; become. those on income 

level~ of below N500 per month. Middle income arrestees 

al'"e those whc, ear·n between N501 and .N2,500 per· month, 

while those ~ho earn above,N2,500 per· mc,nth are, regë:1r·ded 

as being on high -income level.s. 

~,Jh(~n of fender income is correlated with .police 

detention d~cisionsv the data reveals that none c,f the 
!'. . . 

high income arretees was detained for more than 24 hburs. 
::·· '· ·•; : .... 1 •• 

94 (or 23.58%) ·of low income arrestees were 
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detained for more than 24 hours. On the spot observation 

shows the police to be more favourably disposed towards 

arrestees with money. This attitude is not unconnected 

with the economically advantaged position of high income 

arrestees in relation to their lower income colleagues. 

They are better placed to· gratify the police for 

rendered". below presents the 

relationship in an easily readable forrn. 

Table 1: The relationship ~etween income of offenders and leng~h of their detention 
by the police. 

Income.per Month _., 

Length Low Middle High Total 
Of Detention + 7. + ï. + 7. + 7. 

Not Detained 6 1.43 31 7.38 t· 0.24 38 9.05 
Less than 24hrs 99 23.57 121 28.80 6 1.43 226 53.80 
Over 24 hrs 94 22.38 62 14.76 0 0 156 37.14 

TOTAL 199 47.58 214 50. 95 ' . 7 1.67 420 100 

x~ = 35.os, r = -o.43 
Low Œ500 or less) Middle Œ501-N2,500) High <Above »2,500) · 

The assertion that detention practices is bias~d in 

favour of arrestee on higher income is supp6rted by 

'' statistical computations of:·data prei~hted above. The 

gamma value of -0.43 suggeits that a moderately inverse 

relationship exists b~tween offe~ders 'i~c~~e and du~ation 

of detention. Note that the coMcern with detention l~ngth 

rather than whe~her ~ail was granted or denie~ stems, from 

routinely detained. 
.. . .. . .· . 

Second, the police insists that bail is available to 

everyc,ne 1 provided acceptable sureties corne forward. 
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Those who remain in' police custody therefore, remain not 

because they are denied bail, but because they cannot 

,:1'fford bail. 

Avail able data also suggest that an i nve·,r se 

r&lationship exist between income levels of arrestees and 

police decision to interrogate by torture. Precisely 61 

(or 65.59%) of those tortured are from the low inco~e 

gri:aup. The: remaining 3:2 (or 34.41~0 corne 'from the middle 

c acfr e. None ,:,f the arrestees on in,:,:,me · of ab,:,ve N2, 500 

per month was tortured. Furthermore, ·it is instructive to 

ni:ite that the 51 ar .. restees tc,r·tured .·· ·from the lo,,.J in,:ome 

g·r,:.up constitut<: 3Ci.65~~ of th,:1t group, .. while the 32 

arrested tortured 'from the middle incarne group constitute 

only 14.95% of that gro~p. The calcul~ted gamma value of 

-0.45 lends support to the hypothesis that, -,arrestees on 

low incarne are more likely than those on higher incomes 

te, be tortured". 

however' - denied · any such influ'ence. 

Acc,:,·rding te, Cpl D; ~to\'"ture is c,nly resorted to, · 1,,1hen. 

the police afe convinced that an accused 'is holding back 

U!5e ful information and thts is irrespectiv~ of his 

status". His claim is· negated by empirical observation 

for torture in many cases is not used to extract 

infoYmation but Just to punish. i t i s 

sometimes an end in itself rather than··a means to an end; 
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the police know that evidence obtained under 

duress cannot stand up .in court. The conclusion then, is 

that torture is selectively used. It's use and non-use 

can be determined by the offering of gratification to the 

pol icr::?. In this regard, offenders on higher income ar·e in 

an economically better position and so, fare better. 

Available· data, both from qualitative observation 

and from statistical computations, sugges~s that there is 

no significant relationship between income and police 

decision to prosecute. All the policemen interviewed 

maintain that strength of evidence and gravity of offence 

were. the major determinants of the prosecutorial 

dei:: ision. On the spot observation by·_ the researcher 

supports that assertion~_Furthermore the values·_of chi

square and gamma are not significant~ 

In summary, it can be stated that the findings of 

this study only supports the hypothesis that offenders 

with · low incarne are more likely than those on higher 

for·· long and to be tortured. 

Trying to determine if this relationship.still hold, when·· 

possible intervening variables are contYolled proved 

quite problematic: offences-were-not sufficiently varied 

in gravity to allow for a meaningful statistical control 

of "of fen,:e type". For e~,;ample 7 • c•nly three fel J.,:,1,Js (2 

armed robbery cases and. one culpable homicide) were 
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'I" ec c,r d ed for the duration of the research. ·Virtually all 

the other offences could be classed as misdemeanours or 

minoi" offences, which normally do not earn more than a 

prison term of three years if offender .is convicted. Even 

when serious charges are levied by the police, such 

charges are usually spurious and meant to achieve other 

aimr:;. For e);ample, while "receivinÇ,l. stol en pr·c,perly" .and 

"belonging 'te, a gang of criminë"!ls" are··punishable with 

prison terms that maj extend to 14 years,-the police were 

merely using charç_~es 't ,:, ·arl"est pe,:,pl e 

indiscr imately. The aimas earlier stated, is to e:,;tort 
.. ·:·;' 

money frc,m arre~':-te?s, The char· ge ,:,f 

is punishable by up to 10 year s 

imp·I" isonment i s fr equent 1 y use tci aY"l''es;t ancl hë'll" ass any 

man with a livf2-in gü·l· fyiend,' when the giYl's parent 

lay complaints. · The charge of 'r ape; which can be 

puni~-;hed 1,Jith pi"is,::,n .terrns ,:,f up to "life irnp·l"isonment",. 

is fi"eely used whenever· a prostitute reports·that a man 

refused to fulfil · the financial· aspect of· their sex 

bargain~ The implication ,:,f all these, · is.that over 95% 

of recoi"ded cases are miner offences. ContYol l ing foi" 

offence type in terms of gravity.becomes,~eaningless. Yet 

when othEff m<:i::1su·(<=.:'fl1ents ,:,f offenr::e'type·: 1 '(e~g.·· whether· 

person or property offences) are used, they tend to 

present a distoYted pictuye. 
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It was also diffic~lt to statistically contYol foy 

the effect of other possible intervening variables, ·such 

,:1~-; "P--t r <~ngt h of ev i denc e, "c omp 1 ai n;.=int' s. pr· e f <=:r enc e" 

")relatieinal distance betwee•n offende·r ë:md complainant", 

and, "d~?m€'i'i:\nOL.ll' of al 1 eged of ff2nd<"ff". Gtrength of 

evidence and offenders demeanour could not be objectively 

measured a c• .:> to ensure statistically Yelevant data. 

Complainant's preferences tended to be unstable and data 

on it was not Yegular. Seime irregulaYity of data also 

applies to relational distance~ 

,:onsc i,:,us effc,rt was 

qualitatively, to assess the possible effects of those 

intervening variables on the hypothesized yelationship. 

The· ·conclusic,n ·is this: As far ·as most offences 

recorded can be broadly subsumed under the broad'category 

c,f · · mi sde1heanoL1"1' s, · "i dent if i ed .. pcd:;ent i àl l y 'inter ven ing · 

var i al:, le have negligible or .no effect · on observed 

patterns·: of .. r· e 1 a t ion sh i p • · A 1 1 findings·,irepoyted in 

subsequent pages of this chapter should be seen against 

this ba,:kgr·ound. 

5.3 OFFENDERS' OCCUPATION AND POLICE 

DECISION MAKING ··· · · 

The data c,:,ntained ver·y little of the big 

entrepYeneuYs or owners of businesses that are normally 

referred to as upper class membeys. There were also very 
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none of the upper echelons'of the military class ~r other 

pattern· is preponderantly of people that would normally· 

be classed as of low socio-economic-status. 

Tn make the available data measurable on the ordinal 

scal e, the occupationai variable was categorised into; 

Low level occupationy middle level occupation and high 

1 evel occupation. The unemployedy peasant far mers, and· 

unskilled labourers were ··subsumed under the low level 

c at egor- y. The middle level category was constituted by 

c 1er ks ë:md artisans. · White collar · emplc,yees wer-e 

categor:ised .:.=c.s beinÇ.1 · in high·'level c11:,:upi::1tion. 

The data reveals that 12 Cor 2.82%) of arrestees are 

in. high level occupations. Precisely 190 Cor 44.6%) are 
-- 'l. •• '. •• :_. ·-:' 

in middle level occupations, while 224·(or 52.68%) are in 

the lc,w level c,ccupatic,na1·=,:ategc,ry. 

When the data above is correlated with data on 
(' 

detention lengthy the following ·information is revealed; 

Precisely two Cor 16.67%) of arrestees in high level 

occupation ar-e detained for over 24:hours. -But· 79 Cor 

35.2%) of those in low lev~l ·occupations aye·detained for 

over 24 1.-r s. Furthermore, the data shows that si~ Cor 

50%) of white collar-arr~stees are not detained at'all 9 

while only· 19 Cor- 8.48%) of blue collar (i.e~ low. level) 
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arrestees are not detained at ·all. All these tend to 

suggest that arrestees in low level Jobs are more likely 

than their white collar counterparts to be detained and 

detained for longer periods. This view is supported by 

the calculated gamma value of -0.4 which translates into 

r e 1 a t i c,n !:::.1"1 i p bet•,.1een the t•...io 

variables. 

The same indirect tendency is observed in the 

relationship between offender's occupation .level and 

police decision to·interrogate suspects under duress i.e. 

torture. while no arrestees in the high occupation cadre 

is subjected to this method of interrogation precisely 51 

Cor 22.77%) of those in the low level 

The information is summarized in the table 

'·' 
Table 2: The Relationship Bet•Jeen Offenders Occupation And Police Decision To 
Interrogate By Torture. 

.occupation Level 
Torture Low Middle High Total 

+ 1. + r. + r. + r. 

Not tortured 173 40.61 148 34.74 12 2.82 333 78.1 
. Tortured · · 51 ·11.97 . , , 42· .. 9.86· ; 0 o . 93 : 21.83 

Total 224 52.88 190 44.60 12 2.82 ·. 426 100 · 

X2' = 5.47 1 T = -0.9' ; 

·Low (unemployed /peasant farmers/labourers) 
Middle (Clerks/artisansl 

·High · (White collar) 

·The da·ta f·rom the table above 

hypothesis' that arrestees in·low level occupations are 
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more likely than those,in high level occupation to be 

tortured by the police. 

Available evidence however, do not warrant the 

any relationship between offenders 

oc c upë1t i onal status and police prosecutorial decision. 

Neither statistical computations, nor on the spot 

observation suggests any significant relationship between 

the two variables. Though a greater proportion of 

arrestees from low level occupation are prosecuted the 

evidence is not strong enough to suggest a definite 

rel at ionsh ips. Hence the calculated chi-square value of· 

5.15 is not statistically significant at 0.05 level of

significance. The gamma yalue of -0.28 is also too weak. 

The only conclu!si-c,n . that ... c,,:H1 -be d...-_awn ··.·fr,:,m .the· 

evidence presented so far under this section, is that·;, 

~occupationally advantaged arrestees are less likely to 

be detained or. tortured· than their occupationally 

disadvantaged counterparts". The, qual ifi,:ati,:,ns mé1de wi·th· 

respect to findings on income and police· decision are 

also applicable to the findings here. 

5.4 Offenders Educational Attainment And Police 

Decision Making .. 

Similë:n· to observed patterns in incarne and 

the educational profile of arrestees, shows 

that a preponderant majority are with low educational 
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attaininent. Only 15 (or 3.5%) of arrestees are educated 

up to the tertiary level. Precisely·126 · Cor 29.58%) of 

them had attended secondary or trade school. The highest 

attainment of the remaining 285 Cor 66.9%) 

arrestees is primary school. 

· For the purpose of this study, arrestees with 

"primc:':\·ry/kciranic/no fc,rmë11' <:-duc,aticin" ·qualifications are 

ranked under low education level. The middle level 

categoty is made up of tho~e· with educational attainments 

higher than primary schocil but lo~er than terti~ry 

education; Arrestees wit~ tertiary education are sub~umed 

undeir· the high edL1catic,n level category. 1 

The pattern observed, is that the police on the 

whole tend to follow · leg~l· procédures more; when the 

alleged offender's educational level is ·high." This :is 

understandable, given that educated arrestee~ are more 

lik<:ly their r ights~·· insists upon their 

ot:fser vani: e, and to ~~ke use 6f l~~al counsel. .In 

co~sonance 'with' bbservation~, :the data reveals that 

46.67% of arrestees in high education level ·were not 

detained at ,all, w):-lile, · c,nJy . 5._6% .,_c,f th,:,se :, on lc,i,.1 

education level were nc,t detained. ·:""'Furthe'rmore, only 

three (or 20%) 6f arrestees in the high education cadre 

were detained for over 24hrs, while 107 Cor 37.54%) of 

those in the low cadre were detained for over 24 hrs. All 
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these tend to give support to the· hypothesis that 

11 ,.:ll'"l"estees with lc,w educational attainment· are more 

likely to be detained, and to be detained longer, than 

c,thel'"s with highel'" educatic,nal .attainments". 

The same inverse trend is discernible in the pattel'"n 

of l'"elationship between offender's educational attainment 

and police decision to use torture. The data shows that 

proportions of 28.57%, 18.4%, and 6.67% of al'"Y"estees are 

respectively tortured from the low, middle and high 

education categories. The calculated chi-quaY"e value 

!:-LIQç,lC?.!St S a rel at ic,nsh ip of significance. 

hypcd::hesis 

ë:\ttainment 

gë:,mmë1 

that; 

aY"e 

val Ut"? c,f 

arrestees 

mc,r e ·likely 

--0. 3'3 ë1l S-i-0 SL\ppol'"t the 

',Ji th 1 O',,Jel" edl.\c at i onal. 

thë:U"l thc,se with h igher· 

educational qualifications to be toY"tured by the_ police. 

One of the few exceptions to the pattern described 

above is worth mentioning: AY"restee 106b is a lecturer at 

Federal College of Education, Zaria, who was forcibly 

arrested and charged with abduction. The girl he was 

accused of abducting is a 24 year old student who against 

the admonitions of her parents willingly packed her 

belonging to go and live with the lecturer. So the 

lecturer starts talking about being illegally arrested, 

about the girl being over 18 yeaY"s·and an adult with free 

choice, and generally making a lot of threats about going 
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t,:, ·the ci:iul"t. A policeman tell!:.:. him te, his face that he 

i =· mel" el y 't,lowing gr·ammar" which will get him ne, wherE·. 

This lectul"el" was then man-handled and· shoved into cell. 

He did not l"egain his· freedom until ·two · days later. By 

then he is sobel" and repentant. Furthel"mol"e, he had paid 

bribe and written an undertaking not to have further 

dealings with the gil"l. It was later gathered that the 

girl is from one of the wealthy and influential families 

in Zar i;a. 

Available evidence do· not suggest that offendef 

e1juc at i onal attainment has any significant influence on 

pol·ice prosecutorial decision. The tendency as in all 

previously descvibed relationship involving prosecution, 

is that legal consideration .feature more prominently. As 

earliel" reported there is high legal awal"eness among the 

police. In the few cases where prosecution was embarked 

upon without sufficient legal grounds, th€~ police made 

sure that such prosecutions were conducted in low grade 

Such courts aYe presided over by a not-too

literate Alkali (judge), who seem to be in league with 

the pc,1:ice in disposing sp1.1r:io1.1s cases of "belonging to 

cri mi nal ç_~angs. " They ë:1r e ë:1.l so Ve'(· y ~tri dent in en for· ci nç,1 

the rule that bars legal counsel from appeal"ing in his 
. . 
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The dë.1ta c,n r2ducational ·· attainment ë::,nd ·· pc,lic·e 

prosecutorial decision is summarized in the table below. 

Table 3: The Relationship Betweèn Offenders Educati~nal Attainment and Police 
Decisic,n to Prosecute. 

Education Level 
Prosecution Low Middle 

+ i. + 

Not prosecuted 218 52:28 111 
Pr c,secu t ed 60 14.39 13 

Total 278 66.67 124 

Xt = 7.39, r = -0.28 

Low (Little/no education) 
Middle (Secondary/Trade School) 
High <Tertiary education) ·· 

ï. 

26.67 
3.05 

29.74 

High Total 
+· ï. + ï. 

13 3.05 342 82.1 
2 0.48 75 . 17. 99 

15 3.6 417 100 

No clear pattern is · discernible from the table 

About the some proportion of offenders in the 

middl~ and high educatiori categories are prosecuted. 
. . . . . 

Though the calculated gamma value of ~0.28 sugdest a weak 

inverse relationship~- it is Mot sufficiently ·strong't6 

,,,Ja·r·r"ant thf? imput.-,,t ion of any sigrii fi·cahce. The 

,. 
c one 1 us.ion is that of fender s level of edL1c àt i c,n do not 

have any significant ~ffect ~n.~h~ prosecutorial decision 

of the police. 

5.5. OFFENDERS AGE AND POLICE DECISION MAKING 

The .1 eg,:~1 procedu~es for th~ djyersion of _ch;ldren 

and young persans from formal criminal .justice proc~ss 

are not observed in pr~ctice. Children as young as six 

are arrested and detained along with adult 
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offenders. Age is not Used as~ basis for segregat.ion in 

cells. Further more, the data suggests that pol.ice post

arrest deci~~ons are tilted against,younge~ offeoders. 

A breakdown · of the 427. val id respon~es received on 

the relevant Variables, reveals that 34 Cor 7.9%) of 

arrested offenders are ~elow 18 years of ~ge. Precisely 
., 

310 (or 72.6%) are between the ages of 18 and 40 years. 

Only one ( or 2. '30%) of of 

age was not detained. But 18 (or 2~69%)· 6f those over 40 ' ) .. . 

yeaYs of age were not. detained. That offence type could 

be·.responsi~~e for this discrepant pattern of detention 

l'.3 nut: -t:e.r,ïë~bl~. This is because . th~ juveni~es eiffences 

offence type is exer-t:ing any influence -t:h~r~fore, one 

would have expected it to be in th~_opposi~e direction. 

from what .. was observed in detentio~ patterr .. Moreover, a 

greater proRortion of younger. offenders were detained for 

over 24 hrs. 

~·Jhen the .data, is. ,7·..-.c,sl:E,~·-tab,ulated 

calculated chi-square value, suggests that a relationship 

of si~nificance exists b~tween offenders · age and police 
. . 

deten1:i,:in decision!s.' hlhen thé age Ci-.:1teg,:,·..-ies aie ·ranked 

as low middle and high, gam~a's~computation suggests an 

' 
inverse relationship between the two variables. All -t:hese 
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offehd~t~ are more lik~lj thàn the ~l~er bnés 1 · to be 

deta:i.nedy ·and to be detained ·f,::,r lengthièr · pei'"iods". · The 

table below s~mmarizes the dation bff~hd~ts age a~d 

police detention decision. 

an 

Table 4: The relationship between offenders age and length of detention. 

Length of 
detention Low 

+ 7. 

Not detained 1 0.23 
Detained • less 24 hours 20 · 4.68 
Deatained over 24 hours 13 3.04 

Total 

X7 = 26.81 r = -0.39 

Low (Below 18 years) 
Middle (18-40 years) 
H~_gh (Over 40 year_s) 

34 7.% 

Age 
Middle 

·+ 7. 

24 5.62 
159 39.24 
127 29.74 

310 72.60 

High • Total 
+ 7. + 7. 

18 4.21 43 10.07 
51 11. 94 230 · 53.86 
14 3.28 154 36.07 

83 19.446 427 100 

.. , .. -· 

Availcible evidence also supports the hypothesis that 
r. : . : 

i n-..ier Sf= relationship exist between offenders age and 
, . , .... ,,. 

pc•l ice use of torture during i nt: er· '( oi;;t a·~ i c,n. On 1 y t •,.,1i:::i c,r 
J .•• : 

3.85%) of offenders over the age of 40 years were 

18 and 40 years ieceived the same tr~atment.:Precisely 

18.8~~) of' ciffe:mder·s ·belciw -18- ,.' years (i.e. 

Juveriiles)· 1 were ti:irtured. 

Sorne of the pc~icemen interviewed, disclosed that it 

for the police to be more reluctant in 

subjecting older arrestees to the debasement of torture 
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or lengthening the period· in cell. Accord i nq 
'. . - to one ·,:,f 

them; "no pc,licem.::m 1 no matter ho\.,1 1 tc,L1gh 1 would dey-ive 

any·Joy fY-omspY-aying teal" gas into the eyes of.a man old 

enough to be his fathey-''. He however went fu-rther to say 

that when the offence is quite serious · and evidence is 

weighty, the police would go ahead with torture, if its 

the only other means left for extracting confession. In 

this case age wo~l~ have no influence at all. In addition 

to the ~sychological. predisposition. to. Ye$p~cj eiders, 

two other factors can be· identified to.be resp~nsible for 

the relatively better. treatment that older a(restees 

·..-ece:ive._ The_ first is:, ecc,nc,mio::. - It Cë.'lrl be safely assumed 

that older arrestees are higher on the socio-eo::onomic 

so::ale and could better gratify the polio::e. Secondly they 

are more likely to know their rights and to in~ist upon 
.1,.:, 

their observano::e. It is t6 be noted however, that those 

two factors only count 1 when we compare arrested below 18 
·; .. 

years with those above. 

In the case of p~osecutorial decisions, t~ey are .not 

found. = to ··· be··, significc:1ntly .. inflw2no::ed. by ag<~. Thç:,ugh 

increasingly sma1ler p~oportions of more :·highly ranked 

negative gamma value of -0.27. The pattern is not strong 

enough to suggest any relationship 6f significance. 
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In conclusion it· can be stated·that .the evidence 

presented in this- section support the hypothesis that; 

younger offendets stands a higher chance of ·being 

detained and tortured · than 

relationship could be·established between. offenders age 

and police prosecutorial decisions. 

5.6. OFFENDERS SEX AND POLICE DECISION MAl<ING 

The data reveals that· only 27 C0r 6.34%) of the total 

arrestees are females while:the"remaining·399· Cor 93.66%) 

are males. This "di~proportionate representation of gender 

poses two problems. First it is doubtful-whether ·it truly 

reflect the pattern of female involvement· in criminality. 

For as available evidence suggests, the police tend ta be· 

y·el uctant in arresting females~ The second ·problems is 

that of ensuring a meaningful comparative analysis based 

on pr op\r t i onëill i ty' given the disproportionate 

In the light of those problems, the 

analysis in this section is necessarily more descriptive 

and conjectural, than statistical. 

Though the arrest decision could not be observed at 

the station, it was reliably gathered from some police 

intervie~,,ees · that .females· can···more·· easily ·get awë1y 1.-Jith 

resisting arrest. According to one policeman, using force 

to effect the arrest c,f. a-· female ,:,ffender· ·. can "land a 

pol i,:emau1 in se'r ic,us tr,:,ul::ll e". He €~:,;pl ained further that 
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"the woman ,:an easily ,:laim th,at E:-he was molested, and 

people, especially in this part of the country are very. 

sensitive to that''. Policemen, then have to· exercise. much 

restraint and caution when handling female offenders - be 

it in 1,?ffecting ar .. r·es·l:s,··5.earching her persc,n, conditions:. 

~f detention, interrogation etc. The nL1mber of. female 

police available i= unfortunately not E=.1.1ffic ient to 

assign them exclusively to handling cases involving 

females. 'The few available policewomen are .either not 

efficient or they are not. being used· efficiently. For 

example, there is no policewoman among the ten IPOs in 

Zaria. police station~ There are·- only two women· in the 

whole crime branch, and they are permanently stationed 

behind the ~counter~. One of ·those·women was attacked by 

a female offender in the researcher's:presence. 

The attacker who is a prostitute by profession 

claimed that the policewomen ~hiss<~d somf2thin!;_~ 11 about 

debased womanhood at her. Before she could be stopped,· 

she flew at the policewoman, and in the brief but fierce 

stYuggle that ensued, the police woman lost two of her 

bfass buttons and the eRaulette beaYers on her shoulders. 

Yet the attacker was only. asked·to pay fc,1·· . the ,:os.t of 

putting the uniform back in order. A male offender doing 

the some thing to a policeman would have been beaten very 

severely by other policemen··present. 
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The tendency to treat' females more lightly· is also 

noticeable in the data on police detention decision. The 

data reveals that 22.22% of females were not detained at 

all 9 while only 8.27% of males were not. Furthermore 9 150 

Cor 39.09%) of male arestees were detained f,:qr OYE?i" 

24hrs 9 but only one (or 3.7%) of the females was detain~d 

for th,::1t li:ing. 

The probable explanation for the shorter detention 

:_per:i,.<!d for femë:1le c,ff~:nders ar·e twc,; first, ,.,,hile the 
·.,· 

police often ignore rules concerning other 

... 
segrsgation in cells, they are compelled to enforce 

~-eçn"egation by !::'.e:-i. The unavëdlability c,f facilities to 

enforce such segregation has the .effect of making the 

police ·anxious ta releasé~ females. For ~xample;· at the 

Samë:ïru ·station there is c,nly' one functional cell." 

Detained females share the space· behind t~e counter with 

policemen. ln Zaria, there are two functional cells.' But 

enforcing segregation may mean that only one female may 

detainees are crammed into the other one. The second 

probable reason has·to do with society's patronising 

attitude towëirds females. This USUëÜly·: tr:ar1slates intc, 

sentiments, ~bout cellS not being the place for females. 

Henc e i;:2ve·r y one, including the poli~e and the female 

offender he·rsel f ,' tries evi?rything ti:i ser~ that ;a form ,:,f 

reLease is secured. f,:.r her. '·· 
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The same,reluctance to subject women to any form of 

deba!E.em<:mt is observable in police use of torture as a 

means of int-F.fflrc,ç:.iat ion. The data_ 0eveals that the 

totality of 93 arrestees_· tortured_wer~ ,all 

ot he·(· '...JO"!'" ds no female offender was interrogated under 

This should however not be interpreted·to mean 

that females have a zero or a perfectly negative chance 

of being tortured. Sorne of the poli~emen interviewed 

revealed that females are sometimes tortured, albeit 

rarely. According to them it all depends upon gravity of 

offence alleged, strength of available evidence and how -· the female offender is towards police 

que!E.t ic,ning. 

Attempt '...Jè:IË- m,::1de - _ to the,: probable 

intervening effect of off~nce type on the disc~rnible 

pattern of relationship ide~t~f~ed between -0ffender's sex 

and police decisions about detention-and torturei The 

data reveals that ·offence type is indeed related to sex. 

Females -tended- to- be arrested more for - cri-mes· 1 ike 

cheating, disturbance of-public-peace, ·assault ·and.so-on~·, 

The charge of belonging t,:, a gang of criminals 11 which 1...ias 

so rampant in the •data was levelled ·exclusively against 

males. Yet the manner in ~hich serious charges are 

indiscriminë:\tely used . 21nd the general ·mis~demeanoL.11'· 

char·acter of offences committed suggests that the 
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j. ~ { .: 

offences a'fe nc.-1;- 5-Ltffi,:iently va-ried· in Ç,H'"avity to 

att-ributing discerned patterns to offence type. 

As earlier said~ ove~ 95% of offences -recorded 1 whether 

aga i ns;:t, pe-r sons c,r p-r oper l y: ,:,.r adm in i st rat i ,:,n c, f .juS:.t i,:: e 

etc. fall under the category of misdemeanours· as far as 

realistic·ranking ·of-~ffencei is·concerned. As such 1 they 

could not. h .. ,ve ac,:ounted: fi:i.r ':the-disparate patteri:i c,f 

police·decisions relative ta males and females. 

As in previous cases, no significant relationship 

cc:,uld be established between offender·s 1 seY;, an.d police 

-· p·l'".•::_•f;;e,:u·~c.-r ial dec ision. The d,:1ta sho,..Js ·that · f,:,ur (,:.r 16%) 

,:, f · f emal e.. arr· e!:::.t ees · i,Jer e pr· ,:,sec Lrt ed •.. About the same 

prop-rtion of male ·arrestee·specifically 71 {or 17~0?%:> 

were also prosecuted. The,çalculated chi-square.value of 

(1.07 is not statist.·icall·y· ··s·igpificant at···· one··tlegiree ·,:,,f 

freed,:.:im, ·: ç_~iven .05 level · c,f_ s.iç1nificance.· This· tend te,' 

suggest_ that no significaht., r.elationship ex.ists between 

the tw~ Variables. ( 

+ ··,,·' 
' In cc,nclLtsion, it can only be stated that available 

evidence 1 suppi:irt the hypothesis that mal~ offenders are 

more likely than their female counterparts to be detained 

and tortured. 

1: ... 

. : , ··r : · : 1 .~i ·: :'., ! J ! ! ."; ··1 . ( .;<. \ ·.··~ : ··. r r · .. ·'· 
' 

' ' ! ~,; .. ! . 1 ·-:: •• ' • ; '· : ,• , .... 1., · .. ,:,· .. · 
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5. 7 OFFENDER' S P.R I OR ARRES!.-RECORD AND, PJ;JL I CE 

DECISION MAKING 
, :. _:, 1 .:.-: 

·r ecor· t1· in ·sarrie station' ··· l"ëi""thel" ·"•.than pl" iol" ··· 

conviction record~ This became necessal"y 1 as the ari~stees 

were undel"standably reluctant to disclose that they al"e 

c;;,:.~-·-convicts. Furthermore the police themselves hardly 

their static,n. 

It ·i~ a well.·knbwn· fact that the 1aw·of'sentencing - ,. wor·k~:;' against · tho!!:-f.= ·i,;ith·,. ;:-j,-·ïminal ·r"eci:,Y"ds·; It may then 

seem logical. to'as~umè~that :police decisions would also· 

be tilted against a'r"Y"estees·~ith Y"ecoY"ds. The validity of 

this as~umption· is howev~Y": not·borne out by the available 

evidence. In· fact a ~~ntraY"y, tendency is obseY"v~d, namely 

that habitÎ..lë1l_ cY"iminals ·fare relatively better·, ·than new 

offenders at the hands·of the police.· This is however not 

stY"ong enough to conclud~ that any relationship ·of. 

significance exist between prior record and any of the 
' ';. ·j·. 1'::. ·, :·•.·: :· 

three police decisions of interest here. 

offence type could not be meaningfully controlled. 
! ... ::.~ ·· , .' .. ) ~i ~.;1,:: ·.."' ·:- .;:·: · . ." :·:=·· 1:) ·<·} :_; (U,j(.1 :J ·:; r ,·:1:1~ ·:.-1 1 'i" i" :-:; \·-~ .. ! c, .. .":; :· ~ . .; ·-{ T .-~ :·t .i . .f 

In the case of detentic,n 9 the data revea'ls·that··27-

Cor 8.62%) of offenders with no record were not detained, 

while 10 Cor 10.87%) of offenders with records of over 

three previous ar!"est were not detained. Ful"thermore, 114 
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( ··,:,r ·3E...,42~1..) c,f ,:,ffenders -~·Jith·.·· n.o·r-ecc,rds we·re detii:\inc:?d 

for· ,:,ver 24 hauts,. •,.1hile only.,. si)·: (,:,r 28.85~0 of those 

•,,.iith ov1,;:r· three previc,us ··,:1rrest:- were de·t.ained· .. .f,:,r longer-

thë.'l!"l 24 hours;. Though ···the. patten-1 fr,:,rn th,:•se data 

suggests that arrestees with records are relatively well 

off, the differences in proportion or percentages is not 

strong enough to be convincing. 
: .l 
• \ 1 

1 ,'. j !· 

The· data on records versus police, decision to 

int ei--r o·g.:-d:;ed 'by toi·· tl..lr e· al i;;c, i'" eveal s no E-i gn if i c ant' 

relationship •. About ·the ~ame proportion ·(i·.e~ 
~.,tt., 

c,ffer-,der-i;;· from botl·1· the · "no r·ecoi"d"' and·· ·the· "over. 3 

pv· ev i ,:,us· air'( est s Il c1:1tego1··.ies . a·l"e ·, inter.rc,gated · unde·r 

duress. This datais summarized in th~ table b~low.· 

Table 5: The relationship between offenders prior record and police decision to 
interrogate by 'torture' 

Torture 

Not Tortured 
Tortuted 

Total 

x2 = 6.45 r = 0.24 
Low (No record) 
Middle (1- 3 times) 

Low 
'+ r.· 

. 253 · 59.39 . 
60 14.08 

313 73.47 

High (Over 3 times) '·nl ,1··· ... · 

Prior' Arrest Record 
Hiddle High Total 
+ . ··'/. .' +· '/. .. + : '/.. 

63 · 14.79: 17 3.99 333 78.17 
29 6.81 4 0.94 93 21.83 

92 21.60 21 4.93 42 100 

1 ,. r .. 

Ne, .· · ~;;igni ficant :··relationship ,! · cc•L1ld·., · alsc, , .. ·1 be 

establ ished ·between· :,o.frfen.der r s J··pr.•ic,r.; recc,rd_··,-i;ë111d ·pol'i.c,€~ :. 

hc, 1...iever, that the lowest 
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offende·rs· c,:,mes from the ,:ategory · ,with hi'ghest •previi:rus 

records of .arrests· (i.e ov~r 3 times).· 'Among· this 

category, only 11.11%. of offenders are prosecuted, but 

16.18% of .a~restees with no prior record were prosecuted 

The pattern in all the relationship described above 

those with records of over three previous 

aY-r est s tend. to far· e:· bet t.er •. · It : .. ' shc,ul d ,be not ed however 

that this pal:tern :· only hc,lds when ·the.' middie .. ,:ateg,:ory 

i.e. ·those with recbrds of 1~ .. 3 previous· arrest is not 

- f, 

consid€:-/ed. t,.,lheri it: '.is ,:onsidered,·. it 1 .' is !:-een that the.y. 

(i.e. arrestees in middle: c~tegory) consistently iare 

and given negligible values 8f statistical 

te!::.t c,f as~::.c11:iation in all the cross tabulatîons,· it can 

only be concluded that·no relationship of significance 

without. -records. This.~dvantage .may-come from the fact 
. . ~. 

that they. a~e known~o the-police,--they 'know the ropes' 

and can fix things with the police or they can be used as 
'. :·.: 

cultivated informants, 

the fact · that they have·reco~dsi~nd are .seen a~ hard~ned 

crimihals mc::~y •.-,ic,rk against them,·: making .them fare wo1··se 

est ab 1 i !:.hed. ••• 1 ·:·:::,r· .... -, • .'. 1 . .~ i . i 
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5.8. DURATION OF OFFENDERS RESIDENCE IN COMMUNITY 

AND.-POLICE .DECISION. MAl<ING. 

Hardly any weight is given ·to communal t i e!::., ,:,r 

length of residence in the making of pretrial dec·ision by 

the police. As mentioned in the ~receding chapter, none 

of the policemen ··interviewed gave ~ fl ight r·isk" as 

possible reason for denying bail. They·all tied the·bail 

decision to acceptability of sureties; ,,,_,hich as earlie1'" 

noted is often synonymous ~ith acceptability of bribe 

rnoney. It is. hence~ not surprising that even those who 

were arrested in transit (i.e not resident in environs of 
.,,, .... t;.. 

study) competed favciurably with 'locals" in tei'"ms of 
' '~: . : . . . . . /• 

pe"r"· i c,d sp<'2nt un der detent i c,n. The dat;a reveals that 
1 ···' ._: i." 

89.28% of offenders who had spent less than one year in 

the c,:,mmunity ,:,r station local ity'. i,;ere detained. ·Bu·~ i·t. 

also reveals that 89.58% of those who had spent over 10 

years were also detained. This supports the assertion 

that no relationship of significance exists between 

residence length and police detention dec~sion. It should 

however be noted that a greater proportion of residents 

of "less th,:;1n ,:,ne y1:ar "· (50%) 1...ie·r"e detained f,:,r ·m,:,re 

thc:1n r:,ne'day. Only·34~~ r:,f re.sidents ,:,f ",:,ver ten.·yeai·s· 

•..Jere : , detained · fc•'r'" ., ,:,,/er , one day·.i ·The· table.: _;bel,:,w. 

::,ummat.ïz·es; ·the <dat.a .,:,n,i' 1 ... residen,:::e.··. 1:ength. · and ,pi:,li,:e 

detertion decisions.· 
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.Table 6: The _relationship between duratio~ of. offender~ residence in · community and. 
police detention decision; · -

Duration of Residence 
Length of Detention Low Middle · High Total 

'+ . . 7. + 7. 1 ' ' ·+ 7. +. . 7. 

Not detained 3 o. 7 · 11 2.59 ')C'. 
,.J 5.88 39 9.18 

Less than 24 hours 11 2.59 86 20.24 133 31. 2'3 230 54.12 
Over ,24 hours 14 3. 2'3 60 14.12 . 82 19.29 156 36.71 

Total 28 · 6.59 , 157 36.94 · 240 56.48 . 425 100 

xi = 4.37 r = -0.13 
Lo1J (Less than 1 year) 
Middle (1 - 10 years) 

· Hig,h (Over 10 years) 
. . ' 1 . 

The data also, do not suggest .that any significant 

relationship exists between offenders length of residence 

-· ~ and police decision to interrogate by torture. Though 

increasingl y smaller each ,:,f the 

-."residence length" categories are tc,rtu·(·ed as one movE?s-

.... , 
differences are not strong enough to warrant imputing .a 

j. 

relatively of significance. Hence the x2 value of 4.37 is 

st at i s:t; i c i::ïl 1 y siç;1nificë1nt: ë:"1t 0.05 levels of 

signi fi,:ance. The gamma value 9 though negative, is also 
'·· 1 •• 

neglig:i.bly lcn . .J. 

In the case of prosecution, the data reveals that 

five · (,:;·r 18.52%) c,ffenders •,k,,:. have' "Yesided in the 

comniunity 'f,:il'' less thë1n c,ne· to 10 year. ··were p·l"osecuted. 

From the category of offender~ who have·been in residence 

foi·· c,ne- 10 yeai··s, 24 (or 15.58%) ,...,ei'e'pl'.c,secLrted. ~~hil'e 

4E, ( c,r 19.E,E,%) · of offenders who have been in the 
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ccimmunity fc,r ·"over 20 years" wer·c;: alsc, proS:.ecuted. The 

fact that the pro~ortiori 6f pro~ecuted offenders from 

point, sug g est ~1, that prosecution ·' decisions are· not 

in f1 u1~nc ed by ~-esî·dence ·· length. · This suggestion is 

supported by the value of x2 after cross tabulating the 

-is not .. 

statistically significant, ~nd the ·gamma vàlue of 0.1 is 

,:1lso negliç_üble. 

It c an be concluded that no relationship of 
.,-:,//.• r, 

significance exists between offenders length of residence 

in ·community and police decision making. 
C: • 

5.9 OFFENDERS ETHNIC BACKGROUND AND POLICE 

DECISION MAKING 

The'·. empir ical . •data de,· not r·eveal = any· consistent 

p~:;ittèrn ·of ···influence between .:ifferi'ders .ethnicity ·and. 

police dec1s1on making. !t is true that man~ individual 

p,:,l icE•me'n. · have'· : f,:,rtned · stere,:,types · abi:iut · cr iminal 

tendencies inherent in particul.ar tr·ibes. Bu·t such 

st er eot yp~?s . are nei ther- i ( i g id~ nor. ·' al'" e · they ,:,bser.ved ta 

exert any influence. Thus··a· particular, desk ~ergeant at 

Si:1maru 1;:.tat ic<1,. '... ,..;as c,bseY-véd ·,:,n' sf-?p,:ir,:,te c11:casi,:,nE; te,.. 

describe· Hausa,' - Ibo, Yc,ruba, Tiv, Igala,'·"Etemdel people"·· 

,:1rid so ,::,n as typi,:,:11 ;::.\r:iïninë~l's.= lrJhen .·s.everal "Hausa boys" 

,...,ere/' arrested fc,i" · "beli:ihgi'ng 11
·" he cëistîgated · · the hë.1Llsà 
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people for not training their children but making them 

criminals as they are not equipped for any· other job. 

i-.Jhen an Ibo !::'-pai"e parts dealer 1..Jas arrested fc,r 11 unla1..JfL1l. 

s,ame · off .i .c f:?r· 

lambasted. all Ibos as thieves and:.car· snatchers whose 

s.pec ial ity is "but,:::h<er:inç_~" st:olen ... ·ve·l·iicles in.t,:::, s.pare 

parts.· On another occasibn when a complainant reported 

soma items stolen from his car in a mechanics .workshop 1 

th i S S:-OlîH? ordered the arrest of ëill l tl112 

incidentally were all Yorubasv with this 

"r"E~rîlë:\\'·k~ "Y<:ii"uba peciple· r:.n·e the mos:t unty·ust•..Jc,rthy. pec,ple 

in ·thiS:. wor·ld. They c an s.el 1 the i ·r mother s for mc,ney 

imaginev a 

they start stealing fy om i t Il a acc1..1sed 

persons of Edo· or, Delta State originv .Anini.brothers -

P1nin i is the name of ~ notoyious- armed. robber fYom the 

fc,rmey· Bendel State,' which has· n,::,w been s.pl it:. into Edo. 

and:Del*a states. The same· sergean~ descYibes people from 

Riversv Cross River, and Ak~a .Ibom states as·bbrn ·thieves· 

whose penchant fc,·r .jobs··as hoL1se hel p~5 .:is suspect. _Thei y· 

ul.terioy··motive accotding· to the sergeant is to wait for 

i-.:1rï ,:,pp.c,rtun i ty ··for· ·l:;he hou se ·.to· · ·be empty ,·, · ·and· then. t,:, 

pa,:k all · py·c.,pei"ty and disappear. So offenders from 

m ïn,::,r i ty and· .ma.jor i ty ·tri bes. ·· .. al i ke .;w e des,: ri bed .::1s 

typifying · the cyirninal inc.linatjons of their ·tribes 
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depending on thè mood of the relevant ,officer or on the 

circumstance of the crime. 

The' 1,Jidc~l y ht~l d bel ief ··that nrinority :ethriic st·atus 

victimization and· marginalisation by maJority groups1 

does not hold · true as far as police decisions. are 

con,: er ned. On this ·point, both the qualitative ~nd 

quantitative data concur. For e:,;a.mpley the table below 

summa~ized the relationship between -offender's ethnie 

status and police decision to torture. 

Table 7: The relationship between offender's ethnie background and, police·decision 
to interrogate by torture. 

· Length :of Detention 

Not tortured 
-. Tortured 

Total 

X t ·· = 1. 59 r' = 0. 11 : 
Low (l'linori ty} 
Middle (Yoruba/Ibo) 
High (Hausa/Fulani) 

~ow 
+ 

105 
23 

120 

Ethinicity 
Middle 

1. + 1. 

24.65 64 15.02 
5. 40. 20 .4.69 · 

30.05 84 1'3.72 

High Total 
+ 1. + 1. 

164 38.50 333 78.17 
:50' 11. 74 93 . 21.83 

214 50.23 426, 100 

: 1 

The table above reveals that even less proportion of 

offenders-·from minority ethnie grouping ara tortured then 

those from majority tribes •. While,,only,23 Cor 17.97%) of 

min,:,jr ity tribes were tortured 1 50 
! ~ f __ i ~· ~ t •• , \ f :_ ! . · ·;,. 1 '•l; 1 .' : . : ; ' ! ' 

Hausa/Fulani origins were tortured. The negligible values 

that _. ·tl,e di fferences in propc,rt ic,n c,f each category of 
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tortured offend~rs in Mot strong enough to suggest a'.. 

sig~ificant relationship. 

No signific~nt .relationship is:also found between 

the variable of ' ,:,ffenders ethnicity,, and pol i,:e 

detention/piosecutorial ·deci~ion~.- .·The· 1 ·proportion of 

c,ffenders not ê:Jetëdned at all" from each of· the three 

~?thnic cë1tegc,;··iE·s ranges ·'from 8~~- ·to · 10. 7%·.· The' proport.ion 

detained fc,r over 24· h"i'·s" ranges.· firom 32% te, 39%.'· {.Ul: 

these· tend to suggest that· ethnicitj is nota significant 

determinant of police -det~ntion de~ision. 
1 

The pattf.=rn ir~ ··."not ··mL.ich di."f-.fer€:>nt .. -·:in the .. ·,-case of 

pr osec ut :i ,:,n. The data ~eveals--that-21 (or 16. 67%) of 

c,ffenders ·f·rom minority t·ribes wr~·re p·rosec.uted.·-precisely 

11 (or 13.75%) of-the- Ibos/Yorubas were-prosecuted, wh:ile 

43 (or -20.47%)· of Hause/Fulani were also prosecuted. This 

data wh~n · combined. with 'tha:negligible values of the 

tesl:!3 c,f assc,ciatiqn!s also suggests. that• ethnicity is not 
.i 

c:l signif:icë\nt deteirminant c,f police· pfo~~cutorial 

dec isic,ns. 

···' It c:an· be concluded :that 'c,f'fenders· ethnie· backgr,:,und · 

(· ,. l::··.: ·t ... ,··i t 

5.10 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
. • 1 r - 1 , \, .• i 1 :-:·· •• · .· :. · f! · '.. :· ·1,·:· ::':", r 1 ,' .·~ \_ ' ·. ' ! . 

This chapter ',:,.:,·rreli:1tes··eigh:l: ·"independent :var.iables \.lith 

three dependent variables. The .eight iridependen-1:;· 
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variables the relationship with the.· two dependent 

comprises socib-demographic attr· ibLltes., of 

ail eged' offenders nam~ly:·· ,their .income, occLlpation 

age 1 prior record, residence length, and 

ethnie backgroLlnd. Those inrlependent variables were 

coirrelated with police decision concerning tortLlre, 

d1;:-tent ion, 

Vëff iabl es. 

and prosecution, which are the dependent 

The findings reveals that, of the eight independent 

variable~ exa~ined, three consistently had no significant 
./A)- t, 

relationship with any of the dependent Y~riablss. These 

offenders prior arrest record, ethnicity, and 

length c,f y·esidence. Further· mcw e, ni:i significant 
'. ··•'. ' 

relationship could be established between any of the 

eight independent variable and police pri:isecutorial 

d<:!C isions. 
: .•. •t' 

Avëd 1 able evidence ·~uggests signï fi,:ant 

independeni Varlabl~s-·· ahd th~· remainih~:.two-dependent 

variable. Fi:ir thei' .·first I fc,ur' c,f the. ·ffve independent 

vc::w·ic:1ble is in. tl·H='· hypc,t;hes.ized· diYectiôn' ·i.e. the::(;. 

independent variable (i.e sex) however, where masculinity 

statu!s higher than 

femininity, the rel at i c,nsh i p 1.Jas c onsi st ent 1 y and ver·y 
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strongly· in an opposite directi6n from-the hypothesized 

c,ne. 

fare better than their male counterparts at- the hands of 

the pe<lice • 

. Thus, some aspect of the working hypothesis of this 
.... 1 !· --. [ •· ... i ···., 

study are substantiated, while others are not. A modified 
1 • 

ve1"sic,n of the hypothesis, which now reflects the 

findings of the study may be stated thus~ 

Al"l"es.tees . on · · l·c,w ·tincc,m1=1, lE~vq-.. J.5-,'.w · 101,1: 
occupatiorial cadre, low age and masculine 
gender, ore:more li·kely.th~n their counter~arts 
"l:o be ·l;ortured, detained, and ·deti::1intë>d fc,·.-
loqger·· _per iods •. 

··1 •·. ' .. ,.·., ... 
This finding to a large extent, reflect the economic 

quality of police justice. It is also quite compatible 
·1 

with the major finding 6f the preceding chapter, namely; 

that station house activities are shaped overwhelmingly 

by the offering and taking of gratification. It is 

p ·r esumàb 1 e, that people· .. with higher socio-economic-

stë1tuses ar.e econc,mically,·bette·r placed te, of fer. br· ibe. . ' . 

Th :i. s · i s not .just,. bec ause they h,'::!ve · the. 1,1hr,2r evd thal, but 

also· because, they~~more .than · lower class members, have 

int·ernalised the prev,ailing··nc,rm, of· the···mai·ket ·e,::i:,ncif!lY• ·A· 

noy··m whii:h st·ipuli:1tes.that,•everything 'goes. fc,r; a pri,:e.·:· 

... 1·. 'i. 
1 ••• ·, .. J '·' . ·. \ ) .... · .. 

·.: •,· . ·' 1 •• 

.. ,• ·' ! .... , ' ,··,. 
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.CHAPTER·SIX . . . 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION_, . AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 INiRODUCTION 

This ·study sets ou~ to. inter alia,·. determine the 

level of awareness of the legal process by the policer 

acc1.1s,ecl, 

Sec ,:,ncl 1 y, 

and other participants of pretrial Justic~. 

to find out the proportion of cases that ai~ 
. ' . . 

disposed of at the police station. Thirclly, to determine 

the extent of due process observance or ;iolation by the 

pÇ,\J. jÏ. Ce. i:--ou r th l y, to identify. the factors affecting 

police decisions. And finally, to ex~mine ihe siatutory 

framework of police discretionary powers. Th~ f·indings of 

the study are summarized below. 

6. 2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS .. 

Regarding awareness of ·legal process, it has been 

found that policemen in the Clr ime sei,:t ic,n ë:11re Vel"Y a 1.,;a1re 

of procedural provisions. They have attended at least a 

post-primary institution before joining t~e po~ice and do 

attend pc,1 ice ty· ain ipg. ~c,ur ses •..;hi 1 e :_in, the .. fc,rce. · Copies 

of the-·l'"elevant statutory ,docL1m_erd:;s29 are ._pr,:,y.ided,.in t_he 

station f o·I'" easy . ·( eë:ïC.h ,. should any doubt · about p-r· oc edur e 

ai·· i se. Yet pc,l:ice::-mE•n ,rarely _foll,:,w .1egal p_Yc11:edi.1res in 
. . . . ' 

han cil ing membelr s of the· pubti,:: .• _Th<~ py·_eval ent metl-_ic,d_s · :of 

handling cases are informal rather .. than formal .• Many of 
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the policemen interviewed · ·· attributed this t.o nc,ne 

It was however observed that such informality also 
t; . ·;: •,-•,:': •• 

affords individual policeman the opportunity to make 

pe·rs,:,nal money th·rc,ugh the ac•:<:?ptanc<:? of grati'fici:1tion • 

. ·:, 

The c ivi J. in the pretrial 
. 1.' ! 

.justice 

process arev unlike the policemenv large~y ignorant of 

legal provisions. Most of them do not know their rights 

and could t~e~efore not demand for them. Even the few who 

\,;c,r t hwh i 1 e 
' 

te, thei·,r being obse1'ved. 

C9m~lainants and accused alike,. have no confidence in the 

formal justice process. Many complainants would rather be 

cc,mpensated by .culprits '"d; the sti:."itic,n, th.-an under·go the 

will rather pay off the police, and have their case 

dr opped t han go t ,;:. c oL.lr t. In =-_ho~-~, 1 egal provision ay e 

pushed· aside while most cases are informally settled at 

the police station •. 

It has been fo0nd iri'~his study'that :over ·80% of all 

E:,.;c ept in a few .-. instances, the Yeasons fol' such· 

. . . ' . . ' . 
of· disposed cas.es ë\l'"e not ente'fed 'ïnto the· monthly ,:::rime 
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such a large volume of unrecorded dispositions for· the 

Cr- iminal Justice System (CJS),· are two· fold: 

cir-.cumvents the:? ,,:\d.judicatc,ry· functions i:if tri,al .Judges .. 

Secondly, it under·mines the, .. 1.1sefulness:, i:,f police C'r' ime 

records as the primary data base for i:iverall criminal 
. ! 

.Just icc? evaluation and planninç_~. The 

disposition with~ut trial is facilitated · by apparent 

collusion of all parties to avoid the formal trial 

p 'r' C•C 8!:-!::," Thes.c:? parties include, the ac c us,:?d, 

the i.,1i"tnesses, the police and even other 

arms df the CJS. Pretrial disposition helps .to relieve _,, 
the pressures on the courts and even prisons. Hence the 

courts may not be overly concerned with ensuring that 

police adhere strictly to due process as that Will 
.......... , .. 

certainly mean more referral rates. 

It ,has been fOU8~ ~n-this~,study that due process 

dealing with members of the;public. Arrests thàt réquire 

warrants are frequently carried out without warrants. 

Arrestees are often not informed of the reason for their 

arrests. Sometimes written statements are not taken from 
. ,,· ., 

accused pers6ns and when taken, it is often without first 

administering the required caution. Detention ,:, f su sp ec t !5 

. ';' .' :.; 

'· . ··, .. 
is for periods longer than 

: ·. • . ., . '· ., ! .· - ' 
is routine and quite often it 

the st ~tut c,/i l'y stipulated 1 imit=· c,f 24 h,:,urs. 

is frequently ca~ried out by torture, 
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contrai•·y to principles.l la:i.cl. down by "Suclges F~ules". 

Detainees are often· denied access to relatives and 

they :"'aÎ'"e usually irregularly fed, 

denied_medical care and not\ sufficiently·~egregated. 

The hardships that accused persons L~d~rgo are.to 
':: 

some extent ameliorated by their offering qratification 
. . - i- . . 

to the police. Hence, it. has ~een found i~ ,the __ study that 

the c,-· - 1· c:1·-11 ,. d 1· c:: ·,>c::J,• -,·· ·t .. c·,,c,,d· .. .:• _11_ J. ..-· C\ 11 <=l f • c.i ,;:;i ..:::! groups fare worse than thc:2 

s;.c«: i al 1 y E.•.dvant aged, in the hand:. c,f the , police. 

Arrestees of low socio-economic statusp youthfulness and 
a~ '1j 

masculine gender tend to be treated more harshly than 

their counterparts. In acceptin<_, rnmpl~int~ .., -- <- :-, mak_ing 

arreits, carrying out investigations, interfogations and 
: .\ 

in granting bailr policemen's actions and inactions are 

to a large extent influenced by how much the civil 

parties are willing to,~pay.· That: ~rrestees ~ith higher 

socio-economic ~tatus fafe bettei, is then a reflection 

of the ~conomic qualitj of j~stice~ 

Regarding the statutory framework of police powers, 

it has been found that the law is·vague about the precise 
! 

amount of power that policemen can 
.•. 

wield. The vaquè and 
,· . - ,• 

wide use and abuse of discret ion by the police 2 ~~- .The 

pe.•nEtl code also tend to be overcriminalizinq in the ~ide 
;_ • '- : . • • ..: 1 .: • .: .. : . - r ·_ - .:·i· ·. :· ...... :·: ·.1 

range of activities subsumed under the rubri~ of cri~e~0 • 
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Furthermore it ~ontains·some contradictory provisions~~ •. · 

The criminal procedure code. also. has its share. of 

contradictions32 and overgeneralization33 • Same goes for-

the police Act 34 • These ambiguities and general lack of 

clarity· makes · it difficult to determine where_police 

powets ·stop and citiien rights begin. So the procedurai 

c..f ,:: i t i zen:. "I'" i ght 5. · a"i" e te, s"ccme exten·l; 

undermined by the ·enormous discretionary power that- the 

police enJoys as a result of th~ vague and imprecise 

character of statutes. Th ,a t p ,::,wer is left virtually 

first because the generality of cit.izens are 

too ignorant to seek redress in court and secondly, 

because the superior poli~e officers who should check 

their men seldom do so. 
t, !·, ... 

6.3 CONCLUSION 

Fr,::,m the finclings of. thi!:::- study~ it ·can be concluded 

that pretrial police praciices in Nigeria fall short of 

the declared c,b.jectives.· The ·Ic,fty· id.eals of. the ~rule c,f 

law' · as embodied -in the principles of· -legali~y a~d due 

process ar~- not practically operative, Legal~y ir~elevant 

crit<er·ia i;Jhich in mc,st ·,:ases ·· ·tr,:1nsl·ë.1te to the advantage 

of the weJ. J.-t,:c-dc,, eY;ert. ,.a m.::i.jc,y . inf.luence On pol i,:e 

de,:isions; Thie. situation d,:,es nc:d:: aris.e f1rom pers.c,nal ity 

defects · . ,:cf: individual policemen, is .· i t even 

attributable to the-institutional cha~act~r·of \he police 
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laygey societal context in -which the poli~e~operates. 

This society can be chayacterised pYedominantly in terms 

of its capitalist socio-econômic order. BLlt l'Hge·r i an 

capitalism like bthey.·third world capitalist economies, 

is a caricatL1re of western· capitalism. Its dependent or 

peripheral nature tends to'st0nt and distort all national 

institutions, the police fc~ce inclusive. 

Hence, while the objectives foy setting up the 
' . '·· 

police may be similar in all capitalist societies, the 

requisite material and personnel input, together with the 

enviYonment for the reë:ilization of those 

objectives tend to differ. The Nigerian Police Force is 

i 11-·-equippecl, i 11-tr· ained, and operate within a decadent 

social environment. Givem thie. fa,:tors, : dt 

surprising that it has assumed the character outline by 

this study. 

The police force h~~ also been unable to live up to 

the conception of the police as an impaytial and benign 

en f cl\r ,: er · ,:, f 1 aw, bec aùse i t·. · Wi::"\S · ,: r eat ed. by c ,:il c:1n i al.i st s 

primëïrily to pr°otèct" thé····ïnterest c,f.· ,:,:::~pital· .(see 'Ahi·rev 

1'3.91). The 'inter.est ,:if· the emergent- natir:,na1· b,:1L1rgeoisie 

whc, stl;?pped int:r:, posit'i,:,ns ··vacated · by the-- i:-ol,:111ial:ists 

wa~-=- anci has remàinecl :sîniilér ·to that · ,::1-f the r.:ôlonial ists. 

Henr.:e·only very li-tt1e hias been 'd1:,ne·t,:, 'irid 'the·p,:1li,:e.of 
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it!::. c,bno)~ioLt=· colc,nial .... he·,rit,:\g·e. The Nigeria· Police 

to proclàim it~ in s.,p :i. te of i t S e f f Oi" t 5 

ini::-titutional autonomy remains partisan. However, ,,,Jhen 

its status protection function and its crime prevention 

function directly conflicts in any pai"ticular case, the 
• 1 

have opportunities to assert its i"elative pc,l ice 

aL.tt on,:,my. In such cases, especially when the offence is 

grave and available evidence is strong, the police ti"ies 

to bring the suspect to bqok regardless· of his/hei" class 

status. 

The _pc,l ice is also consti"ained by the fact that i't 

must operate in awèreness of existing realities. A strict 

adhei"ence to due process will lead to higher teferral 

rates to courts and may mean more inmates for the 

prisons. The police is aware that those other arms of the 

CJS are not equipped both in personnel and material terms 

to cope with the increased workload that will result .from 

higher referral rates • 

. Fur t her moi" e, individual policemen are themselves 

that has imbibed a culture of corrup~ion~ Members of the 

pLtb-1-ic ar·e 1.1s1.1ally the·· first. to ,:,ffer gFatific~t'ic,n te,' · 

the. pc,1 ice. It makes no difference whether1they come··as 

c omp 1 i:,1 in ,:\1...-t =· c,r · · accu s:,ed · p er =·C•n s. I t ï s · ·. di f fic u 1 t for 

polic<::men ,-te, r·E·sdst ·s1.1ch temptatic,ns,- e~;;pe,:i,â'llly when 
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vi~wed against theif often repeated c~mpl~int of ·being 

unde-rpaidu 

It s.hoL\l d al so be r ememben2d that pr oc eeds. fr om 

gratifications do not all go into private pockets of 

policemen. piar t of i t is used by·the force to.provide 

some basic material -requirements of investigation. For 

policemen claimed that stationeries have not 
' . 

·been received from the Force headquarters fov years. Part 

of the gratification money is used to procuve local 

stationevies for taking st~tements from accused and other 
.<,JI,.. ti 

pe·(son? •. • 

It is now clear why pretrial police practices 

assumed the character and form described by this study~ 

It is also clear that the character does not facilitate ,·, .. ·,·,·_, .. ' 

the achievement of criminal justice goals • 
j-··.··i .. .. / 

section of this chapter offers proposais for the reform 

of pretrial ·police practices. 
'• 

"· 

6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• 1 

The governmen~ ·should 

awareness campaign with a view to · educating m~mbers of 

the public on due prc11:,;,ss and their· leç;1aJ..,. rights. All 

organs of the mass media should be mobilized' towards ·the 

on b,=1EE.ÏC' 1 constitL1tional. rights and .: dt.rl::ies ··s.h,:,ulc:J.i be 
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step towards upholding them or ins1st ing upon their 

observance by others. 

The pol i è ernEm, 

also need further education/training on the rational 

exercise of discretion.· Much of the antago~isms bet~een 

the police and the public arises frbrn the inability pf 

policy· rnakers to strike a balance between police power~ 

ë:1nd c it b:en' s ·( ights.. Yet• ë:1ny attempt at incy-easing 

citizr2n's;. ·r-iç1h-l; can only be successful at'·the·e)-;pense."of 

. . 
pc,1 ice power to ' de,:iea5."e·; That '"'ill 

create its own problerns. Loopholes would e~erge for some 

offenders to escape the law, many Mew vices wil~ emeige, 

and the· p61ice will -~·om~lai~ of being handicapp~d. Sin~e 

balance where· poliiè poweis will be ·equal to citizen's 

rights, the solution·is in educati~n. There ii·~ need t~ 

qualit~tively educate ~olicemen, · such· that· though left 

in a consistent and rational manner.· A crucial first st~p 

towards achieving this, is to raise the minimum ~ntry 

qualification for personnel in the crime branch to a 
~· • •• • ' • 1 

FIX( ther more, 
. . .. • . ! 

the curriculum of the various ~Police 

Training Schools' should be upgraded such that emphasis 
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is laid upon socio-legal tYaining, while the physical and 

paramilitary orientation inheYite~ from the colonial era 

should be.~e-emphasized. 

Mechanisrns should also be put in place to ensure 

th,::\t ·. ·tt·,e pol··i ,: e Y ec,:•l" d b,:,th i t s -en f,::,y cernent .. and. nc,n-

enfc,ircement. -dec.isi,:,ns. Nc,n·-enforcement ... de.cisions .. al"e by. 

nat.ure la~gely invisibla •. When they al"e .. not ~~corded,. 

appraisals. Any abuse or arbitrarin~ss rosulting from 

s1.1ch decisiC<nE=-
.,(,J,,. ,, 

decisions do not enter _into police· crime records and as 

such under-mines the .u~.efulneE::.s of .offic,ial crime:-. data .for 

cr iminal JLtst i.,:.e, 1eval Lta.t· ion v· .. pr o,j_ec t .i.on. and p 1.ann.i ng •. 

Towal"ds e~suring that .; :l;he , pc,1 ice recol"ds ,its nc,n·-

Policemen should be educated to realise the impo~tance of 

doing so·. Se,:ondly, ~t,iff penalt.ies shc,uld_ be .. e1~1tren_.•:hed 

in~o statutes for any_case of.non-~ecording detected. The 

·1reseë:1lrchc'2·1" • Wi::\S· 1.ln,::\b_le .. to find i:1ny categc,r.:.ical statement 

on -punishment .. for,· ·non-=-enforcement/n,:,n-recor·dinq 
.· ,; . - in 

e:1; i. st i ng ist at u;~.e d.o,: ument s,. 

'.' '" 
the eno1" mc•Lts discretioniry powel"S of the 

. .. ' 
police and the concomitant erosion of citizens rights, it 

is ·also suggested that the government should undel"t~ke 

substantive yeviews of Nigerian legislation. Periodic 
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Yeviews will · make laws moYe pYecise and make policemen 1 s 

less ar·bitrary. It al se, hel p in 

decriminalizing many of the activities pYesently included 

urn:ler· the de-finition c,f cr·ime •. ·Foi" example, idling 3 ~ 9 

vagabond 3 e,, use of insultive language37 , drunkenness39 

and 5.,:, on. 
: .. ·' 1 ••• 

At a ge_ne1-al level, the~e is.-a. pressing .. need for. 

. impYovemen·t. in the quality and quantity of facilities 

pr·c,vided for the police foy .i~s operation. ·This should 

from the v~ry uniform that. policemen :put on. The 
-<,i..t. ,., 

L1nifc,rm. of .many poli,:emen ar·e in a pathE.?tic state._.Many. 

wear· ~rubber' shoes to.work, and,for many of·those who 

st i 11 1.-Jeai·· ~leë:1ther' shoes, ,the leather· shc,es ar· e mcq•· e 

fit for· ·the rubbish heap~ than their. feet. There is also 

very little uniformity. in clothes put on as uniform_by 

the police. ·The materials are poor, ·the colour run.and 

many are. thread ·bare and worn out. ·To command feeling,of. 

1-ee.pect.. frc,m the publ i,: ,., .. ,pc,1 icemen appearance ne~d to. be 

imp1··oved. Other.materials.urgently needed •.,by.the police 

include inter ëi:lic,·: ,stc::'\ndai·dized static,nerie~-; fc,r taking-. 

statementE=- 7 - seiphi_s,tica·ted · · te,:hn,ical. aids .:: .. fc,...

investigation and .. ·inte...-...-ogat~on, functional vehicles ~o~ 

modei" n telecommunication gadgets, 

adequate ,::el 1 acceimmodation 1 police hospitals that would 
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cater exclusively for th~ needs of the police/su~p~cts at 

1. 

subsidized rates and sc:i c,n n . 

There is ~lso an urgent need .for the government to 

wag~ an all out war.agai~st corruption in the country. 
•. 

The public is as guilty as the police for the corrupt 

practices associated with pretrial activities. It takes a 

"ç1iver 11 ·and a "taker '·' · f6r· the· crime c,f unlai,Jful 

gr~tification or bribery to oc~ur. ·This campaig~·a~ainst 

cor l~ upt i c,n ... shc,ul d .. adopt m,~,r e:. se·( Î ;:,Ll~ne!::-S If han. the' 1 i p 

se·(·vice pi"esently being · paid to·· the "war· against· 

indiscipline ë1nd cm"ruption". It can· be:mc,re· meaningfully 

waged when those i~ positions of atithority"are seen to be 

actu~lly practicing what they pr~ach: The law books 

already cont~i~ adequate pro~lsioris on the ille~alitl of 

gr· ,::1-l: if i i:: at ion (for example, see the· penal code, S.i15 -

S. 121). Since the police, that is charged with·upholding 

the.l~w is àlready guilty of the ch~rge, the option for,a 

fundamental change 'in attitGde towards bribery lies·with 

the members of the.public. 'They ·shbuld be educ~ted not to 

of fer ·and to rep6rt tb ~pp~opriate authoriiies· when it is 

dernanded. A more quilitativel) ed0c~ted polie~ for~e· 

would also not dernand for giatificati~n to· do a·J6b it is 

bei ng 'pa :i. d · · to de, •. The c âmpài gn·· aga i nst · .. c ,:,r r upt i c,i-, · shc,ul d 

be waged simultaneou~ly with the ··campaign for legal 

awàrenes:.". 
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F"inallyr it m1..1st·· · ·be· pcci nt <=1d· ,:,ut 

Implementing them i,Jill 'n.::,t tc:d::ally er,adicatf:? the ·ilh=:. 

identified. with 1:::colice stat,:ion practi'c:eS:: .• I:n'·· ·the long 

te·rm, · it is thf? capital ist .s,:11:ic:,-e,:,:,nc,mic·' c::,1,·.den wl-1-ich 

generates _pressures towards such v:ic:es tha~: must be 

addl'"essed. Capitalism by its very nature thy-ives upon 

i neq10121l :i. t y. Henc e Lq:!pe1r c 1 ass membe1'· s · f ai'· e bet't er . in the 

,:y- imin,-al · .justice · !s.ystem tharr lowey- class members. 

Capital"ism· is ë:1 ·system· th;at ·sub.jects virtu,=11 ly eve1"ythi"ng · 

tci.,,;çlï)e ·mar·kE'.d; no·rm.' ·Hencè,vir.-tual'ly evc;,,rything, in,:luding• 

.j us;.t i ce and ,: c,nsc i enc e, · are ·,: ommod i t: i z ed. ~Tust i,: e . t hen 

becc~es a .. commddity .fol'" sale, .and -the _highest ·bidder 

pr,:11:ures .· i t. · P,s Mar·':i; ( 1 '37!1': 83) · · · pu:ts .. i t, the. era.'of .. 

capital ism .. is c,ne · in ,..;hi,:h:·,· 1 

•.•• everything has been transformed. into a 
commercial commodity. It is the time of general 
cc,rruption, of· Liniversal 'bribery :·c,r, in the 
language of economics, it is the time when each 
c,b.ject, physical ··as ·well ·as mor·al · is put ·c:cn• th.e·· 
market as an object of e~change to be taxed at 
its,._ cor·!'"ect valL1e · · ··· _.., · 

Those ills are further aggravated in a dependent 

capitalist economy like Nigeria, where institutions like 
1 

the police existas mere caricatures of their advanced 
-·:. 

capital i~;t c ,:,un ter par "I:: s;. For the long term reform of 
. ' .•. i ·, ••. 

police pretrial practicesv theffefc,re, the fundi:1mental 

c0use of its present character must be addressed. In so 
ï .. 
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fay as this has been identified ·as the ~ dependent 

capital is.t' status of the country 7 it would a~pear that 

e::lim:i.në,te its stë:vl:;us of pe1rip'he··ry/sateli:te '(lis--a-<lis the 

metropole/centr~ and transform · itself into a ·~céntre'. 

This· option will lead to a ~onsiderable.irnprovement in 

si::ic io-~;t·ructLll"ëÙ bi:.-:i.sis · ·"of pc,1 ice .deviancy ë1nd unequal 

tïre,:l°trn°E:nt ,:,f.·,:'itizens." Thi~.:-·· is be,:au=:.e · :-inequality. and· 

c,:,rrup·t ic,n··· is enderni,: '·te, ·'· al l ·· ·for ms _of capital i'srn · 

dep.i;;11dent oir · i::\dVi::\nC(:?d. The se,:,:,nd ,:,pt ic,n i.s fol" Niger: ia 

t,:, ,:.pt· eout c,f the internati,:,në\l capitalist .. 01··bit and 

adopt ·a more egalit~rian socio-economic order. -This 

option holds:.; rnor·e pi··c,rni __ sei ·thari the · first because it 

attacks. the root caLl!Se of the problem 1 ·namel.y 1 · 'the scu:·io-

economic O)rder. 

..1 .. l. .;. 1 .... ; i. ; •. ,,. r .·· 

13iven pres,.ent day g1obal:·rea·J.j_ties 1 ···,it·'h;as to be 

admitted that it would be difficult to,bti~g ~bout either· 
··.r: 

of the options. But they are practi~ablS. The pr èc i s.e 

means by which they can be achieved is beyond the limited 
,' ;, • -·: 1 • 1 

scope of this study and is left to futul"e research. Such 

research howevèr 1 mwst be sensitive to the dynamics of 

capitalism. It should recognise that the 

development of the western capitalist natiorys and the 

underdevelopment of third world countries are Just two 
. ) .· 

intricately linked sides of the same on-going process. 

·•I 
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13 vol.7. No.12. p.42. The Guardian Pl'"ess, Lagos. 

28. Criminai proc~duYe code. pen~l code. Police Act. 

:2'3., 

30. 

FoY example there 

cc,de to . ch;ë1(çie 

is al~ays a sectior of the penal 

anyone ~rYested no matter how 

arbitrary the aYrest. According to the penal ~ode, a 
pers.on commit~"" "abdl\l: t i c,n" wheiï h<2 by "any dc.:.?c ei t f1-1J. 

. ' 

means .,induc,2r,; ancrt: .. hc.:.?r , per.son to go .. fr.om any place". 

He commits "assë.-\u.ltll .•...ihen by his qec::.tures. h<'2 caw=.e~-:; 

any peyson present to apprehend that. he who makes 

that qesture or prepa~ation is about to use criminal 
,,.;).,_ ~ ·-

"f Ol" C (·?. Th<:c> de-finition of 11 \l,:::19abond'' includc·?S ë:-irïY 

male who dresses or is attired in a fashion of the 

,,,Joman a A pel'" !=-On 

pE!ë.1CE) 11 •...ihen he 

is guilty of "di.sturb,:1nce of public 

".in .::1 , publ :i.e place cl.istLn'·bs the 
. . 

~R-L-tb-l~i_c~~P-e-a=··==-e.,. He. is guity of "drunkenness in i::I 

public ·place" when he :i.s .. "fc,und drunk .in a public 

pl2.1ce". 1-IE:: is guilty of 11 c1'iminë1l ti'espë:1ss" .,k,en he 

."enters :i.nto 01': upon prope1'ty in the pc,sses.sic,n of 

~nc,the·r _,,,,1_i_t_.h __ j_.n_,·_t_e_n_t to ,:ommit an offence~ c a a ·
11

. etc a 

Inte·r.pretë."ltion ,:,f the undE-:~irlined ',Jords. (emphase!:, 
.:· .. : 

mine) above give_E=· room f,:,,r considerable e:y;erci:,se of 

disc,,·_e,.t ion. by: the pi:,l ice 1 b<::?cause i'!; ,cal ls-- fc,·r their 

s_ub.jective judgemen'I:; •. 11 inter:1tl' .te, commit an unla•,,ful 

act. can easily be ... imputecl · te, sof!lebody_:.'s action 

~,.1ithout ob.ject,ive me.::1ns ... of de•termining same. 

11 id 1 E'riE?S!:f., 11 (p_·r" 

· insul t ing .. · ,:,r 

intended to 

idle 

<:1busiye 

insult 

pe_.rs.ç,n) ... '.'.v:agabond'.', ."L1!::.e.. of 

li:tnguag_e", ... 11 ',Jord. 01' gestùre 

t_he· m_odesty ~-- ·- · c,f a wcimë:1n 11 ~ 

"drunkene!:·=· in priv.i,:lte p.lf:IC.F-1 arrd 1 !;,:, on ,:irF- all 

punishable 6ffence under th~ penal code law of 

Ncirthern Nigeria., 
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31. Section 124, 1.26 and '·:254 of th~:> ,::1"iminal code.(CF'C:). 

,..,.-. 
W.t.:,,, 

st·(es~-es the importance of ensurinq thit statem~nts . ·~ . .. .. . . -
made by acr:L.ti5c=:d, ·are made "VOlLm·l:;ar i"ly~· Yet 1secl:: ion 

143 ,:,f the penal code states 111.vhoeve·( 1refuse!::- to 

sign ~ny statement màde by him when. requi~ed- to -sign 

that statement by a public servant legally· competent 

to.require that he shall sign that statement shall 

br-2 punished with impr:is:onme.,nt fo·I'" a te1'·.m which më\Y 

e:,:tend to l:hrei? ·months. C•l" i:.~ f:inc:? ••••• " Sc, •,k,en 

not reflect what an ac used . had 

S::-Edd, and hE' con.sequently_ . r:c,?fu~<::?_r;; to sign, he may 

find h:i.m~;;0::,l f ,l :i.a_ble to pun_:i.i:,;hment. uncley· this 

sec t i ,:,n. 

For e:,;arnple 1,Jhile section· 1:1.7(:1.) ,::,f the CPC·empo•,4ers 
1 1 ! . ' 

the police to drop cases if no ~üblic i~terest would 

be ser~ed by proceeding-against him, S.45· of the 
' . . 

;J, ,.sam12 CPC !:-tates. that· ·11 No pF2rson ,,;Jhc, · has been 

33,, 

•• • •• 1 ..... ••• • • .. •• ,· •• • 

ëH'l'"ested by a police c,f f:icel" 'o·,•· '. l"EJl'l"rested LlndE?i" 
.. 

be discharged~· ex~ept on hi f.; own 

bond C•i'" on bai 1 O'i" under s:,pe_c:ial ·oy·der of ëi CC•Ül"t 11
• 

Many policemen interpfete this to mean that anybody 

ë:,1·· r e:d; ed must fi 1·· st ..ci f · · al 1 be det ai ned, ··ricï · lîli::\t ·l:: er 
~ ' •• 1 ' 

how slight the evidence or how minor the offence. 

.. 1. 

Tt-s'e· cr·i1ri:inal ,·. pr·cu:edu·(e ... ,:ï.::,des·. definitic,n of pe1"son 

,,,Jl·1om the'' r-.. ôlice may al'"rest fr,clude,''int-'2.i~'al.ià (a) 

'';,:in:/ p'c=·(·s:.on 1.Jhc,m'··he 1··eas,':,n.::1bly ·sus.pect5.· ·to be:

d~~s:.iqhinq to co'rnmit: an ·,:,ffen,:::e 11 '7 (b) 11 i':'1fly pel"!=-01'1 

found taking pl'"ecautibns to'~bnce~l his presence in 

suspiciou~·· circumi~ances· or who being fc,und in 

suspicious circumstahces has no ostèhsible means of 

subsi~tence or cann6t ~ive ·a s~tisfactory ~ccb~nt of 

himS!·?J. f; (c) in whose possession 

P.,. ,-,p ... ,.,. t \/ 1' c: foun~ which ~ay reasonably be suspected J OR •-o l J 
1

• -

to · be "".tol en proàr~rt
1
y ,:::,1" p1··ope1··ty' :in r·ef::.pect ,:,f 

·.,Jhich an c,.ffencr::/ has b<-:?~)~1 committed •••••. c;r· 1,Jh·,~. may 
. • !, . . • . ~ . . • 

be rea~onably suspected 6f having tommitted an 

offc-?nc<·? •,,,1ith refE·1·r:2nce te, !,iu,:h prcq)0?r_ty','.,. Cd) ",:1ny 

person who obstructs a police officer wh:ile in 

e:,~~?cuti,:,n of hi=- duty" and se, on. 
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underlined words (emphasis mine) could be 
range of interpretation depending on the 
caprices of the enforcing police officer. 

must be noted, that it would be two 
simplistic to assume that police abuse of discretion 
can be eliminated by defining their duties in more 
pr E•C i S(:? t El' ms. 

The Police ?kt warns pc,l ice , personnel 
"-u-n .... 1l"---"a~•,1 __ f __ L=t=l __ •==·-'-r __ 1= .. 1-'-n"'"n __ ..,~c"""e'""'s""'•"'"=.=a'"'"Y ...... Y e:-,;er ci se ,:, f aut hoy i t y", 
"unl a•,rful or un nec es;.1::.,::ir- ..,., 

viol E·nc t:? t o 
ar l" est s" using any 

c,r- c,ther 

per ~.c,n", "arr r~st i ng 
sufficient cause, or-

anyone without a qood and 
being uncivil to a member of 

the publ i,:. Contraveninç_~ any ,:,f the abov<:> 
proscriptions is deemed to be an offence against 
discipline. But not only aYe the-under-lined words, 
loose and ambiquous 9 trying to firm them may create 

.,,Jr :, -
more problems than it will solve. 

35. ·section 405 of the penal code 

36. Section 405 c,f the p<-2nal codE• 

'7]"7 ..., , . Sectiein 39•3 c,f the penal code 

38. Sect ic,n 401 and 402 of the penal code. 
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